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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes an interpretation of a traditional approach to the comparison of
graphs, in the context of two important problems in structural biology. The original
motivation was provided by a specific problem in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
assignment. Minimal isotopic labelling strategies (deuterium and 15N) have proved
invaluable for the observation of ligand binding in proteins. They are also sufficient to
support experiments that characterise the spatial relations between nearby residues in a
protein. If this pattem can be recognised in a known structure, then an assignment can
be obtained for the protein, without the use of additional isotopic labelling.
It was realised that this problem of stmctural recognition is most naturally viewed as a
graph comparison problem, and through this, can also be related as a special case of the
protein structure comparison problem. This concerns the recognition of the similar parts
of different proteins, which is relevant to a range of problems, from understanding of
the sequence and structure relation, to the recognition of common elements of
biochemical function.
A traditional approach to the comparison of graphs was analysed to identify two distinct
aspects of the problem. This lead to the generation of a general heuristic, to minimise
the search space of the problem, and an approximate transformation, that can be
efficiently solved. These were implemented and the latter was shown to be capable of
comparing large graphs. For the NMR problem, it was concluded that the spectral
information available was not sufficient to reliably recognise the set of known relations
given by a structure. This motivated the examination of protein structure comparison,
because the graphical description is richer, and so seemingly easier to compare.
However, the problems are demonstrated to be quite different, where structure
comparison is found to be indistinct, and cannot always be approached in a general
fashion.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1. Introduction

1.1 Protein Science
Proteins are complex polymers, with a wide variety of roles. These range from the
specific catalysis that is a hallmark of biochemistry, to self-organising components
within the molecular architecture of cells. These macromolecules are formed from a
basic set of 20 peptide monomers, with a common backbone corresponding to 2-amino
ethanoic acid. All but one have identical stereochemistry - a different side-chain
substituting the S prochiral proton on the a-carbon. The resulting chirality of each
asymmetric peptide linkage, leads to a generally isotactic polymer chain. The chemical
properties of the amino acids on their own are not particularly remarkable in the context
of conventional small molecule chemistry. The great functionality of proteins is
imparted by the specific shape that each adopts in an appropriate solution and solute
environment. The conformation of the ‘folded’ polymer is dependent on the peptide’s
amino acid sequence. Usually, this is a well defined 3D structure, where particular
functional groups are exposed for interaction with other molecules in a specific
arrangement that may be chemically active.
The existence of this stable fold is what makes proteins interesting. A protein’s shape,
and therefore its function, is peculiar to the sequence of amino acids in the polymer, but
this is not the whole story. Proteins are the active machinery in biological systems. They
are specifically made and destroyed during the lifetime of an organism, in the evolving
pattern encoded by nucleic acids. The major challenges are to understand how the
limited set of polar and hydrophobic interactions between the residue side-chain,
peptide backbone, and solvent environment lead to very specific conformations, and
how the properties of these conformations translate into the cogs of a complex, and
highly adaptable machine.
The determination of protein structures, and their functional analysis, is only a first step.
From the observation of many proteins in their operational states, it may be possible to
identify the integral mechanisms that maintain both the overall conformation and
functionally important mobility. Only then can real advances be made in interpreting the
biological schema that is defined by the genome of an organism.
2
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This thesis concerns the problem of finding similar patterns within specific
representations of the shape of proteins. Two types of protein structure representation
are examined, and a new technique for comparison is developed. Applying this method
for particular instances of each reveals common patterns - which are useful for the
investigation of protein structure and function.
The first representation describes the physically observable network of spin coupling
between specific atoms, contained in the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectrum
of a protein. NMR gives accurate measurements of the local chemical structure about a
nucleus - which are typically used to reconstruct the overall structure. To effectively
interpret this information, the observed signal of each nucleus must be identified in the
spectrum. This assignment can be difficult for proteins because they contain many
observable nuclei. However, if the structure of a protein is already known, it can be
used to model the observed coupling relations between nuclei. Then, it may be possible
to recognise these expected patterns within a spectrum, and thus assign the spectral
identity of each observable atom in the molecule.
The second representation is a more general characterisation of the shape of a protein. It
describes the spatial relations between different positions along the peptide chain,
independently of local chemical composition. This description of shape can be used to
represent different proteins, so they can be compared independently of their size and
residue composition. Any detectable similarities correspond to common patterns in the
spatial arrangement of the backbone within the fold of each peptide. Analysis of these
structural similarities can help the understanding of the sequence-structure relation, and
the interpretation of other correspondences in the biological role and genetic encoding
of the proteins within organisms.
These representations characterise quite different aspects of a protein’s structure, but
they share a common abstraction. This unifying form is a graph, which is simply a
collection of pair relations (edges) defined over a set of vertices that correspond to the
irreducible components of the entity that is being represented. Each distinct comparison
problem can therefore be treated as a specialised case of a general matching problem.

3
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So, it is only necessary to develop one general technique, which can be used to find the
solution of both problems.

/.

1.2 Graph Comparison

The common pattern in a number of graphs is called the common subgraph. Common
subgraphs identify a one-to-one, or bijective mapping, between some of the vertices in
the set of graphs, as shown in figure 1.1. Many pattern recognition tasks detect
similarities analogous to a common subgraph with the most edges, this is the edgemaximal common subgraph (MCS). In this work, the pattern identified by the MCS
mapping represents the spatially similar residues in two protein structures, or the
assignment of spin signals in a network of local couplings matched to a spectral
simulation.

MCS

GRAPH A
Figure 1.1

GRAPH B

The Maximum Common Subgraph of Two Graphs

Graph representations are quite natural to chemists. Many interesting correlations have
been discovered between the physical properties of a family of molecules, and the
topological characterisations of the graphs that represent their bonding pattern.'14 These
studies involve finding some numeric characterisation of the graphs that correlates with
observed physical and chemical measurements. The detection of structure-activity
relationships is useful for large-scale analysis of compound databases because their
numerical characterisation of chemical activity can identify candidates for new
industrial and pharmaceutical applications.911

Molecular graph comparison is a ubiquitous problem that is intimately involved in
structure activity relationships, and other aspects of chemical information retrieval.424
Detection of similar molecular fragments is a basic step in the assignment of mass
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spectrometry data, and the interpretation of electronic absorption spectra. Explicit
detection of similar bonding patterns is generally more powerful than numerical
characterisations of molecular shape. Comparison is used routinely to find carbon
skeletons that support pharmacophoric conformations, 21 and thus suitable leads for
combinatorial drug design. 52 This field has rapidly matured through the motivation of
such lucrative applications, and a number of related techniques exist to find the MCS in
molecular graphs. 52,57,58
The developments that were made in order to compare molecular graphs reflect an
important aspect of the general graph matching problem. The specific approaches rely
on the atom and bond type information that labels these graphs, and perform effectively
because of the particular connectivity that observable structures possess. 15 The existence
of well defined labelling, and certain topological properties, simplifies comparison, but
not all graphs possess such convenient attributes.
In general, finding the MCS is not trivial because there are many ways of dividing any
graph into distinct subgraphs. If the pattem of edges in the common subgraph is known,
it is reasonably straightforward to detect it in one or other of the graphs. But, without a
priori knowledge of the form of the conserved pattem, a search must be made to find
the similar edge-patterns from nearly all of the possible subgraphs in one graph. Only
then can the largest MCS mapping(s) be identified exactly.
Conceptually, algorithms which solve these kind of exhaustive search problem are said
to examine a ‘search-space’ which contains all possible solutions. Typically, a search
spans this space by a series of steps, which together form a tree. Each possible solution
is a continuous path from the root to one of the leaves of the tree, and the best is just the
longest of these. The number of steps, or the tree’s size, is the time taken for the
algorithm to identify this one as the best solution. Any kind of knowledge about the
form of the solution can reduce the potential size of this tree, limiting the algorithm to
regions of search space that are likely to result in good solutions. The knowledge is
represented in the search like a decision function, which is used to prune the search tree.
In a graph matching search, there are two ways that this can occur. The function could
indicate when edges or vertices in the two graphs are not similar, so the search space is
restricted to mappings that conserve edge labelling. Alternatively, it could prune whole
5
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regions of the search space, by identifying parts of the two graphs which cannot form a
meaningful common subgraph because the combination is inconsistent with a given
subgraph mapping (see chapter 6 of Garey and Johnson17). This is a more powerful kind
of decision function, but it requires a test that indicates when a combination of
mappings have a meaningful interpretation of the problem, which implies some form of
global knowledge about the form of the solution.
The pairwise, and combinatoric decision function interpretations of ‘knowledge’ are
formally part of the same decision making process, but the latter permits the search
space to be organised on some collective property of both graphs. This collective form
of pruning is at the heart of any exact, deterministic algorithm which avoids the
‘combinatorial explosion’ associated with the MCS problem. With no knowledge, the
problem is NP complete,5 which informally implies the search must examine all
possible common subgraphs before it is certain that the largest edge mapping has been
identified. The search’s size is then equal to the number of ways that the edge sets of
both graphs can be combined to form a subgraph, this grows factorially with their size.
Simple labelling equivalence functions always reduce the size of this search space, but
the number of combinations that must be searched is still exponential. Ideally, pruning
must reduce the space in a way that ensures the size is bounded by a polynomial
function of the graphs’ size. Such a reduction is said to makes the search efficient. The
collective information which describes the general properties of a solution form can
accomplish this, because it organises the space into separate sub-problems once some
initial partial solutions have been identified.
Graph theory and the MCS problem are discussed from a more formal point of view in
the next chapter. Before this, it is necessary to examine the kind of information that is
being compared, in order to identify the most appropriate methods for our specific
versions of the MCS problem. The next section introduces the general features of
protein structure, and the kind of similarities that are of use in protein research. Finally,
section 1.4 gives an account of the basic aspects of protein NMR spectral assignment
that justify the kind of automated assignment scheme which motivated this research.

6

1.2 The Features o f Protein Structure
Fe4S4
Binding
Site

ß-strand

a-Helix

N-Terminus

PDB entry code: 2fxb. The circle highlights a bound Fe4S4
cluster. Generated via MOLSCRIPT1
Figure 1.2

A mixture of representations of the structure of ferredoxin.

Figure 1.2 shows a mixture of representations for a particular protein, showing the local
chemical structure of residues at the N terminus, and some conformations that
correspond to the regular patterns usually symbolised by arrows and coiled ribbons.
The atoms of the backbone are referred by the shorthand symbols C°, Ca, NH, and the
associated protons Ha, and HN. 4 The sequence is numbered from the N terminus to the
C terminus of the chain, mimicking protein synthesis, where r is the residue sidechain
of the /"'amino acid. But, either way, the sequence is a directed path which folds into an
average 3D conformation that can be observed by solid state diffraction methods like Xray crystallography, or in solution by NMR.
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The polymeric nature of the macromolecule normally leads to series’ of regular patterns
of local geometry in the chain corresponding to the minima in the conformational space
of each peptide monomer. These are the secondary structural features symbolised by the
ribbons and arrows in the diagram. Helices are typically stabilised by inter-residue
hydrogen bonding between residues up to three or four monomers away, whereas the
aligned arrows, represent strands of ß-sheet, which are maintained by hydrogen bonds
between the backbones of adjacent strands.
The fold of the protein is the path of the sequence through the packing pattern, or
architecture, of the secondary structure arrangements. The directed nature of the chain
implies a topological ordering through the structure arrangement, which is the protein’s
tertiary structure. The architecture of a protein is thought to be maintained by
favourable interactions between residue side-chains, which point outwards from the
‘surfaces’ of the secondary structure. Typically, these are hydrophobic interactions
between the aliphatic side-chains, but polar interactions like hydrogen bonding and salt
bridge formation are also important. In addition, the side-chains of cysteins can undergo
oxidation to form disulphide bridges. Such covalent linkages are often essential to
maintain the highly constrained structures of many small peptides. The stable
conformation is therefore maintained by a network of polar and hydrophobic
interactions, made possible by the ordering of the residue composition in the sequence.
This conformation maximises favourable interactions with the solvent environment, in
accordance with the hydrophobic effect.
The asymmetric connectivity of the backbone is probably integral to the formation of
tertiary structure. Studies" have shown that few sequences fold to the same shape if the
ordering is reversed. However, a fold is only really dependent on the integrity of the
network of stabilising interactions. Many residues do not make a significant
contribution to this interaction pattern, and can be substituted with little affect on the
patterns of chain packing. Conversely, certain parts of this network, typically at the
closest points of proximal regions of secondary structure, seem to be less tolerant. 18 37
Generally, mutations in these critical regions only substitute residues with similar
physico-chemical properties, 41 implying that their interactions are necessary for
formation or stability of the protein. Overall, many protein structures seem resilient26 to
mutations. This is a property that seems to be often observed in complex systems, and
supports a network view of structural stabilization.
8

A protein’s function is usually defined by its conformationally specific binding modes,
that allow substrates to be located in the active site, or result in the formation of a well
organised oligomer. A functionally important site has been identified on the protein
structure in Figure 1.2. It is a specific configuration for chelating a single Fe4S4 cluster,
which is represented by the octahedron, and can be identified by a particular phrase of
amino acids in the sequence. This kind of feature requires some form of atomic
representation of at least the backbone conformation, because its specific chemical
properties dictate the observed spatial arrangement. Typically, these precise functional
motifs arise from the interactions of side-chains of residues in a particular region of a
structure. Because of this, the motifs can be independent of sequence ordering, but a
particular arrangement of the secondary structure containing each participating residue
is still required to bring together the active components.
The overall conformation of a molecule plays a major part in its reactivity. Most protein
functional mechanisms have significant solvent mediation in orienting and driving
interactions. Beyond this, the overall molecular shape is a major influence on the
accessibility and geometry of a protein’s functional sites. Large proteins often have a
recognisable set of modular components called domains, which may correspond to
distinct facets of their biochemical function. These are compact arrangements within a
protein’s 3D structure, and sometimes organised as contiguous stretches within its
sequence. Domains range from basic substructural motifs, which only form stable
structure in conjunction with the other components of the polypeptide, to complete
functional modules that can independently operate, but interact to regulate and define
the overall function of the protein.
This section has introduced the basic conformational features of a protein. The
composition and arrangement of these features, which are necessary for a protein’s
functional interactions with other molecules; are the product of the amino acid
sequence, and the environment in which the sequence was expressed. These
environmental aspects are defined by the underlying genetic representation of the
protein, and the other biological molecules that together form the biochemical network
of the organism. Figure 1.3 is a simplistic view of these different aspects, indicating the
common relations between its genomic environment and the network of molecular
interactions characterising its function. Each level corresponds to a description that is
traditionally relevant to the fields of genetics, protein chemistry, and molecular biology.
9
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The common ground of these fields requires the whole set of physical, chemical, and
genetic descriptions to characterise a protein’s role in the physiology of an organism.

Figure 1.3

The many levels of description for a protein

Many of the challenges in the study of proteins involve the development of models to
explain how a description in one level, like the gene sequence, relates to another aspect
of the overall description. One of the more well known chemical problems is the
construction of a generally applicable description of the relation between the amino acid
sequence, and its preferred conformation, which is the protein’s characteristic fold.
From certain points of view, this requires a physical model of protein folding. However,
the great size of protein structures, and their complex dependence on the solvent
environment places this beyond the current capability of ab initio molecular modelling
methods. An alternative approach to making this connection between sequence and
structure is based on the detection of correlations between the two, by characterising the
variety of sequences that result in nearly identical 3D structure.
This is one aspect of the general empirical process involved in understanding the
relations between sequence, structure, and function, where the connections must be
inferred by observation. In order to make these deductions, methods must be available
to detect similarities between the features of proteins at a particular level of
representation. The next section describes the kinds of similarity that can be observed
between protein structures, and the fundamental differences between the comparison of
protein sequences and protein structures.
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Similarity between different proteins

The genetic and amino-acid sequence encoding of proteins are the most abundant type
of descriptive information available to a protein scientist. The practical problems of
protein isolation and structure determination are too complex to allow the application of
the same level of automation that is now routine for sequencing techniques. However,
there seems to be a limited set of stable protein shapes that correspond to a great variety
of different sequences. Some of these are just evolutionary variants of the same fold,
which implies there is some common genetic heritage that should be evident in their
sequences. Sequence homology is a routine tool for approximately modelling the
structure of a new protein, and is capable of identifying structure and functional
relations. These educated guesses can then be improved to some extent with physical
simulation methods like molecular dynamics, and used for the experimental
investigation of any functional differences. The linear organisation of sequence
information allows the largest topological similarity to be found efficiently, and the
methods are fast enough to work on whole genomes. This generalisation to genomic
comparison allows the genes of homologous proteins to be detected and targeted for
expression and biochemical investigation.
Structural similarity is a considerably less defined aspect of protein similarity. Many
geometric patterns can be observed in the arrangement of structural features in different
proteins, but most of these are trivial. Typically, they will be local similarities amongst
secondary structure arrangements, arising from the limited set of possible structural
interactions between residues. Correlation between protein sequences and these similar
local interactions has lead to reasonable models for the likely secondary structure of a
protein, but gives little information on the characteristics of the peptide which stabilise
the protein shape or take part in any functional mechanism. The more interesting forms
of structural similarity involve resemblances between the overall shape of the protein
structure, or precisely arranged substructure that has characteristic chemistry.
The kind of structural similarity commonly favoured in research regarding the
relationship between sequence and structure is fold similarity. This means that a
reasonable proportion of the secondary structural features of the proteins are ordered in
the same way with respect to sequence, and pack together in a similar spatial
arrangement. It is usually implied by significant sequence homology between proteins,
11
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because o f the strong selective pressure to conserve the network o f residue-residue
interactions critical for maintaining the packing arrangement. However, different
patterns o f local interaction can lead to the same fold, so proteins with quite unrelated
sequences may have striking structural resemblance. Positive identification o f
homology involves identifying patterns o f nearly identical substructure, that conserves
sequence topology over the mapped regions. This so called homologous core structure35
is verified by its presence over a whole family o f homologous proteins, where the
component residues are also highly conserved.

Similarities between the fold o f proteins that have no direct evolutionary relation are
generally less precise, because of the necessary differences in chemical composition
that must be accommodated. The orientation o f helices and sheets can be slightly
different, and extra loops and other small features are often present in both structures.
Beyond fold similarity, many fold classes appear to resemble each other in their
architectural arrangement or secondary structure composition; this higher level o f
classification is often called the super-fold. These kinds o f low resolution structural
similarity do not require conservation o f the sequence connectivity between the
equivalently

arranged

features. They are typically called non-topological,1 or

architectural47 similarities, and can only be detected by methods that operate
independently o f the peptide topology. There is some evidence to indicate that this kind
o f similarity could be the result of convergent evolution, because a particular
architecture is important for functional interactions.3839

The main levels o f structural similarity were originally identified by manual inspection
o f protein structure, which is still arguably the most reliable approach for structural
analysis. A number o f classification systems now exist;22 most o f which are augmented
with evidence from automated comparisons between all the known protein structures, if
not solely based on them. However, most are only sensitive to topological similarities.
FSSP is one notable exception which is constructed by an automatic comparison
technique25,27 that can recognise common packing arrangements, but this classification is
purely structural. The CATH46 system actually attempts to correspond functional
properties to the variety o f protein architecture, but the relationship is not yet clear.
Generally, architectural and fold similarities are thought to occur because only some
arrangements may be appropriate for the functional interactions with a particular class
o f substrate - i.e. sugar, phosphate, or peptide molecules. However, it may be a moot
12

point whether the wide variety of examples are a product of divergence from some
original set of structures, or nature has converged to these conformational solutions
because of their biochemical potential.26,51
Precise resemblances in the atomic arrangements of side-chains are the most basic
indicator of a correspondence in chemical interactions. This is because the shape is
defined by the chemical interactions of each atom, and a similar set of interactions
means that functional groups are in similar states of activity. The ‘structure-function’
relation is true for any molecule, but seems less clear in the context of the sophisticated
arrangements that are observed in protein structure. Similarities in secondary structural
arrangement rarely imply that the atoms of equivalent residues in two structures can be
superimposed. Conversely, biochemical equivalence nearly always requires the patterns
to correspond to the nearest atom amongst many different structures. The specific
arrangements of functional groups, that play an integral role in the catalytic mechanism
of enzymes; are probably the best known examples of these precise patterns. Generally,
chemically active motifs could be located at the surface, or within a cleft in two
proteins, indicating that there is a common site for the binding of a specific molecule.
Alternatively, the pattern could be exact, but with different symmetry with respect to
one structure, which indicates that a potential docking interface has been identified
between the proteins. Moreover, particular peptide-peptide interaction motifs are not
limited to intermolecular binding. Other conserved side-chain arrangements are
observed between interacting secondary structure elements,49 at the interfaces of
domains, and within them. Such residue specific interaction patterns are likely to be
some of the basic components of the integral stabilisation network that is required to
maintain the fold of a protein.
Level Of Representation
Secondary Structural
Features
Residue backbone Contacts
Side-Chain Contact
Patterns
Table 1.1

Topological
Fold Similarity

Non-Topological
Architectural Resemblance

Homologous Core
Structure
Biochemical Motifs
possibly detectable by
sequence comparison

interfacial motifs
(binding/domain)
Biochemically significant
Motifs not easily detectable
in sequence

The basic types of protein structural similarity and the level of
structural representation necessary to identify them.
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A number of different aspects of protein structural resemblances have been discussed.
Each is distinguished by the degree and precision which local atomic arrangements
between peptide monomers are conserved, and the similarity’s conservation of sequence
ordering. Table 1.1 gives a superficial guide to these different classes. The true
chemical correspondences, that result in analogous or complementary biochemical
properties like molecular recognition; are the most precisely conserved types of
similarity. However, they are also likely to be localised patches involving residue sidechains, and these can be arranged independently of the specific path of the backbone
sequence. This is because the path of the sequence serves only to place the involved
residues nearby in space, so the particular pattern of spatial interaction is possible. For
example, a characteristic metal binding motif was already mentioned to be observable
with sequence comparison, but for most, their motifs may be present in a variety of
permuted orderings.
The structural similarities arising from a correspondence in the stable packing of
secondary structure arrangements seem to require more subtlety to identify. Typically,
side-chain arrangements and local backbone conformations are not so well conserved 0
because of the ‘perturbation’ due differences in chemical composition. The homologous
core structure is unusual because it is a most precise, large scale structural resemblance,
and it is thought this may indicate the conserved patterns of internal structural
interactions due to a common folding mechanism. However, roughly similar folds can
also be formed by unrelated sequences, where only the relative arrangement of the
principle axes corresponding to regular stretches of secondary structure features is
conserved. These proteins have a different pattern of structural stabilisation, and
accordingly, significant differences in the local backbone geometry are often observed.
The classification in table 1.1 logically requires a more precise characterisation of the
non-topological equivalent of fold similarity. There is no convenient terminology for
this, although the similarity may most commonly be observed at protein-protein
interaction surfaces. These features are only now beginning to be systematically
classified, because their detection involves more expensive search methods, normally
applied for detecting small functional similarities or low-resolution architectural
correspondence.
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The methodological aspects of structure comparison are discussed in chapter 4.
Structure comparison is used as an evaluation of the graph matching technique that is
developed in the intervening chapters. In order to approach this properly, a brief review
of the problems of structural similarity analysis is also given. The objective
measurement of similarity between different proteins is an issue that has not yet been
resolved, because no general model for their interpretation has yet been discovered.
Sequence comparison relies on finding an optimum similarity score based on empirical
statistics regarding the rates of residue mutation amongst homologous proteins, but the
representations necessary for protein structure are considerably richer. This means there
is a corresponding increase in the chance of observing geometric similarity that has no
functional, structural, or evolutionary significance. Ideally, corroborative evidence from
the other levels of protein description (see figure 1.3) can indicate if a similarity is
significant, but this data is often ambiguous, or incomplete. Recent research has focused
on developing methods for the critical interpretation for large structural similarities, and
one approach is referred to in the course of the evaluation.

1.4

NMR Assignment and Protein Structure

NMR is a spectroscopic technique involving the observation of the shape and frequency
distribution of the currents induced by nuclei with a magnetic dipole coherently
precessing in the plane of a detector coil. The frequency of the signal from each
observed nucleus is related to the coupling between the nucleus and the local magnetic
field. It is described as a chemical shift, because the local field felt by each one is
dependent on the local nuclear and electronic environment, and thus different to the
applied spectrometer field. This has lead to work devoted to developing methods for the
direct physical interpretation of shift data.8
The dominant influence on a spin signal is its coupling to the other nuclear dipoles of
proximal bonded and non-bonded atoms, which modulates the signals of both. In the
NMR spectra of large molecules, these correlations result in a very complex spectrum.
However, these couplings enable the use of multi-dimensional NMR techniques, which
are possibly the most useful experiments for the observation of proteins. Here, one may
use the couplings as a filter, to select nuclei by the characteristic frequency of any local
interactions that modulate their signal.13,48 An example of this is the the spectrum in
15
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figure 1.4, which is obtained by an experiment selecting l5N and ‘H resonances that
exhibit the characteristic coupling frequency of the amide bond.
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Shift 8 (ppm)

The trace above the plot corresponds to the proton spectrum.
Figure 1.4

A 15N-'H bond correlation spectrum62

The information available from NMR spectra is unique. Direct measurements can be
made about the nature of bonding and the local conformation of atoms in a molecule.
The measurements discussed in this thesis are usually in the form of cross-peaks; so
called, because they give rise to off-diagonal peaks in multi-dimensional spectra from
spatial spin-coupling observed between nuclei of the same species in distinct magnetic
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environments. This form of spin coupling is called the Nuclear Overhauser Effect
(NOE), where the magnitude of a coupling signal roughly correlates with the inverse of
the sixth root of the nuclei’s intemuclear distance29. To interpret them, they must be first
extracted from the spectra, and then mapped onto the chemical structure of the observed
molecule.
In proteins, the bonding, or J-connectivity in the molecular structure is given by the
chemical composition represented by the sequence, so each signal needs only to be
assigned its chemical identity. Then the experimental measurements of local
conformation can be used to reconstruct the fold of the polypeptide chain28, because the
measured couplings form a network of constraints on the spatial relations between
observable nuclei. If this network is sufficiently dense, the relative 3D coordinates of
the observed spins can be reconstructed directly32. This is simply the problem of
drawing the graph analogous to the coupling network in cartesian space, so that the
geometric interpretation of the peak intensity measurements are satisfied by the location
of each vertex. Actually finding the embedding of the graph that satisfies all restraints is
another NP complete search problem. However, because the problem is a search in real
rather than discrete space, a near optimal solution can be obtained distance geometry, or
restrained molecular dynamics simulations.
The difficulty in protein NMR is the identification of spins. Even if a perfect embedding
of the observable nuclei can be found, the backbone and side-chains of the molecule
must still be fitted to the observed shape. This is a discrete mapping problem which
involves the detection of the largest, or most complete matching between the known
NMR observable nuclei in the chemical structure, and the observed spin signals that
display particular geometric relations. Described in this way, the problem is clearly
related to the detection of an MCS between two graphs. The spatial arrangement of the
observed nuclei is defined by experimental measurements, which must be implicitly
consistent with the chemical conformation of the protein. Therefore, assignment
involves searching the possible chain conformations to find arrangements that can be
matched with the observed spin signal embedding.
This constructive geometry approach to assignment, as formulated in ANSRS32 seems
quite naive, because two hard optimisation problems must be solved. The first is the
generation of the correct embedding, and the second is the matching of potential
17
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conformations to the observed distribution of spins. Given that the main difficulty in an
NP complete search problem is being sure that the optimum solution has been found, it
seems foolhardy to rely on the outcome of an approximately optimal solution to
characterise an aspect of another problem, where it is at least as hard to identify the best
solution.
Notwithstanding the use of approximation in finding the embedding of the spatial data,
the constructed shape is unlikely to be perfect for two reasons. The peak measurements
in an NMR spectrum are subject to noise, like every physical observation. If these errors
are allowed for, by defining ranges on each of the spatial constraints determining the
structural model, then a whole family of slightly different structures can be fitted to the
spectral data. Secondly, individual peaks are easily misinterpreted, leading to incorrect
constraints that can cause structure generation to fail. Different nuclei in the molecule
that are in similar (or identical) magnetic environments will have nearly the same
chemical shift by definition, and there are many locally similar geometries within the
structure of polypeptides. This means that the chemical shift dispersion within distinct
chemical classes is quite narrow for many of the limited set of observable nuclei in
protein spectra. Overlap is always common and certain techniques have been proposed
to allow for overlap in the measured signals that correspond to geometric relations4345.
Conventional approaches for NMR assignment actually rely on many more spectra than
are necessary to reconstruct the embedding of the structure from spatial measurements.
The extra information characterises the local bonding relations for each spin, by homoand hetero-nuclear bond correlation experiments. These relations fill in the gaps
corresponding to the implicit geometric relations discussed above. They identify the
spin-coupling network for each residue side-chain, to indicate the type of each amino
acid; and for most, the spin-systems for neighbouring residues can also be detected,
from correlation across the peptide bond. It only remains to iteratively assemble the
partitioned backbone and side-chain spins, correcting any misclassifications, finally
arriving at a complete set of consistent backbone and side-chain assignments.
This is the main chain directed assignment strategy12, which is derived from the NOE
based classical approach proposed by Billeter et. al.7 in 1982.61 Since then, much effort
has been concentrated on the development of better correlation experiments to minimise
ambiguity in the interpretation of the observed relations. However, the process still
18

involves collating each o f the specific bond correlation patterns for a particular spin
from separate experiments, and deducing the underlying set o f chemical bonds.
Although the nature o f each observed correlation is more discrete than spatial
measurements like NOE, there is still considerable opportunity for the misregistration o f
a spin in one spectrum to an unrelated signal in some other one, because o f overlap, or
base-line differences. Such errors result in inconsistencies in the constructed pattern o f
relations that leave signals unaccounted in a putative assignment.

An experienced spectroscopist becomes adept at identifying these inconsistencies, but
much o f the process is simple pattern matching over a large set o f signals. Most spectral
management software incorporate interactive tools6,16’23’30,42 to logically extend a given
assignment to aid in the routine aspects o f the strategy, but the process is still labour
intensive. The problems are most extreme when large proteins are observed, because
there are many more signals to misinterpret, so assignment becomes the main
bottleneck. There have been a number o f attempts to completely automate assignment,
to speed up this phase. A few o f the algorithmic approaches will be reviewed in chapter
3. In general, they perform well on small proteins, but the assignment quality degrades
with the less resolved spectra obtained for larger proteins. This occurs because the
algorithms are heuristically tuned to find quick solutions, and easily fail if the size o f
the search is too big, or the noise in the data violates some assumption. Basically, the
task is difficult because it seems hard to efficiently identify the source o f an
inconsistency without human interaction. To have any hope o f success with large
proteins, the ambiguous data, which most commonly leads to these inconsistencies,
must be minimised. The next section describes the source o f these ambiguities in large
protein spectra.

1.4.1 NMR and Large Proteins
The limitations o f macromolecular NMR are dominated by factors arising from the
finite resolution o f peaks in a spectrum. This is partly due to the difficulty in analysis o f
poorly defined peaks to recognise signal overlap, but also a consequence o f the inherent
line-width o f the observed resonances.
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The isotopic labelling techniques necessary to maximise the sensitivity of carbon and
nitrogen NMR spectra, can be used to simplify hetero-nuclear spectra by deuteration of
the aliphatic protons. Simplification also occurs at a more fundamental level. Nuclear
couplings are observed by experiments where a particular nuclear species is excited, and
other species are then observed after a mixing, or evolution period to allow transfer of
coherent spin-precession to any nearby nuclei. The spatial relation of NOE intensities is
a consequence of the relation between the rate of this transfer, and the magnitude of the
nuclear coupling that is defined by spatial relation. However, the transferred coherence
measured on a spin is actually a sum of all transfer pathways, via any spin '/2 nucleus.
This implies there will always be an extra contribution to the observed intensity, which
is attributable to this spin-diffusion. If the mixing times are too long, then the extra
contribution from spin-diffusion can obliterate the informative characteristics arising
from direct coupling. Deuteration reduces the available alternative relaxation pathways,
allowing the use of longer evolution periods that can increase the sensitivity of NOESY
spectra, and a number of other experiments55.
Solution NMR spectra typically have well defined signals with a lorentzian intensity
distribution. This is due to the time averaged observation of a large number of
molecules undergoing fast isotropic tumbling, so only the isotropic component of each
species’ chemical shift is observed. Generally, the shape of an observed signal indicates
the population of different orientations observed over the time-scale of the experiment.
The linewidth is therefore strongly dependent on the rotational correlation time (xc) of
the subject molecule. Ideally, Tcis short, and each resonance is well defined, but large
molecules tend to tumble more slowly.
Line broadening affects experiments involving insensitive nuclei like l3C most severely,
because an increase in signal width renders the weaker signals unobservable. This
makes the collection of correlation spectra involving l3C much more difficult because
peak overlap becomes extensive, and far fewer coupling networks can be identified
without extremely long periods of data collection. Practically, the largest monomeric
protein that can be effectively observed with a normal (13C, '5N) isotopic labelling
scheme is around 40KDa (~350 residues).
Aside from the various technological advances that are being made to address these
issues of sensitivity10; more sophisticated labelling schemes have been developed to
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absolutely minimise the signal density in particular specta. These selective labelling
strategies36 are considerably more expensive, and require a number of different sample
preparations so a sufficiently complete data set can be collected for the complete heteronuclear assignment of a protein. But, they may well become part of the standard
approach for NMR based protein structure determination.
The situation is slightly different when NMR is applied to the functional study of
proteins. Normally, only specific nuclei are actually observed in order to track the
course of a structural rearrangement, or locate the interaction site of a bound molecule.
The spins used most commonly are the amide protons. They can be quickly observed in
l5N-'H correlation spectra, which only require a simply prepared l5N labelled protein,
perhaps with aliphatic perdeuteration. This means that the protein is represented by
about 1 spin-signal per amino-acid residue, and the combination of 15N, and ‘H chemical
shift coordinates have a quite wide dispersion. These spectra are usually very well
resolved, even at high xc, and amide chemical shifts are very sensitive to changes in the
local environment, so any changes in structure are easily located, to the nearest residue.
In summary, the only constraints in protein NMR spectroscopy are the chemical and
technological resources available to ensure that maximally resolved spectra are used for
investigation. The difficulties of protein NMR assignment in large systems can be
overcome, but much useful information is available from a single spectrum, particularly
once an assignment has been obtained. The asymmetry in the amount of information
required to assign a spectrum, and the amount needed to quickly determine structure is a
more disturbing aspect. This theme will be discussed further in later chapters, in the
context of a specific automated assignment problem, that is described below.

1.5

A Minimal NMR Assignment Strategy

Small molecule applications of NMR usually deal with an unknown molecule, where
only its atomic composition is known. The available chemical information is less
rarefied in most studies on proteins, but the structure is often unknown because the
candidate has not been successfully characterised by microscopy, or diffraction.
However, the situation frequently arises, due to major investment in these crystal based
structure determination methods, where a protein’s structure is already known, but
21
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NMR is perfect to observe its conformational properties. In this case, the protein’s
spectra must still be assigned to fully interpret the conformational changes that can be
detected by NMR.
An assigned set of amide-amide NOEs collected from a large l5N labelled, perdeuterated
protein have been claimed to allow the use of normal structure refinement methods to
reconstruct the fold at low resolution20'56. This was achieved using a single amide
NOESY with long mixing time, taking full advantage of the sensitivity enhancements
from aliphatic perdeuteration. It therefore seems logical to attempt an inversion of this
experiment; and correspond the spatial information contained in a set of unassigned
NOEs from a similar spectrum, to the known structure of a protein.
This strategy, which we call Structural NMR Assignment (SNA) is distinct from the
recently developed constructive method NOAH/DIAMOD4059. The latter is a hybrid
technique, blending the NOAH assignment algorithm with a distance (and dihedral)
geometry based embedding method. This can be thought of a refined form of the basic
approach used in Kraulis’ ANSRS. It uses constructive techniques to enhance the
effectiveness of the discrete assignment search, by evaluating the local quality of the
ensemble of generated structures for each putative assignment. Inconsistent mappings
lead to highly variable local structure which barely satisfies any of the constraints
derived from the misinterpreted peaks. These poor mappings are identified and removed
from the assignment solution space before another round of assignment and structure
generation.
In SNA we take an alternative approach, which requires a single sample and a minimum
of NMR spectra. Only the useful subset of nuclei in the protein are to be assigned,
because they are useful probes for visualising the structural changes of the protein. The
reliance on l5N-edited NOESY spectra allows the complete avoidance of additional
sample preparation, which is necessary to collect sufficient peak information in
aliphatic or 13C spectra.
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Structural NMR Assignment

Finally, the assignment search problem is simply the detection of the MCS between two
graphs. In this aspect, the approach resembles the NOE graph based automated
secondary structure assignment technique of van Gerestein-Ujah, et. al.,53,54 and
considerably refined by Bailey-Kellogg and co-workers.2 The procedure is summarised
in figure 1.5. One of the schematically represented graphs is derived from the NOE
cross-peaks in the NOESY spectrum, and the other is a facsimile of the expected amide
NOE relations, based on the known structure.
The edges of each graph are ideally labelled by the observed, and expected cross-peak
intensities. Two spectral simulation programs exist which can model '"N-Edited
NOESY spectra, one of which has already been used as an interactive tool to
accomplish a similar kind of prediction based assignment.19 The account of SPIRIT60
demonstrates that these simulations are not perfect, so any decision function that tests if
two mapped edges have an equivalent cross-peak label must be able to tolerate
modelling error.
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The assignment must correspond to the mapping that defines the edge maximal MCS,
because the correct assignment is correspondingly defined as the mapping that
maximally accounts for the spatial relations measured as cross-peaks. In addition, the
MCS should be inherently robust to inconsistencies introduced to the observed spectral
graph from signal overlap, missing peaks, and any mis-registration between cross-peaks
in the NOESY spectrum. This robustness means that more detailed cross-peak
modelling techniques, like the intensity partition method developed by Nilges,4" may not
be necessary.

The main issues in the SNA recognition problem are to do with the amount of
information available to minimise the size of the search to identify the MCS. Unlike
conventional NMR assignment strategies, there is no obvious sequential connectivity
data which can be used to order the search space for the problem. This means a quite
general graph matching algorithm must be used, which could be impractically slow if
the available information cannot effectively prune the search space. In chapter 2, a basic
framework is introduced to allow the description of the various search, and pruning
strategies more clearly.

/. 6

Research A ims

Two problems involving the comparison of graph representations of protein structure
have been introduced. They have demonstrable applications in the further investigation
of proteins, and each has its own characteristic difficulties that must be incorporated
into any algorithmic solution. However, the main search problem is similar for both. It
formally involves the comparison of undirected graphs, rather than ones with a well
defined topological ordering. This kind of graph matching is the most computationally
intensive, so some heuristic approach is necessary to ensure either application has good
practical performance.

The bulk of this thesis describes the development of an MCS based method to solve the
edge labelled pattern recognition problem, which is central to SNA, and structural
comparison. This method can then be applied to either, by defining appropriate decision
functions to account for the ‘fuzzy’ edge-labelling equivalence that is inherent in both
of these problems. The next chapter introduces the basic theory and techniques relating
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to graph matching and the MCS problem, indicating some of the relations between
assignment and comparison problems more clearly. The path of experimentation that
lead to the new method is described in chapter 3, and a basic feasibility test is made to
determine effectiveness of the technique for SNA. Subsequently, the method is refined,
in the light of its performance on SNA, and evaluated on a form of the structure
comparison problem, in chapter 4.

7 .7
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2. The Comparison o f graphs

2.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, two problems were introduced. One involves the recognition of
a pattern of short range spatial contacts in a nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum, given
a known structure, and a means of predicting the expected cross-peak intensities. The
other was a more general problem of pattern discovery; where structural resemblances
in two proteins are identified as conserved patterns of spatial contacts. Both can be cast
as a problem of finding a mapping between similar parts in a pair of graphs.
Graphs are a very general way of describing pairwise relations within a set of objects.
They allow the simple, and intuitive representation of a set of heterogeneous relations
on a common basis. Because of this flexibility, graph like representations are ubiquitous
in many areas of science, and computing. Practically all forms of representation in
software design have graphical analogues - graphs facilitate the separation of the
specific interpretation of data, and its abstract manipulation. The object oriented
programming approach highlights this, as its power stems from an emphasis on the
design of appropriate relational interactions within data models.
Graph theory concerns the study of the invariant properties of graphs, and how they
may depend on the number of objects, relations, and the pattern of connectivity within
any particular one. These range from combinatorial counting and labelling properties, to
the more subtle topological descriptors, which characterise the collective nature of the
relations in a graph. The discipline has flourished over the last century, because
developments in computation have allowed old theories to be tested, and new properties
to be recognised and investigated. Unsurprisingly, some strong corollaries have been
observed between the nature of physical systems, and the properties of their graph
representation. This is to be expected because of the close correspondence between
graph theoretic properties, and some of the fundamental concepts of discrete
mathematics and matrix algebra. Graph theoretic analysis of problems can lead to
elegant proofs, which often directly correspond to the mathematical algorithms involved
in the calculation. 50 The best example of this is the analogy between ‘all walks on a
graph’, and certain eigenvectors of a matrix. 52'53,71,96’102
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This chapter is a discourse on the problem of comparing graphs. The aim is to give a
clear account of the essence of the problem, and a theoretical framework to aid the
review of the range of approaches that have been developed over the last four decades.
Finally, it provides a context for the development of algorithms suitable for the NMR
and structure graph matching problems, which are presented in the chapters that follow.
Section 2.1.1 defines the graph terminology used in this work, and introduces some
basic graph theoretic properties relevant to the comparison problem. The essentials of
the maximum common subgraph (MCS) problem are presented section 2.2, where they
are placed in the context of other NP complete search problems. Section 2.3 reviews the
general strategies for hard optimisation problems, and describes the various approaches
inspired by computer vision, knowledge representation, molecular graph comparison,
and database querying.

2.1.1 Some Definitions
The graph theoretic notation used here is mainly drawn from Bollobas'4. A set is
denoted in bold type; generally, a member is the italicised minuscule, subscripted with
some identifier, which may later be abbreviated to the identifier on its own. This
identifier is commonly an index, indicating some lexical ordering of the set. The
cardinality of the set S is |S|. Frequently, the cartesian product of two sets: StxSb, is
discussed. This product is a set where each object is an ordered pair (sasb) for every
element of Sa and Sb.
A simple graph, G is composed of a set of vertices V; and edges E, pairs of vertices
taken from the 2-tuples of VxV, that are the pairwise relations within the vertex set. A
particular graph is distinguished by a subscript on V, E, or the combined set symbol G,
and is often declared as G/V^EJ.
Labelling of a graph allows the specific representation of information on the structure.
A labelled graph can have symbols associated with each vertex and each edge. A graph
with numeric, rather than symbolic labelling is called a weighted graph; commonly, the
edge labels are taken from 2K, so the graph is called ‘edge weighted’.
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General graphs are undirected, this means that edges are simple pair relations,
independent of the ordering of the tuple (yy). Graphs with distinct instances of the same
edge tuple, to represent multiple edges, are called multi-graphs; these also admit self
edges, or loops, represented by (yy). Graphs with multi-edges and loops can be
transformed to simple graphs for analysis. 38 This can be done by adding more vertices
and edges to replace the multi-edges and loops, or just by extending the edge and vertex
labelling schemes to represent this additional connectivity.
Directed graphs involve edges represented by arrows. The direction of the relation is
specified by the ordering of the vertex tuple, where each permutation is distinct.
Undirected graphs are treated in a directed manner by explicitly considering the two
directed edges represented by the permutations of the vertex pair. An orientation of an
undirected graph selects just one of each pair of directed edges over the graph. This can
be accomplished by ordering the vertices in a particular sequence, then requiring that
each edge conforms to the lexical ordering, by ensuring that i<j (is lexically earlier) for
each pairwise relation (yy). The directed edge is therefore the ‘out’ edge from y, or the
‘in’ edge to y.
The set of edges that a vertex y is involved in is the vertex neighbourhood T(y). In this
notation, the brackets, and the vertex set minuscule, V , may be omitted; so the tuple
(yy) becomes ij and the neighbourhood of y is T.. The size of a neighbourhood |T| is the
degree of the vertex. In directed graphs, the neighbourhood is partitioned, so each set of
‘in’ and ‘out’ edges are counted separately, and the distinct neighbourhood sets are
respectively T , and T .
A walk on a graph is described by a sequence of adjacent edges, if this sequence visits a
vertex only once, then the sequence describes a path between the initial and final vertex
in the sequence. If no path exists between a pair of vertices, then they are disconnected.
A graph with two or more such vertices is not connected, and the converse is required
for connected graphs. A cycle is a walk with the same terminal vertices. Cycle free
graphs are trees, which are possibly the most familiar network structures. A collection
of disjoint trees is termed a forest.
A subgraph is a subset of vertices and edges. It is most simply defined by a vertex
subset that is said to induce a subgraph composed of the edges which are contained by
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the set. Alternatively, a subset of edges specifies an edge-induced subgraph, which may
contain fewer edges than the subgraph induced by the contained vertex set.
It is often useful to discuss the edge density of a graph. For a simple graph this is the
ratio 2.|E|:(|V|2-|V|), which is trivially related to the average vertex degree. A
completely connected set of vertices K is of maximal edge density, so by definition
contains 0.5.|K|.(|K| - 1) edges, and called a clique. A clique with n nodes can be
referred by K . A maximal clique is a completely connected subgraph of a graph that is
not contained by any larger connected subgraph; the set of the largest of these
subgraphs are the maximum cliques. The size of a maximum clique is the clique number
of the graph.
A major classification of graphs is based on whether the vertex set can be partitioned
into a number of disjoint subsets, so the edges of the graph only connect vertices in
different subsets. All trees can be partitioned into two node sets, such a partition classes
the graph as bipartite; and for n sets, the graph is «-partite.
A colouring of a graph is a labelling of the edges, or vertices, by a limited set of labels.
A proper colouring of a graph requires that no two adjacent vertices (or edges, if an
edge-colouring is desired) are coloured with the same label. The smallest number of
labels needed to colour the graph is the chromatic number of the graph. In some graphs,
the clique number is the dual of the chromatic number; because the smallest set of
colours required must be at least the same size as the maximum clique of the graph. If a
graph can be edge partitioned, the chromatic number is the number of partitions in the
vertex set.
A matching on a graph is a subset of the edges, so that no edge shares a common vertex.
The maximal matching is the largest colour class in a proper edge colouring (c.f. vertex
colouring) of a graph. The problem of finding a matching is ubiquitous because the
edges represent a bijective mapping between the related objects of the graph, which is
often interpreted as an assignment. The most famous matching application is
undoubtedly the ‘marriage problem’; which concerns the selection of the ‘happiest’, or
maximum weight pairings between two sets of people. This is conventionally depicted
by a bipartite graph where edges are labelled with the degree that a person in one set
likes someone in another set.
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Finally, there is a property concerning graphical representation in a more conventional
setting. A large body of research exists on the efficient, and elegant rendering o f graphs
in the plane.2031 An embedding of a graph in the plane, so that none o f the edges cross, is
a planar embedding. The graph is outerplanar if the edges can be drawn without
crossing when the nodes are arranged on a circle. For certain topologies, no planar
embedding is possible, so the graph is non-planar. Any graph which contains subgraphs
isomorphic to K 5, or the bipartite equivalent K J3, cannot be drawn in the plane; this can
be tested in polynomial time. The identification o f planarity is important for the correct
application o f certain algorithms. Further characterisation o f the connectivity o f graphs
is possible, by considering the topology o f a closed surface that allows a non-crossed
embedding o f the graph (see Chapter 10 o f Hartsfield 8). A related characterisation; that
is o f relevance to biological molecules, is book embedding. This has been used to
effectively describe the non-planar aspects o f folded RNA structure.59

Planar embeddings are distinct from the embedding problems that are familiar to most
computational chemists, where a molecule’s conformation is reconstructed from a set o f
measurements o f local geometry. This problem is called 3D embedding, where the
labels on the edges actually describe the constraints on the geometric relations between
the nodes o f the graph. Graphs whose edge labels represent spatial contact distances
have been called 3D graphs.77

2. 1.2 Elementary graph algorithms
To work with a graph G(V,E) on a computer, an appropriate data structure is required.
The vertex set is simply a vector of labels, which can be referred to by some index. The
edge set can be treated in a similar manner, as a collection o f pair vectors o f vertex
indices, taken from the set VxV, which corresponds to the off-diagonal elements o f a
binary matrix. The matrix representation o f a graph is fundamental to many graphtheoretic properties, and their topological analogy is well known in quantum
chemistry.95 Frequently, algorithms that operate on a graph require the selection o f a
subset o f the vertex or edge sets, perhaps with respect to a subset o f vertex
neighbourhoods. To save searching a row or column o f this adjacency matrix for the
non-zero elements corresponding to other vertices in T n E , the edge pairs can simply
be partitioned into lists associated with each vertex. These adjacency lists are
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convenient for sparse graphs because even with the redundancy of the representation,
the lists are smaller than the equivalent adjacency matrix, and far easier to use for graph
traversal.
There are two standard algorithms which traverse graphs, differing in the order that
vertices are visited, but have equivalent complexity, 0(|V|+|E|), because each vertex is
visited in addition to the single traversal of each edge.
General Graph Traversal
V:= an ordering of vertices in graph G
Q:= a queue
for each v in a sequence on V
mark v as 'unvisited'
insert v into Q
while Q is not empty
retrieve the next vertex v from Q
mark v as visited
place all unvisited vertices adjacent to v in Q

The two variants differ in the form of the queue. Use of a ‘last in, first out’ queue
(LIFO) results in a depth first traversal of the graph, where each neighbourhood of a
vertex is explored as soon as it is visited, and a tree is formed over the neighbourhood
of each vertex in the graph. If a ‘first in, first out’ queue is used, then the search tree
covers an edge from each neighbourhood in turn, and the search is breadth-first.
The overall search order is therefore dependent upon the ordering of the original vertex
vector, and the mode of queue operation. This basic structure has innumerable
refinements, essentially involving ways of appropriately ordering and re-labelling
vertices, or edges, so the search exhausts the queue as quickly as possible.

2.2

Common Subgraphs and Graph Isomorphism

The common subgraph problem involves finding a bijective mapping, 7t(SeVc, S’c V H),
between the vertex set of two graphs, which transforms a subset of the vertex pairs in Ec
into a corresponding subset in EH. In the following discussion, n(s) implies the mapping
of s, i.e. s ’, and n \ s ’) is the inverse.
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NP complete problems have two distinct types of objective; one is a decision, where the
goal is to identify if a solution can be found to the problem, the other is an optimisation
which requires that the best, possibly incomplete, solution is found. For the MCS
problem, these forms are explicitly:
1. Decision Problem: Given two graphs, G and H, where |VH| < |VG|; decide if H is
a subgraph of G. Identifying the mapping of this subgraph is usually called the
subgraph isomorphism problem.
2. Optimisation Problem. Find the largest subgraph contained in both G and H.
The largest subgraph is the MCS.
In order to answer the decision problem, some rc(VH, SGc V G) must correctly transform
the edges of H to an induced, isomorphic subgraph of G. The problem can only be
answered positively for a G which has at least as many vertices and edges as H. The
optimisation problem seems harder, because the largest set |rcmcs(SG,SH)| must be found.
There are no initial conditions that must be met by G, but the size of the MCS is still
limited by the graph with the smaller vertex set. The distinction between the decision
and optimisation form is that a search for the former may halt as soon as a complete
isomorphism of H is found, or when all SGhave been examined. The latter requires the
largest SGand SHto be identified, which seems to be a less constrained search space, so
the search must run until there are no potential subsets (SGor SH) remaining that could
form a larger timcs.

The combinatorial growth of the search space is the most characteristic property of
these types of problems. For a subgraph of k vertices, induced in both graphs by the
mapping selected from the set VGxVH, there are :

*!(|VC|- * ) ! ( |V „ |- * ) !

combinations of k vertex pairs that need to be tested.
Garey and Johnson45 summarise the evidence that MCS and the related problems are NP
Hard. This classification means they are as hard as the hardest problem in the class NP,
which also contains the set of efficiently solvable problems (P). The implication of the
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NP Hard classification is that such problems can be formulated as a satisfiability
problem (SAT)’3'55'85 in polynomial time. This transformation is said to reduce the
problem to SAT, which is the archetypal NP complete problem. It involves finding
values for a set o f variables which lie within the allowed range o f values for each one,
and satisfies a set of equations (clauses) which describe the relation between the
variables. SAT usually implies the decision form, where the questions asks if a
complete assignment exists for a set o f equations, variables, and ranges. When the
number o f variables involved in any clause is 3 or greater (3-SAT), all assignment
combinations must be searched. 3-SAT was one o f the first problems to be recognised
as NP complete. The related optimisation form is ‘MAX-SAT’, where a partial
assignment o f the variable set must be found that satisfies the greatest number o f
clauses from the set that defines the problem.

2.2.1 Correspondence Graphs
One o f the early demonstrations that subgraph isomorphism problems are NP complete
is attributable to the method o f Levi70, where a form o f MCS problem is cast as a search
for the maximum set of compatibility classes. The approach is formalised by Barrow
and Burstall7 by demonstrating that the MCS is related to the largest clique o f a graph
that contains the union o f all possible common subgraphs. Finding the maximum clique
is NP Hard45, so the problems both reduce to MAX-SAT. The formalisation o f this
transformation was motivated by the observed simplicity o f clique detection algorithms,
which was then a necessary criterion for satisfactory computational performance.

The graph that is searched for maximum cliques is the correspondence graph (CG),
denoted by G cc, in this work. It has been variously dubbed the association graph,37,70’84’87
and vertex product graph.66 This is because it is formed as a subset o f the cartesian
product o f the edge and vertex sets o f two or more graphs, and represents the network o f
associated relations in the composing graphs.

For two graphs, G Land G R, the nodes o f G cc are ordered tuples, taken from VLxVR, each
tuple may be an element o f n, but a particular v, or v may only appear once in the set o f
tuples, if it is to form a proper bijective mapping. If a decision function exists for
deciding the compatibility o f nodes from VL and VR, then VCG consists only o f the
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allowed pairings. Edges exist in GC(. if, and only if, another decision function
indicates that either or both orientations of the mapping of e, to eKis true. Figure 2.1
shows the CG formed from two graphs where only similar labelled edges are considered
equivalent. Each CG edge (v;vr)( v,,vr), exists because the edges v;vr and vrvr. have the
same label.

Edge Equivalence
e ( ir ) ( h - ) a n d

e (ir.)(,'r) exist

only i f e,r = eu.
(Z .

The MCS between is outlined by grey dashes in Gcc.
Figure 2.1

The formation of a correspondence graph

This graph is |V,|-partite and |VR|-partite by construction, when self-edges are not
present in either graph, because node tuples involving a particular vertex of G, or GR
are disjoint. Cliques in this graph are only present where the induced subgraphs of the
nodes in the original graphs form an equivalently labelled clique.
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A general formulation in contemporary literature2165 is to consider G, and G R as
complete graphs, where edge labels are taken from a set including the null relation (0 ),
to indicate that no defined edge exists. To cope with this extra label, the/fe, ,eRj used to
select valid edge mappings must allow any edge label to match 0 . A CG formed with
these graphs and decision function w ill then contain cliques with vertices corresponding
to the mappings o f induced common subgraphs in the two graphs.

The use o f null edge relations is not explicit in the transformation that Barrow and
Burstall describe, but a generally conserved relation between vertex pairs is open to
wide interpretation88. In this work, any CG form where consistent relations can be
identified from pairs o f vertices not explicitly connected in either graph is called a
complete CG representation.

In most applications o f the CG, it is assumed that the MCS corresponds to the
maximum clique of the CG. This is only strictly true under the conditions o f complete
CG formation, and even then, only if the the MCS is the largest vertex induced common
subgraph of either graph. This is demonstrated in figure 2.2, where the outlined edges
form K 4, the maximum clique o f the CG formed from the two labelled graphs.

Correspondence Graph

Maximum Clique

Figure 2.2

The CG Maximum clique as the MCS o f two graphs

Usually, the MCS is not so easy to pick out from the CG. Figure 2.3 shows a CG
formed from the same GRfrom the diagram above, and another G,, which differs from
the G, of the previous example by the colour o f the edge (1,3). Now, the MCS is
described by the union o f two K,, which share a common edge, between ‘ * 2 * ’ and
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‘*4*’. Even worse, these are not the only K, present in the CG - there are 4 other K r
corresponding to trivial subgraphs.

4

Correspondence Graph

Figure 2.3

A Correspondence Graph containing a non-Induced MCS

Generally, each of a set of edge-maximal common subgraphs will appear in the CG as
the union of a number of cliques, under the condition that the tuples of the covered CG
vertices form a proper bijective mapping. This fragmentation of CG cliques only arises
when there are relational inconsistencies (such as the one above) between the induced
edges of a set of mapped nodes. These examples are relatively straightforward, but it is
possible to identify situations where the MCS is formed from the union of cliques that
are smaller than the largest cliques of the MCS, demonstrating the ill-defined nature of
the general MCS problem.

The clarity of distinct MCS solutions entirely depends on the way that the CG is
defined. If edge and vertex equivalence is precise, and complete, then the MCS will be
distinguished by the largest CG cliques, but inconsistencies complicate its clique
composition. Conversely, if any pairwise relation label (including 0 ) may equate to any
other, then the number of cliques in the CG corresponds to all possible combinations of
mappings between all possible subsets of VL, and VR of size mm(|VL|,|VR|). In this case,
the number of maximally consistent vertex mapping sets grow factorially, even if many
of these are mappings between a completely connected and a completely disconnected
subgraph.

2.2.2 Graph Isomorphism and Automorphism
If a bijective mapping

(7C( V,

,VR)) can be found that exactly transforms the vertex tuples

in E, into those composing E R, then the graphs G, and G R are isomorphic. Typically, a
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family of different isomorphic mappings (11:= {tc,, 71...}) can be found, depending on
the edge connectivity, and particular labelling of the graph, n is therefore a set of edge
preserving vertex label permutations, which form the automorphism group of the graph.

Isomorphic graphs are of some interest to chemists; stereoisomers are isomorphic, and
the automorphism group of a molecular graph contains the molecule’s point symmetry
group,20'51 and irreducible representation * for most molecules. The relation allows the
prediction of spectral properties such as NMR spin-species equivalence,,63 and is
essential in the symmetry optimisation of ab initio calculations.

Intuitively, it seems, finding automorphisms, the GA problem, and isomorphisms, the
GI problem, are very similar12 - the only difference is the lack of a decision problem for
GA. In the complete CG representation of a pair of graphs, or the self correspondence of
one graph, with k vertices; testing for isomorphism or automorphism both involve
finding all cliques of size k. In this respect both problems can be considered to be a
special case of subgraph isomorphism, because the search can use the knowledge that
all relations must be exactly preserved, both to prune the CG vertex set, and as a priori
knowledge of the CG’s clique number. This contrasts to the optimisation form of the
common subgraph problem, where the clique number is not known in advance, and
different MCS’s may be represented by a different population of cliques.

In practice, the most powerful ways of identifying isomorphic mappings is based on the
recognition of the conservation of graph invariant properties, between pairs of
automorphic

nodes and their isomorphically

mapped vertices.

Moreover,

the

automorphism partition, or group of symmetrically related nodes, can itself be used to
identify isomorphism. Finding the partition has been called the canonical labelling
problem,*' but the exact procedure presented by Morgan was closer to methods for
determining the isocodal partition of a graph.969* A more direct characterisation of
automorphism based on partially ordered sets was made by Mackay74 who describes a
near efficient algorithm, called ‘nauty’ (No AUTomorphisms, Yes?), for computing the
partition. Such an algorithm can also be used to compute the automorphism group of the
union of two graphs,94’98 and detect isomorphism when the number of equivalence
partitions6 is at least the size of the vertex set of either one.
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2.2.3 Generalisation of Isomorphism Problems
Obviously, isomorphism is a facet of the general MCS problem. So, a particular
common subgraph may also have a non-trivial set of automorphic mappings, FI(S, S’),
between the mapped vertices that have been identified. The significant distinction
between GI and MCS is the constrained isomorphism search space, which at least
allows VCGto be limited to those vertex tuples containing vertices of equal degree, and
requires the edge mapping to be complete and exact. Efficient algorithms exist for
counting the size of n in planar graphs, and even for general graphs, the problem seems
easier than NP complete. The observation naturally follows that GI and GA lie in a
hypothetic boundary between P and NP45, tentatively identified as isomorphism
complete28, because so many problems that are distinct from NP Complete can be
reduced to GI. Sub-classification of the hardness of problems in NP is a major aspect of
complexity theory, again, Garey and Johnson give a good introduction to this field.
Interestingly, GI, and GA, both become NP complete for approximate edge-labelling
problems, where an exact correspondence between edge-labellings may not exist. This
seems a trivial realisation, considering the definition of these problems, but again
indicates that the behaviour of the decision functions describing relational consistency
influences the hardness of graph comparison problems. Comeil28 examines problems
where an isomorphic mapping n(eL,eR) must conserve the edge weight function relation
w f e j < wR(7t(eL)). This has significant implication for the applications considered in
this work, because the solutions are common subgraphs that only approximately
conserve edge weights, because of inherent variation in the graphs associated with the
problems.
Nudel85 gives a clear description of a general problem formalism that can describe SAT
and the graph and subgraph isomorphism problems. This is the consistent labelling
problem, more commonly known as the constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). The
formal problem requires the identification of a labelling for a set of variables (V) which
satisfy a set of constraints (R). These constraints specify the subset of a variable’s
labelling domain DvGy that are allowed, mutually dependent upon any other variable’s
assignment in V. The degree of each variable is the number of labels in dv, and the arity
refers to the number of variables concerned in a particular constraint r. The largest of
these characterise the degree and arity of the problem as a whole.
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Subgraph isomorphism is a member of the CSP family; the variables are one node set,
and all their domains are taken from the other graph’s node set. The constraints in this
CSP are the set of pair-relations that must be conserved under a mapping

7t,

so each

r

involves at most two variables. The 2-arity CSPs are called binary CSPs; it has been
shown that they can be derived from any other kind of CSP, reflecting the polynomial
reducibility of all NP Hard problems. Traditionally, CSP’s pervade applications from
operations research, like scheduling and other forms of decision support system task.
This has lead to the creation of many specific formulations to address some of the
rigidity of the general satisfaction problem.80
Mackworth75 demonstrates a graphical analogy for CSPs. Following the language of
Barrow and Burstall, each constraint describes the consistency relation between the
values of one or more variables; this corresponds to an edge between the nodes
representing each variable. The properties (labels) of each node describe the allowed set
of values, and the allowed relations between each variable’s assignment. The graphical
representation provides a framework for the description of local pruning algorithms
which eliminate obviously inconsistent solutions from variable domains, and redundant
constraints from the problem. These pre-processing heuristics are generally called
constraint propagation algorithms, they optimise the size and ‘shape’ of the space that
must be searched to find consistent assignments to each variable. Kumar68 gives a clear
review of the techniques, and Apt2 demonstrates a fundamental relation between
constraint propagation and iteration in chaotic systems.

2.2.4 Isomorphism and Assignment
The solution of an isomorphism problem is some proper subset of all possible mappings
between the vertex sets of one or more graphs. The mapping is analogous to the
consistently connected vertex subset of the CG, or the selection of a vertex in the
domain of each variable that maximally satisfies the constraints of a CSP. Finding the k
which represents the most consistent mapping is simply finding an assignment between
vertices which maximises some function indicating the number and consistency of the
transformed labellings of vertices and edges. For the MCS problem with two graphs,
this is most conveniently viewed as an assignment problem, where some optimal
matching must be found on a weighted bipartite graph formed from the two vertex sets.
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The MCS as an Assignment Problem

Detecting a maximum weight matching (M W M ) in a bipartite graph can be
accomplished in polynomial time, providing that the edge weights are independent of
the matching solution. The edge weights o f the graph are taken form the elements o f a
matrix S, where rows and columns correspond to the vertex set o f each graph. Then, the
M W M maximises the function:

( 2 . 1)

Each j measures the compatibility o f the

and

f

bipartite node. In simple assignment

problems, these can be calculated independently o f any matching. However, for the
numerical formulations o f assignment problems analogous to isomorphism, or indeed,
any other discrete NP problem, each

5

is an expression that depends on the other

matched edges in M W M . This is a quadratic assignment problem:92
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max
rce n

X X a nb .

(

n(i)K(j)

The matrix elements

2.2)

and bK(i)7l(j) are most simply considered as the adjacency matrices

of the two graphs that n associates, so the optimum is an edge maximal common
subgraph. It follows that $. in (2.1) would then become the function :
s.. := s(i,K) = £

aiVb}xV) x ( i ' )

(2.3)

Many alternative formulations exist, some other examples can be found in Hansen and
Jaumard 5, concerning the numerical treatment of CSP. These are called mixed integer
programming problems, because the domain of each variable to be assigned is a set of
integers, and the series of variable assignments on i is a permutation of the set of
allowed values for j. These formulations can be solved by approximate mumerical
methods, where 7T(1< i < N) is represented as a vector in [0,N’]n, or each n(i) is a unit
vector in [0,1]N+1, and the matrices transformed to appropriate score functions. The
difficulty in solving this problem is the dependence of the compatibility function on all
components of the solution. Solving this requires some form of approximation to
identify an initial assignment, but the optimality of the solution will be sensitive to the
location of this initial value in assignment search space. However, given a form of local
solution generation, that allows a good assignment to

to be identified either by

assumption or approximation to (2.3); a general strategy, described in the next section,
can enable global optimisation.

2.3

Graph Matching Algorithms and NP Complete Problems

The central approach to the exact solution of NP complete problems is the enumerative
technique, backtracking.7' Effectively, it involves constructing a valid solution by
selecting an assignment for each variable in turn, consistent with the values of any other
variables already assigned. An algorithm backtracks once it has generated a solution
which precludes any other variables being assigned a consistent label, by revoking one
or more label assignments and choosing alternatives that may lead to more variables
being assigned consistently. The exponential complexity of this approach is clear nearly all combinations of different assignments are searched to determine the largest,
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or most consistent set. However, its basic validity has encouraged many heuristic
adaptations4680of varying complexity and effectiveness.
Numerical optimisation can be applied to discrete NP complete problems by a
continuous transformation from a form like the quadratic assignment problem that was
introduced in section 2.2.4. The integer domain (D) of n is formed as the set of unit
vectors [0,1]|VrI, where each element 7ty(y.) corresponds to the probability of the mapping
(y.,v.). This has an optimum defined as the set of vectors that minimise an objective
function that expresses the degree of dissatisfaction of the set of constraints. Typically,
the derivatives of this function are approximated, enabling minimisation via standard
heuristics such as conjugate gradients. This would ideally find a set of near orthogonal
vectors in [0,1]|D| where the largest element of each identifies the optimum mapping, or
assignment.
Numeric approaches seem attractive because many powerful optimisation techniques
exist, which perhaps explore a smaller search space than combinatorial enumeration.
However, the objective functions are analogous to Ising models; they are necessarily
high-dimensional, and often have complex patterns of local minima. Degenerate
solutions, such as automorphisms, can complicate the problem, often creating minima
with poorly defined assignment vectors, where a number of elements of 7t(v ) are equally
probable. Ambiguous solutions require further minimisation in the discrete space to
identify the solution set. In general, numerical transformation still results in a poorly
scaling minimisation problem, requiring a robust optimisation strategy to ensure global
optima are identified.
The alternative approach for attacking NP complete problems is to identify good, rather
than optimum solutions, by approximation. This is usually associated with the use of
local search methods (see Garey and Johnson,4' Chapter 6; or Chapter 9 of Parker and
Rardin86), where an approximate form of the problem that can be efficiently solved is
embedded in a strategy to move through the search space to find the best solutions. This
could be an iterative approach like mean-field approximation, a stochastic strategy
based on monte-carlo; or some hybrid, like steepest ascent mildest descent53 or its
discrete counterpart, TABU.47 These are common in numerical optimisation, but have
highly variable performance for discrete problems because the abundant local minima
may be separated by large barriers created by the constraint set. The difficulty with
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approximate search is identifying when a representative of the global optimum has been
found, because this can only formally be decided after examining the whole solution
space.
An approximate method can arrive at a near optimal solution rapidly for some instances
of a problem, but it is dependent on the nature of it’s formulation and approximation.
Observations of this behaviour seem to indicate that there is a parametric spectrum
between easy and hard problems in NP, 34 beyond bounded cases29 30 like sub-tree
isomorphism, ' 36 that lie in P. However, Dunne et. al. demonstrate that the analysis of a
problem instance cannot guarantee that the best solution could be identified in
polynomial time.
In the light of this, it seems sensible to focus on the properties of exact solution
strategies, in order to review the range of techniques that have been applied to graph
comparison. Some approximate schemes will also be discussed, but their theoretical
analysis is beyond this review. Generally, approximation can always be embedded into
the more general search strategy discussed below; where repeated application in
different parts of the search space validate the quality of any solutions that are found.
The description of this framework is general, implying the miscibility of the CSP,
maximum clique, and continuous and discrete quadratic assignment forms of the
problem. Indeed, different formulations are often mixed, to maximise the practical
efficiency of each search step.

2.3.1 Branch And Bound Strategy
The exhaustive search approach, backtracking, embodies the branch-and-bound (BB)
strategy. This is a general methodology, resembling divide-and-conquer in its division
of a problem’s space to a set of smaller sub-problem instances. Each problem instance is
analysed to find or approximate the lower bound on solution quality. If the bound is an
improvement, then the problem is itself divided, and the new, higher-quality problems
are added to the set; particular solutions may be enumerated and stored at this point, if it
is considered efficient. Any problem or generated sub-problem which is evaluated to be
consistently sub-optimal is removed from the set, and the algorithm is finished when no
sub-problems remain. This process forms a tree of problems, where paths from the root
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to each leaf indicate successive sub-divisions. Parker and Rardin86 give a formal
discussion of the approach from a mathematical programming point of view, a more
accessible description is presented in section 5 of Mitchell et. al.81
BB is a useful framework for structuring an optimisation, because it always converges
on the global optimum if the bounding estimate is valid. Convergence is fastest if the
subproblems can be ordered correctly, to ensure the best, or globally most valid ones are
kept for further analysis. Each subproblem (P’) is generated by a ‘relaxation’ of the
original problem; informally, this involves fixing some of the degrees of freedom in the
problem, cutting or transforming the original search space. The objective function (g) of
a sub-problem is dependent upon the relaxation, it must at most over-estimate the
quality of a solution at all feasible points in the space, to be useful in the calculation of
bounds. Upper bounds on the solution quality for the original function are provided by
the objectives of the least decomposed sub-problems. Further decomposition refines the
lower bound on potential quality, until no more degrees of freedom exist and the sub
problem’s solution is a tight lower bound on the global solution quality.
BB implementations typically differ in their strategy for choosing when to further
divide sub-problems, and which sub-problem to divide. Exhaustive examination of
lower-bounds corresponds to depth-first search, alternatively, the sub-problem with the
best upper bound may always be considered, examining the space in a greedy manner.
The other extreme is a series-parallel like sub-division of all sub-problems, applying
breadth first search to the original problem space.
With reliable bounds on g(P’), sub-problems can be perfectly ordered on likely global
quality. Then, a strategy like best-first will successively construct the optimal solution
from the series of problem decompositions, perhaps in polynomial time. However, for
NP Hard problems, reliable measures are almost as expensive to compute as the full,
optimal solution, because the optimum is only defined by all solution components.
From the point of view of graph matching, this corresponds to computing the range of
the sum of assignment compatibilities (2.3) for all mappings accessible from the partial
solution and search space in P’.
Various heuristics can be applied to estimate the range of g , but all will involve some
assumption about the relational consistency of the exact combination of vertex
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mappings. Generally, the range will be large at the early stages of decomposition and
lower bounds are almost certainly overestimated, so nearly all alternatives must be
tested, even if the optimum solution was discovered early on. Problems in P do not
suffer this, because the elements of the solution have separable contributions in the
expression of global fitness, allowing the computation of tight lower bounds. The set of
candidate solution elements can therefore be partially ordered on the reducing global
optimality of any P’ formed from each one, at a particular level of decomposition. This
property is called dominance. It effectively allows a strategy to terminate without
exhaustive enumeration of the optimal solution of all subproblems, yielding efficient
enumeration techniques such as dynamic programming.86
The underlying relation between backtracking and the BB strategy is exemplified in the
depth-first search based maximum clique algorithms.4,19,42 Finding the largest clique in
an undirected graph has already been described as an NP Hard problem for non-planar
graphs. The clique enumeration algorithm of Bron and Kerbosch, and the maximum
clique algorithm of Carraghan and Pardalos will be described in detail in Chapter 3, but
the problem is a useful case study.
From the BB point of view, a maximum clique algorithm aims to maximise the size of a
set of completely connected vertices, taken from some graph. Given an initial sequence
of vertices P:={y, ...}, perhaps ordered on decreasing vertex degree, each one may form
part of the optimum solution set. Sub-problems can be generated for each y. in turn, by
removing y from P, and creating a smaller search space P .:=r nP. This selects the
maximal subset of the solution domain consistent with each y. When depth-first
enumeration is applied, P'.. are generated by reduction of each sub-problem in a similar
way. The vertex ordering in P gives the orientation of the graph that is followed by the
graph traversal algorithm, and the relation between successive (ipij+f s describes it’s
search tree. The bound on clique size is given by [/’,(|Py.,|+/)], where j ’ is the largest
depth achieved so far. This is constantly refined as the search progresses, as |P\\+j may
only reduce at each successive decomposition, and j ’ may only increase for a particular
subproblem from P; and a sub-problem is pruned when the interval vanishes.
The inefficiencies of backtracking search arise from the unreliability of the sub-problem
objective (|PyJ+/). Whilst it bounds the size of the largest clique, efficient sub-problem
removal requires a tight upper bound on the size of the largest clique containing an
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initial vertex v. For instance, a highly connected vertex may have a large
neighbourhood intersection, but the connectivity within this partition must be examined
to refine the upper bound and prune sub-maximal sections of the search space. This
means that graphs with many vertices with high vertex degree, but few cliques, will
result in many sub-optimal subproblems that must be examined. The extra effort
needed, because all solutions containing a particular solution element must be examined
before it can be recognised as sub-optimal; is traditionally called thrashing.75 The
consistency approaches first reviewed by Mackworth aim to minimise this inefficiency,
identifying a minimal tree of sub-problems, but this may still be exponential in size.
For some problems, it is possible to estimate reliable lower bounds from the
examination of previously identified solutions containing a particular component v.\
The way in which this new knowledge is identified and used to prune sub-problems
depends quite specifically on the kind of problem that is being solved. General heuristic
refinements to backtracking have been devised which aim to identify and avoid
consistently poor solution components. The art involved in these approaches is to
accomplish this without storing the whole search tree. Other approaches use the
problem formulation more directly, attempting to form approximations that can be
solved in polynomial time to identify lower bounds. This is most common in the
application of numerical optimisation to problems. However, the time taken to identify
an optimum solution is inversely related to the quality of the approximation of lower
bounds, which indicates how efficiently the unproductive sub-problems can be
recognised and pruned.

2.3.2 Subgraph Isomorphism and Discrete Relaxation
The earliest algorithms for graph comparison are essentially backtracking via depth-first
search. Heuristics are applied to limit the number of alternative vertex mappings that
must be searched, often based on a specific formulation of MCS. The subgraph
isomorphism problem (see section 2.2) provides one of the simplest. Combinations from
the initial solution space VLxVRcan be removed by recognising any that map a vertex
from the smaller graph (GL) to any vertices in VRwhich have smaller vertex degree, or
where some edge in

T, n E Lis inconsistent with all edges in T n E R. This constrains the

initial search space in Levi’s method,70 which works by identifying maximal
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compatibility classes, analogous to the maximal cliques o f a complete CG with the
above node consistency properties. They are identified by a backtracking algorithm that
implicitly examines the CG edge neighbourhood for each trial combination. Levi also
notes the asymmetry o f the relation between maximal cliques and the MCS, which was
demonstrated in section 2.2.1. This is more obviously depicted in the common
molecular substructures identified by the implementation o f this method by Cone et.
al..26 Clique detection based algorithms will be reviewed in section 2.3.3.

Ullmann’s subgraph isomorphism algorithm105 builds on the basic initial pruning
conditions approach, by a technique now described as discrete relaxation. Valid
combinations o f VLxV R are represented as a matrix o f binary elements, and the depth
first search algorithm selects a mapping for the t vertex in a fixed ordering o f VL, from
the non-zero elements o f the t row in a fixed ordering o f VR, in turn, for each new sub
problem. The initial version o f this matrix must satisfy the necessary conditions o f the
subgraph isomorphism decision problem. The search space is then reduced by
iteratively removing all other non-zero entries (k,l) if for any veT*, no weT, can be
found where entry (v,w) is set. At each successive (/,/.)* sub-problem, the (i-7)th matrix is
duplicated, with the other entries in the i h row, and f

column are zeroed. This

constrains the mapping space, allowing more non-zero entries to be eliminated where
any inconsistencies are found, until no more remain. Eventually ensuring that the search
space for the mappings o f all subsequent v(. is restricted to those where at least one edgeconsistent vertex mapping for each edge in T can be found.

The iterative removal o f vertex mappings is the application o f discrete relaxation; this is
essentially a form of arc-consistency. Edge labelling consistency is enforced by limiting
the choice o f w to those (undirected) edges, ln>, which have similar labelling to a
particular edge, kv. The algorithm halts, or moves to an alternate assignment, if the
elements o f any row in the pruned matrix all become zero.

The Ullmann algorithm seems to operate in a different way to an explicit search for
cliques in the CG, but the effect is almost the same. The remaining mappings for later v.
in a solution are limited to those which are arc consistent with previous vertex
mappings. This is effectively requiring that a CG edge exists between all CG nodes o f
the current partial solution, and any remaining candidates for an isomorphism. The
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relaxation employed in the schematic of clique detection discussed in section 2.3.1 is
therefore analogous.
When the vertex mapping matrix becomes rank deficient, it implies that the
corresponding size of a maximal clique in Gcc is at least one less than |VL|. With respect
to the decision problem, this means that any isomorphism containing the mappings at
that point must not cover the whole of GL. Therefore, the search backtracks to look for
other, more consistent combinations. If some way can be found to detect inconsistencies
at the earliest depth of the search, then the practical performance of the algorithm can be
improved. Some ways of achieving this are discussed in section 2.3.5.
Discrete relaxation, as traditionally implemented, is too strong for finding the MCS, or
analogously, solving the MAX-SAT assignment problem. The inconsistent partial
solutions are still CS, and the largest of these would be part of the maximum vertex
induced CS. The next few sections describe CS search strategies for the MCS
optimisation problem, from the point of view of clique identification within the CG.
Finally, variations on the discrete relaxation notion of consistency are possible. The
most common is a continuous form called probabilistic relaxation,25 where mean field
approximation is used to iteratively discover stable mapping probabilities. This, and
other numerical forms are discussed in section 2.3.6.

2.3.3 Clique Detection and the Maximum Common Subgraph
There are a number of clique based MCS

SlIlce

Levi’s original method, many alternative strategies have been proposed to improve
efficiency, by selecting the most relevant common cliques. It should be noted that the
maximal clique algorithms, of which Bron and Kerbosch’s19 algorithm seems most well
known, generalise the search involved in maximum clique algorithms for finding the
largest cliques. A variety of algorithms for both have been published, because cliques
identify sets of nodes that are mutually related, and are often interpreted as
multidimensional points, or clusters grouped by common relational properties. These
have application in multiple sequence alignment, protein structure prediction, and other
difficult or NP complete problems,

17, 22, 33, 76, 78,99, 108,117

where maximal compatibility, or local

consistency, corresponds to valid solution components.
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Searching the CG is more appropriate for MCS than the direct assignment search
undertaken in the Ullmann algorithm, because all common subgraphs can be identified,
rather than just those isomorphic to GL. Accordingly, Brint and W illett18 demonstrate
that clique detection is faster than

some other backtracking heuristics.

The

disadvantages o f the method is its large storage requirements. Explicit formation o f the
correspondence graph takes 0 (|V L|2.|VR|2) space, because it is a cartesian product o f two
matrices. This can be avoided in an implicit enumeration o f the CG, by generating a
temporary edge set for the neighbourhood for CG vertices at each sub-problem, in time
bounded by 0((|V L|-1).(|VR|-1)). The main difficulty is searching the maximal cliques in
this graph to identify the ones corresponding to mappings o f the MCS. All maximal
cliques can be enumerated (in 0 (|V j2.|VR|2) time); but, since the technique is based
around a transformation o f the search problem, the number o f maximal cliques in the
CG grows with the factorial o f the size o f the graph. The set is normally much smaller
in applications to labelled graphs, because the edge equivalence function used in CG
construction will also discriminate differently labelled edge relations. However, it is still
a non-trivial search problem to filter this set to just the union o f cliques for each distinct
7tMCS. A numerical score function could be used to rank the ‘quality’ o f each clique, but
the solution still involves combinatorial optimisation. We call this the clique
reconstruction problem, which could be a special case o f a classical graph-theoretic
problem104 with a similar name.

2.3.4 Heuristics for clique reconstruction
Many clique detection based methods rely on user interaction to identify the MCS from
the CG cliques42’44’106, and thus solve the reconstruction problem. Alternatively, the
search can be simplified to eliminate its combinatorial aspect, which arise from
disconnections in the MCS. One way is to impose constraints on the form o f MCS, such
as the vertex induced subgraphs which are the solutions o f a subgraph isomorphism
problem. This makes the isomorphism correspond to the maximum cliques in a
complete CG, and can then be directly detected through exact search,42’43 stochastic39 and
reactive810 approximation, or numeric relaxation techniques.54’87’88’103,116

A less constrained simplification is to find the largest connected common subgraph.
This is reasonable for some applications, and has been elegantly incorporated into
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backtracking search by Koch.6566 Her method identifies the largest sets of maximally
connected cliques in a form of CG including 0 edge label consistency, which
correspond to CS which are either connected, or at least consistently disconnected
common subgraphs. Generally, reliance on connectivity is a common backtracking
heuristic for many search problems, and successfully used in many molecular structure
comparison applications.100,114,115
The assumption that the MCS is connected is valid if the consistent edge relation can be
interpreted as a global consistency in the application domain, and therefore analogous to
identifying cliques in a (larger) CG edge set formed with this property. Generally, it
allows locally consistent mappings to be identified quickly, by restricting the search to
the neighbourhood of the CG nodes indicating some partial mapping. However, the
assumption applies a relaxation to the MCS optimum, to one where the optimum set
consists of the largest connected common subgraphs, rather than the largest consistent
set. In applications where this notion of consistency is poorly satisfied in the domain’s
optimum solution interpretation, the MCS optimum is still hard to identify.
One way of approaching reconstruction is to incorporate it into a form of breadth first
search, where consistent sets are combined concurrently from the CG cliques as they are
discovered. The structure comparison approach of Mizuguchi and GÖ82 operates in this
way; it uses a score function to estimate the quality of each combination of candidate
and partial solution, only keeping a fraction of the best combinations at each stage. This
is a heuristic to avoid the exponential aspect of the search, and relies on a global
property (spatial embedding) to bound the quality of each partial solution. Another
breadth-first CG search strategy was presented by Myaeng.84 This is not an explicit
clique detection approach, but is interesting because it uses a CG like construction. The
method is used for comparing vertex labelled directed graphs, and periodically applies
heuristic pruning to limit the number of concurrent partial solutions.

2.3.5 Consistent Orderings and Backtracking
In a simple depth first backtracking search, the lexical ordering of the candidate
elements in the initial problem vector P reflects the order that solutions are enumerated.
This is because alternate solutions are enumerated progressively along {v(.}, and the
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order of valid solution components tend to be preserved at the generation of each sub
problem. As mentioned in section 2.3.1, near efficient search can be achieved by careful
selection, with an appropriate bounding function, of the partial solutions to try at each
level so as to minimise thrashing. This is the essence of a best first strategy, that is
typically implemented by storing the set of sub-problems in a priority queue.
Generally, these techniques use some function to define the sequence in which each
alternate sub-problem solution component is tried. The optimum MCS solution is
invariant to the order in which the solution is constructed; but, even a basic re-ordering
heuristic can improve performance by minimising the search space for each P’, if it
positively interacts with the constraints on a solution. In the Ullmann algorithm,
ordering VL on descending vertex degree has the effect of imposing the consistency
arising from (discrete) relaxation for the most connected vertices first. A similar
ordering on the assignment domain, VR, allows pruning to occur as early as possible at
level i for a particular sequence of mappings to (v7.. v.}. This is because the partial
solution set then always contains the largest explored covering of the vertex
neighbourhoods of both graphs, maximising the opportunity for discrete relaxation to
identify inconsistencies in the remaining vertex mappings.
A similar improvement for this degree ordering is observed in exact clique detection
algorithms. Highly connected vertices tend to be members of a number of maximal
cliques, and by definition, the vertices in a clique of size k must have degree of at least
k-1. Typical clique detection algorithms are depth-first searches that operate on the
orientation of the graph given by the initial sequence of vertices; they only search
vertices connected on the ‘out’ edges of the orientation for extending a particular clique.
Ordering on descending degree ensures that the vertices covering the largest number of
cliques, or the largest cliques, are likely to be early on in the orientation. This minimises
the size of the neighbourhood that must be searched for vertices late in the ordering in
advance of the pruning imposed by the orientation.
Vertex degree orderings do not completely eliminate thrashing in either problem. For
example, in the application of discrete relaxation, sub-optimal components can be
admitted at early levels in the search, because solutions are only pruned if |T| edge-pair
consistent mappings do not exist for all VL. The asymmetric constraint imposed by the
relaxation does not require a set of neighbourhood mappings to be distinct for each
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vertex in T, and only relies on the containment o f TL within some TR to exist for all
consistent mappings. These pre-conditions are not sensitive enough to eliminate every
disconnected mapping (corresponding to an isomorphic subgraph o f G L) until the partial
assignment fixes mappings in the neighbourhood o f the inconsistency.

Vertex degree is probably the simplest quantitative graph property. Whilst the smallest
degree o f vertices mapped by a common subgraph bounds the size o f

in the

isomorphism, it does not unambiguously describe the extended topology, or context, o f
the node’s neighbourhood in a graph. For an ordering to improve search performance, it
must prioritise the best solution components, and enable the recognition and pruning o f
the later components with respect to the incumbent optimum with the minimum o f
enumeration. It is not surprising that orderings via vertex degree do not eliminate
thrashing, because such strong (precise) upper bounds on the quality o f a sub-problem
can only be derived from a measure reflecting the best solutions in its subspace. More
topologically characteristic vertex properties have been investigated,1527'32’40'48'69 such as
extended connectivity (isocodality)38529698 and other mathematical derivations from the
adjacency matrix,671 but these are non-linear properties o f an edge set, and not
guaranteed to be consistent between different graphs. Other approaches based on
labelling consistency are mentioned in section 2.3.6. However, the non-existence o f an
exact, efficiently computable function for upper bounding is axiomatic in the definition
o f NP completeness. So, it is improbable that a perfectly characteristic, but
computationally inexpensive graph theoretic property exists for ordering alternate
solutions.

Mackworth75 recognises this, suggesting that effort is better spent on consistency
techniques to minimise the search space. But, in practical applications, it would be
foolhardy to ignore any potential performance improvement. A search can be
considerably faster in problems where global constraints are given via some
systematised labelling scheme specific to the application. Three dimensional graphs are
labelled in this way, and Masuda et. al.77 demonstrated that spatially exact maximum
common 3D subgraphs can be found efficiently. For most 3D matching problems,
where geometric similarity is not precise, the property can still be exploited via least
squares superposition; techniques that use this will be reviewed in Chapter 4.
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The optimal ordering for exact search is dependent on the nature of the systematic
relations that enhance the graph representation, so generalisation is not straightforward.
Blake13 gives an abstract approach to appropriate search-space ordering, where discrete
relaxation would be treated as a function for ‘least upper-bounding’ a partial solution
and search-space. The approach seems most appropriate for pattern matching
applications with a rich, discrete labelling scheme, such as scene interpretation. This is
because it involves logical operators for partial ordering of the relations by their
properties. Ideally, this would be on their power for optimising the search space, to
order each one’s partitioning of the constraint set.
Ordering heuristics are very common in chemical applications of graph matching, and
have specific interpretation in the context of protein structure comparison, because these
entities have a defined sequential topology. Generally, ordering techniques require a
function to define the sequence of sub-problems, so the apparent optimum path towards
solution is given by the earliest candidate at each level. If the graphs have a defined
topology, then this function is given by the graphs themselves; they can be considered
to be directed, and the transitive properties of the orientations must be conserved in the
solution. Sequence comparison is one example where transitive constraints allow the
solution space to be searched in polynomial time. For general molecular structure
comparison, there is no given topology, but the graphs are planar, and of bounded
degree, which allows them to be oriented by a directed tree. Xu’s GMA method1" is
based on this. It initially finds an ordering of a query graph by backtracking, and then
searches for the largest stretch of similarly connected orderings on any other graph.
However, it relies on connectivity to define the common subgraph, and must be
embedded in a general search strategy109 where different initial orderings are generated
to identify all MCS.
An explicit strategy involving relaxation of MCS was presented by Bayada et. al.,11
which exploits the hierarchy of difficulty between different types of CS problem. It can
be viewed as a search for all common subtrees in GRformed from the t subgraph of GL,
where each V. is the set {v.} taken from a fixed ordering of VLand i < j < |VL|. The
search strategy ‘expands’ the consistency check in discrete relaxation, to form a hybrid
backtracking algorithm where at each level, sub-problems are formed from the bijective
partitions of unfixed node mappings of the neighbourhoods of mapped nodes in the
preceeding level. This efficiently finds the largest common subtrees rooted at each
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(v.,vR) mapping, and the overall search does this for all V, and vR These spanning tree
isomorphisms can then be merged to identify the largest common subgraph.
Rooted tree isomorphism was used by Jiang and Bunke62 to find common subgraphs in
quadratic time which conserve a given ordering for each vertex’s neighbourhood. The
specific problem is a form of constrained matching which is useful for layout problems
like VLSI design, where the arrangement of edges around particular nodes, representing
components, must follow a prescribed pattern. This allows precise definition of the
consistency condition in discrete relaxation, because the neighbourhoods of the
consistent mapping for each ve T must also have a maximally consistent mapping for
their ordered neighbourhoods.
MacGregor72 discusses the role of solution element ordering techniques for heuristics
based on the early termination of backtracking search. Arbitrary termination of
backtracking algorithms can be viewed as an attempt at bounded polynomial time
approximation; this is known to be difficult for both the maximum clique, and
maximum common subgraph problems. However, a good approximation can aid the
convergence of a branch and bound strategy. For maximum clique, it only seems
advantageous if the graphs are very large.4,43 At worst, much more time is spent
computing the approximation of the lower bounds and dealing with sub-optimal minima
than would be involved in a naive strategy.
Any overall improvement is dependent on the interaction of the graph topology with the
approximation technique. For richly labelled graphs, deterministic approximation can
perform very well; Chen and Robien23 describe a labelled molecular graph comparison
approach where bounding and ordering is achieved by a limited depth first search at
each level. However, for more general graphs, it is unlikely that such an approach
identifies good bounds. But it is easy to imagine the effectiveness of a heuristic for
identifying the CS from CG cliques by truncating a full clique enumeration by early
termination; where node ordering has biased the search so that the largest, and most
connected cliques are discovered early on. This is reminiscent of the solution ordering
heuristics used to practically apply breadth first search.82 Similarly, for subgraph
isomorphism, the largest partial isomorphism discovered in a limited search could
estimate the likelihood of GR containing GL, even if 7c(VL,ScV R) has not been exactly
identified.
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2.3.6 Numeric Measures and Optimisation
Numerical aspects of the MCS problem have been mentioned throughout the preceding
discussion. Scoring the similarity between two graphs is integral to most methods and
practical applications of graph comparison, and it is sometimes more important than
actually identifying bijective mappings. Additionally, an objective similarity function is
often the easiest way of encoding the compatibility between corresponded labels in the
graphs, particularly when there is any collective measure of solution quality imparted by
the domain interpretation. At a more basic level, vertex and edge compatibilities can be
scored numerically - based on some measure of local topology, or a mapping’s
consistency with any current solutions, to heuristically select good mappings and
ultimately improve performance.
Probabilistic relaxation techniques work by maximising, or converging, a function of
normalised [0,1] vectors representing the compatibility of a vLto any vR, or 0 to indicate
that vLhas no mapping. Each element of an initial vector set is iteratively updated, by
summation of the proportion of its current belief, which is the product of the element
and a support function for this mapping, and the sum of all alternative beliefs for this vL.
This is a mean-field technique, where the support function measures the compatibility
of relations between this mapping and any other mapping, modulated by the current
probability of the other mapping. A tutorial description of linear update schemes is
given by Price,90 and most computer vision textbooks describe this fundamental
approach.
The support function can be thought of as a score of positive compatibility, computed
over the neighbourhood of each mapping in the correspondence graph. As with discrete
relaxation, an initial assumption of the probability of the consistency of each mapping is
needed to compute an update via the support. Generally, the method is not guaranteed to
be optimal, and the initialisation defines the accessible minima that may be identified at
convergence. However, since the computation is trivial, most common global
optimisation strategies can be applied.
Pellilo87,88 gives a clear account of the relation between the convergent points of these
iterative systems and the discrete problem of maximal clique identification, as local or
global maxima for a particular quadratic assignment problem. This defines one avenue
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for the numerical solution of subgraph isomorphism problems, but there are other
relaxation based formulations, such as the hopfield network based assignment
strategy. 49,93’101' 16 The advantage of these techniques is that dedicated hardware can be
constructed for these minimisations, to quickly identify good representatives of the
MCS.
Refinements of relaxation strategies attempt to incorporate more globally characteristic
equivalence functions into the support. Hancock and co-workers1 1 0 113 have developed a
bayesian framework for measuring node compatibilities as a likelihood, based on the
observed sets of neighbourhood labels in the graphs that are compared. This allows
gradient estimation independently of any existing assignment, and facilitates the
incorporation of local solution data to guide discrete search in a way analogous to
TABU.
Prior analysis techniques like the statistical ‘dictionary’ approach developed by Wilson
et. al. are related to various set similarity measures, such as the Hausdorff distance. 24,61
These aim to give a quickly computable measure of similarity that is independent of
identifying any isomorphism. Such a measure can be useful for screening a set of
possibly similar graphs, prior to detailed comparison, and commonly applied in object
recognition. This kind of approach to comparison embodies a form of data reduction,
where relational labelling over an induced subgraph is transformed to a form that can be
efficiently compared, such as an ordered tree.

2.4

Summary

A number of approaches for a range of graph comparison problems have been
described, and given a general context which places undirected, unlabelled graph
comparison in the family of intractable problems in NP. This review is not a complete
coverage, there are many specialised cases in computer vision and pattern recognition
where general constraint satisfaction techniques are combined with heuristics
appropriate for the labelling scheme. Another aspect which has been only briefly
discussed are the multiple graph comparison algorithms, where a graph must be
matched to a library of other graphs. 79
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However, all these techniques have a common aim, they attempt to minimise the search
space by identifying locally similar patterns of edge relations in the graphs that are
being compared, and use some aspect of branch and bound to efficiently cover this
space. The effective use of edge and vertex labelling consistency seems to be the key to
pseudo-polynomial time searching, because any detectable inconsistencies further
reduce the search space. This is most effective when labelling can be formed as a global
constraint on the form of the solution. Then, an optimal ordering of partial solutions can
be defined, and inconsistent components that violate the global property can be
discarded. Properties like sequence topology and 3D spatial embedding allow this kind
of pruning, and will be further discussed in chapter 4.
Ultimately, no method can be said to have a clear advantage for both performance and
solution reliability. Numeric optimisation techniques are typically fast, and reasonably
space efficient, but may be only sufficient for good sub-optimal solutions to the general
MCS problem. The alternative, deterministic search, comes in a variety of exact or
approximate forms. These ‘simply’ explore the local connectivity of the CG in different
ways, using heuristic constraints to more clearly define a good solution.
With respect to the graph matching problems introduced in the previous chapter, the
most appropriate matching approach does not seem clear. All methods perform well
when a rich labelling scheme is present, but the ones most easily derived from nuclear
magnetic resonance spectra are sparse, non-planar, undirected graphs, and labelled with
a limited range of edge weights. The structure based assignment problem, involves the
comparison of these experimentally derived graphs with a modelled network of
couplings. Because simulation and signal observation will never be identical, the
comparison is an instance of the inexact MCS problem, and only slightly less difficult
than the unlabelled optimisation problem. Therefore, a suitable method must achieve
some form of maximal CG clique detection, in order to match these large graphs that
will only approximately conserve their edge labelling. However, the computational
demands of the clique reconstruction problem are considerable. So, the research
described in the next chapter concerns the development of practical techniques for
dealing with this problem.
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3.1 Introduction
Protein NMR assignment is a difficult interpretation problem. It is best solved with data
from a range of specific bond correlation experiments that identify bonded fragments
along the backbone and residue sidechains. The patterns of overlap between different
types of correlation allow the polypeptide topology to be matched to the chemical shifts
characteristic of the location in that molecule. In mainstream applications such as
structure determination, assignment of the chemical identity of each spin involved in
through space (NOE) and bond (J) coupling allows a reliable embedding of the 3D
conformation. However, there are many cases where a complete assignment is not
necessary, for example, when particular resonances are monitored to observe changes in
a protein structure during chemical assay. Assignment then aids the interpretation of the
spectral changes, explicitly indicating the affected parts of the fold of a protein.
NMR has its limitations; the signal quality of solution spectra depends on the intrinsic
sensitivity of an experiment and the resolution of the acquisition. With larger proteins,
the spectra can be severely degraded by line broadening - which reduces the contrast of
an already crowded spectrum. Generally, this prolongs the assignment cycle, because
special sample preparation and longer periods of spectral acquisition are needed to
obtain enough data to make a full assignment.
The Structural NMR Assignment (SNA) strategy aims to identify spin species in an
NMR spectrum by matching the observed pattem of signal coupling intensities to a
prediction based on known structural data. As posed in the introduction, it is the direct
recognition of amide spins by their NOE coupling patterns observed in the amide
fingerprint region. The advantage is that it would rely on one or two quite robust
spectra, that are easy to apply large proteins with simple labelling. In order to ensure
sufficient data for the pattem recognition problem, the reduced spectral data set is
complemented by explicit structural information. The assignment can then be identified
from the edge maximum common subgraph (MCS) mappings between the graphs
representing the simulated and measured correlation relations between distinct spin
species.
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3. 1.1 The NMR Assignment problem
NMR spectra consist of a set of peaks (Z), each with a characteristic intensity (/), lineshape, and chemical shift coordinates (8. = [5J|N|), where N is an ordered set of the
nuclei correlated by the NMR experiment, and 8n is the nib nuclei’s chemical shift. 8„ is
related to the characteristic local environment of the spins involved in the peak, but the
actual value also depends on the kind, and magnitude of local coupling involved. The
complexity of the peak set depends on the experiment (X). For example, simple ‘H
NMR spectra contain multiplet peaks originating from coupling between proximal
spins. However, most useful protein experiments are multi-dimensional, where these
complex splittings are simplified by projection onto more chemical shift axes.
Generally, Z can be partitioned into sets of coupling patterns; each {z..} has a
fundamental 8 composed from the set of characteristic chemical shifts (A) for the NMR
active spins in the molecule. A particular splitting pattern is then called a cross peak,
because it correlates the distinct spins in 8. Decoupling and more complex bondcorrelations simplify collation, by relating many coupled spins by a smaller peak set
{z..}* Ultimately, Z can therefore be reduced to a set of simultaneous coupling relations
observed under X, which connect the spin species with chemical shifts given by 8.,
across the set of observable spins. The chemical shifts of these, which compose A, are
identified from the distinct elements of all peak chemical shift vectors; and the
partitions of Z can be registered to each species, by finding the relations with common
Sa that appears in A.
Spin coupling relations can be generally interpreted as graphs.7' In this work, graphs
will be constructed from the spatial couplings in a NOESY experiment. NOE cross
peaks indicate direct or indirect spatial coupling between two proton chemical shifts in
8.. The vector has the form [a0..'H„ 'H +y,..aJ, where any shifts a. preceding H select
protons where magnetisation is evolved, and the NOEs are detected on those protons
‘H +; correlated with the remaining ai+r.aN. Therefore, the cross-peaks in Z can be
considered as a set of edge labels on a graph formed over the set of shifts A, as
demonstrated in figure 3.1.
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More spectra can be added to the data set by a similar partitioning and intersection
process. Ideally this minimally extends A by the new spins selected in the spectra.
However, the registration problem - where chemical shifts must be compared between
peaks, becomes more difficult because the relative shifts are subject to differences
arising from variation in the physical environment of the spectrometer. When
registering many different spectra, it is common to hierarchically structure A by
observed bond correlations; easily observable spins such as the Hn,Nh pair are used to
characterise each residue in the main chain directed strategy.24 Then, other shifts can be
associated as intra-residue or inter-residue relations, depending on identified relations to
these key spins; and, the overall connectivity can be interpreted.
Assignment involves deducing the chemical identity of the observed chemical shifts in
A, by assembling bonding and non-bonding relations implied by their coupling patterns
in P. This is essentially a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), where the observable
nuclei in the molecule are variables, with domains that take values from A. The
constraints then require the correspondence between the expected couplings in the local
molecular environment of each observable atom, and any observed couplings between
fundamental chemical shifts, as reflected in their partitions of P. Any hierarchic
grouping applied to A is reflected in this CSP by partitioning the constraints to reflect
local compatibility between a residue type and the spin system associated with each key
spin.
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3.1.2 Automatic Assignment Methods
Practically, the viability of the assignment problem depends on the quality of the
partitioning of the peak set. This is linked to the reliability of spectral segmentation to
correctly group peak splittings, and the subsequent comparison of chemical shifts that is
inherent in the registration process. In most approaches, a partition is constructed
beforehand, by peak-picking37 and chemical shift matching. The automatic method can
then construct A and the partition relations, before mapping them to observable atoms.
Ideally, the network of bond correlations should correspond to the known polypeptide
topology. However, some nuclei may not be observed in the spectrum because their
relaxation is promoted by local dynamics or chemical exchange. Missing peaks also
arise from overlaps. Spins will have the same chemical shift if they share the same
automorphism equivalence class for the molecule, but there are other factors that result
in signal overlap for distinct spins. In this case the distinct constraints of these
unresolved spins will be merged, introducing local inconsistencies in the associated
partitions. An application of consistency methods, such as such as local arc consistency
(or discrete relaxation)," to this malformed problem should fail, because the domain of
at least one variable will vanish (see 2.3.2). AUTOASSIGN7879 uses constraint
propagation to assemble a minimal CSP, given an initial set of partitioned peaks. It
includes heuristics to select subsets of constraints when inconsistencies arise, so will
always generate a reliable partial assignment. These provide one way of recognising
that the partitioning must be corrected, by re-assessing the registration between peaks
and the fundamental set of chemical shifts. However, there is no guarantee that any
consistent partition can be made from poor quality spectra. Then, more spectral
information is needed to better define the topology.
Automated assignment techniques usually require a variety of spectra, so quite robust
partitioning strategies are needed. Xu and co-workers7073 developed a graph theoretic
approach for the identification of peak partitions, in order to derive spin-coupling
graphs which can be assembled and searched to identify an assignment. This employs a
‘knowledge base’ of typical chemical shift distributions to find possible residue
identities for each intra-residue coupling pattern, based on error tolerant labelled
subgraph isomorphism. Finally, the assignment is determined as the ordering of the set
of intra-residue spin-graphs found by backtracking search through the candidate
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identities of each one, in conjunction with observed connectivity between the spingraphs and additional NOESY data. These final stages enforce a degree of local
consistency, so the largest consistent assignment can be enumerated as a path through
the constraint graph, in a way reminiscent of main chain directed assignment.
Scalar correlations along the peptide bond are most useful in identifying sequential
relations between spin systems, although they always require l5N/13C labelling. The
ALPS method49 uses these to generate ‘pseudo-residue’ partitions, which can be
systematically or stochastically assembled into a sequential assignment with minimal
intervention. Lukin43 describes another statistical approach for the registration problem
which explicitly deals with systematic chemical shift differences between spectra. This
produces a set of spin-system fragments which are assembled and subsequently aligned
to the known sequence by a monte carlo algorithm. Statistics can be used at this stage to
score the correspondence of observed chemical shifts to typical distributions for
backbone atoms in particular residues, in a homologous way to Xu’s fuzzy pattern
recognition.
PASTA41 uses the basic probabilistic peak registration methodology, developed by
Lukin et. al., but can incorporate a greater range of spectral data. It generalises their
assignment approach, allowing the peak partition to be modified during the stochastic
search, accomplished by a slightly different heuristic called threshold accepting. 21 This
less constrained strategy was shown to achieve good performance without referring to
the protein sequence.
The methods described so far apply discrete search, either in a best first, or stochastic
manner. A continuous formulation of the registration and assignment search problem
was demonstrated by Buchler and co-workers15 for a selection of hetero-nuclear
correlation spectra known to be robust to line broadening. This technique maximises a
probabilistic formulation of the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) using simulated
annealing. Their cost function measures the consistency of adjacency evidence by the
agreement of common chemical shift elements in the inter and intra-residue spin-system
with those expected in the sequence. However, such formulations may not optimise
reliably because the QAP tends to have many local minima. PASTA was found to
perform slightly better than this mean field technique for the same data, but both were
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shown to be less reliable than the partial assignments generated by a consistency based
search like AUTOASSIGN.50
Typically, automated assignment strategies use NOESY spectra only as corroborative
evidence for adjacency relations in sequence. NOEs are more useful for spatial
embedding, and assignment allows most of these to be identified, but proton spectra are
harder to partition than most, so their assignment is often treated in a specific way. The
most extreme numeric strategies for assignment attempt this, and usually work via a real
space representation,38 where observed spatial correlations are used to embed any other
spin topology in 3D, independently of covalent structure. The essential aspect is that an
embedding of the spins is generated, so assignment can be made by fitting the known
covalent structure to the spatially arranged chemical shift networks. Kraulis’ ANSRS is
one of the earliest methodologies for this, where a full assignment is made
independently of spin-topology. As mentioned in chapter 1, this approach really
requires good quality NOESY spectra. Unresolved NOEs give rise to non-physical
distance contacts which are inconsistent with the majority of the embedding
information, causing the subsequent search for an atomic correspondence to fail. Hence,
the more pedantic strategy, based on fitting the strongest, and least ambiguous NOEs
first, and then iteratively incorporating those remaining as their assignment in the
embedded structure becomes clear. The explicit treatment of ambiguous NOEs in
structure calculations by an intensity partitioning method was discussed by Nilges.52
This strategy again relies on a direct partitioning of the NOESY peak set, and the
iterative approach is now embodied in ARIA.53 Since ANSRS, few ‘first-principles’
based assignment strategies using structural embedding have been attempted.
NOAH/DI AMOD7475 is a relatively recent development which combines an explicit
structure based NOE assignment strategy with a distance geometry algorithm, modified
to cope with ambiguous distance restraints. Although computationally expensive, it is
claimed to perform well, and in an almost completely automated manner, providing
sufficient NOEs are available. Another methodology - SANE,22has also been presented,
which focuses on the specific search problem of ambiguous NOE assignment based on
structure calculations from a variety of embedding methods.
NMR assignment is still an actively researched area. It is maintained in part by the
development of new experiments that further enrich spectral data, and the constraints on
spectral information content imposed by the solute dynamics of large molecules. The
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main difficulty seems to be the peak partitioning aspect of assignment, because this
requires validation by the subsequent pattern matching (assignment) stage. Pattern
based approaches like Xu’s ISNet spin topology graphs should prove effective, and
there may be many opportunities for the application of recognition techniques used in
other disciplines. The key aspect is to exploit the chemical shift and lineshape
information as early as possible, then full assignment only requires a technique to find
the best match, by solving a form of the reconstruction problem (see chapter 2).

3.1.3 NOESY Assignment: Coping with Minimal Information
The algorithms for determining assignment are based on standard NP complete problem
strategies. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the availability of labelling and ordering
information are key factors in efficiently, or near-efficiently solving the graphical forms
of these problems. Ordering information comes in the form of the sequential adjacency
constraints given by hetero-nuclear bond correlations across peptide bonds, allowing the
pruning of many paths that clearly violate this topological property of the assignment.
Labelling is derived from the recognition of intra-residue spin-systems; this is nearly
always used to reduce the variables in the CSP to just the residues of the protein, and
identification limits the degree of each one by restricting the set of spin systems that are
compatible with each site in the protein.
NOE data is essential for structure oriented approaches, but it seems to be less effective
for simplifying the assignment CSP, because spatial contacts can be ambiguous without
prior knowledge of the structure. In addition, the chemical shifts of protons are less
characteristic of local conformation than 13C data measured in the common backbone
correlation spectra. However, pattem based approaches have had some success in the
assignment of NOE spectra. To interpret NOEs, the method must discriminate spatial
coupling between side-chain and backbone protons, ascribing them to intra-residue
contacts, or inter-residue contacts between adjacent and other nearby residues in the
protein conformation. This is usually achieved with edited NOESY experiments, such
as 15N-HSQC-NOESY, which specifically select cross-peaks from amide protons to any
other, so identifying a subset of spins that could be backbone amides. Bartels’7approach
attempts to find these connectivities, by applying a pair-wise score function that
estimates the presence of sequential connectivity between the cross-peaks of two amide
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spin-systems. However, this approach suffers from the basic problem that the sequential
topology is only defined with respect to the whole amide spin-set. In addition, the
distances corresponding to these contacts must be taken into account, because patterns
of NOE connectivity are too ambiguous to compare without edge-labelling. Normally,
other correlations enable the identification of the local conformation of some contact
between protons i and j. This allows the use of the ‘Independent Spin Pair
Approximation’33 (ISPA), which assumes the principle contributor to cross peak
intensity is the direct correlation between H and H , and all others are subsumed into a
calibration coefficient (A):

Inoeoj) ~ A.dij'6

(3 .1 )

In the structure based methods for NOE assignment, like NOAH, an assumption is made
by dead-reckoning, where the mean of the set of cross-peaks is equated to the average
NOE distance observed for the class of proteins under study. This initial estimation can
be refined along with the assignment and generated structure quality, but an expression
like (3.1) does not account for the contributions to intensity from spin-diffusion, which
also introduces extra couplings between protons farther away than the usual 6A limit.
One study has shown that this relation typically has an error proportional to the square
of the distance,12 and improves with perdeuteration. A slightly better calibration strategy
may be to classify cross peaks on their intensities, and correspond the ordered set of
classes to typical ranges observed in refined NMR structures. A simple form of this is
employed in SERENDIPITY,64'65 which is an early technique for secondary structure
assignment in amide and aliphatic proton NOESY spectra. This used a standard
correspondence graph (CG) clique detection strategy to find templates representing
NOE contact patterns in minimally partitioned and registered aliphatic and amide
NOESY peak sets. The templates are fully labelled graphs, constructed by analysis of
the NOESY spectra from a number of structures, that include ‘wild-card’ edge labelling
to cope with highly variable cross-peaks. Searching was done in an ordered manner,
matching terminal regions of helices to begin with, and then finding hairpins, and
continuous stretches of helix and sheet in the remaining peak patterns. These matches
were then interpreted by hand. The reliability of this approach was promising, but the
subsequent reconstruction problem was apparently never automated.
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Recently, a fully automated pattern matching strategy for 15N edited NOESY
interpretation was presented by Bailey-Kellogg et. al.4 This technique involves an
enumerative strategy, analogous to the constrained partitioning approach of Xu, to find
a set of different peak set partitions using a library of typical secondary structure NOEs
formed as a set of directed graphs oriented from some hypothetic residue. A directed
matching algorithm finds good peak partitions that cover each of these patterns. The
quality of a covering is assessed by the consistency of chemical shift registration
between adjacent NOE relations, in a similar fashion to Lukin et. al., with additional
geometric constraints on the observed distance of locally bonded protons in each
template. A number of different partition graphs are then assembled, by selecting a good
pattern covering and extending the subgraph by any adjacent covered elements that fit
together as contiguous stretches of strand and helix connectivity.
The pattern consistency function is used to score both a local pattern covering, and a
complete NOE graph covering the peak set. It estimates the goodness of an edge
mapping to a cross-peak as the ratio of the chemical shift difference against the
normalised sum of chemical shift differences for all the partitions that it could be
contained in. The score for a graph is then formed from an expression involving
products of the goodness of its component peak mappings. This formulation results in a
kind of belief measure that takes into account the quality of alternative partitions, where
the best ones should be characterised by their size and maximal combined goodness. In
this way, the function resembles a conventional support function for probabilistic
relaxation.55

3.1.4 A Model For Structural NMR Assignment
In chapter 1, a strategy was described for protein NMR assignment based on
recognising the structure of a protein within the peaks of an amide-edited NOESY
spectrum. The justification of this approach is the need for specific spectral assignments
in proteins which are too big for conventional NMR strategies, and would otherwise
require expensive sample preparation schemes.
Given the structure of a protein, it is possible to predict the intensities of NOE and bond
correlation peaks that could be observed in a multidimensional NMR experiment.7 This
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has a number of applications - simulation allows parameters like relaxation rates to be
determined57 to investigate the dynamics of a molecule, and ambiguous NOE intensities
to be modelled so as to improve a structural embedding.9 The same techniques, often
called back-calculation, have been used in a predictive manner, to aid31 the assignment
of NOEs, and are implicit in the embedding strategies for NOESY assignment described
in section 3.1.2.
However, it is currently too complex to correctly predict modifications to intensity from
chain dynamics and chemical exchange broadening, so simulation methods still only
give a rough guide to observed data. In addition, chemical shift prediction17,44,66 is
generally not reliable enough to specifically identify overlapping peaks a priori,
although they can be useful predictors for constraining the assignment CSP.32Therefore,
there are few options for using additional knowledge to simplify the partitioning
problem, beyond the pattern-driven approaches like JIGSAW.
Given a partitioned peak set, it should be possible to match the observed NOE relations
to those predicted by a simulation technique. If it is assumed that the simulation
technique is not perfect, that not all amide spins will be observed, and that the
partitioning includes some extra peaks and overlaps; the assignment is the edge
maximal MCS between two edge weighted graphs, under inexact edge-label
equivalence. The graphs have bounded vertex degrees, because of chain packing and the
limited range of NOE coupling; but are neither regular or planar. The data set which
SNA is expected to operate with is minimal, because sensitivity and peak resolution are
maximised by perdeuteration to clearly observe the amide NOEs. Therefore, it has no
corroborative relations to aliphatic protons that give the vertex-labelled patterns which
SERENDIPITY and JIGSAW operate with. This means there is practically no defined
backbone connectivity that can be used for organising an efficient search - because
NOE couplings are purely spatial, and strong NOEs do not necessarily correspond to
sequential, or even vicinal proton contacts.10 However, the pattern of NOE relations are
reasonably dense, and a high degree of consistency can be expected between the
observed and predicted spatial coupling graphs. It is hoped that this prior knowledge of
the expected NOE relations will substitute for the bonded topology constraints provided
by 13C which are usually needed to solve the assignment CSP.
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It was shown in Chapter 2 that the choice of deterministic methods for MCS problems
without ordering constraints is limited to relaxation techniques such as the Ullmann
algorithm63 or the range of approaches involving clique detection directly from the CG.
The field of application of these two methods is dominated by molecular connectivity
and 3D structural comparison applications. Clique detection is traditionally applied in
computer vision for object recognition; but it was also used in SERENDIPITY. For this
particular problem, the spatial relations are over a short distance and therefore quite
redundant. In addition, subgraph dissimilarities from overlap and mis-registration of
NOE couplings, will often lead to inconsistencies in the pattern of independence
between vertices. So, the problem most resembles the general MCS - there is no
obvious systematic property that can form a global similarity function, or allow extra
relational properties to identify the assignment as the maximum clique of a CG. In
particular, the maximally connected common subgraphs detected by Koch’s heuristics36
are not applicable, because the true assignment may not be consistently disconnected.
The next section describes the model NOE graphs which were used during the
methodological development. The implementation of the basic elements of the CG-CD
framework is then detailed, and the analysis of some simple heuristics for solving the
problem of enumerative solution initiates development of a novel method to find
matches between edge weighted graphs. This method is distinguished from typical
applications of CG-CD by its dependence on only positively observed relations to
define consistent patterns. The main methodological difficulties, involving CG storage
and clique reconstruction; are avoided by a decomposition of the MCS search space.
This permits a numerical transformation of the solution space to form an efficiently
solvable bipartite matching problem. Finally, the approach is evaluated on the simple
model of the SNA problem, which leads to discussion on the enhancement of both the
methodology and the SNA dataset.

3.1.5 A Graph Model for Protein NOESY
The assignment of amide proteins required for SNA is cast as an MCS problem, where a
graph is formed from the observed correlations in the spectra, and expected correlations
derived from structural knowledge. The vertices are the observed spins, i.e. A, and the
observable nuclei in the protein, respectively. Prediction provides the edges in the
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‘reference’ graph, and their observed counterparts are the cross peaks generated by
registration, which are used as labels on pairs o f correlated nuclei in A. Formation o f a
graph from the peak set assumes a particular partition can be identified, perhaps by a
method used in the JIGSAW algorithm.4 This partitioning need not be perfect, because
the edge maximal MCS should identify consistent parts o f a moderately incorrect
partition.

In order to define the MCS solution, an equivalence function for the observed and
simulated cross-peaks is required. To define this for real data involves some form o f
calibration between experimental intensities and expected values derived from structural
data. This could be trivial, if the spectral modelling is nearly exact; but, at worst, the
NOE intensities must be normalised, based on observed HSQC signal intensities, and
distance restraints derived using intensity calibration such as ISPA. Then the kind of
assumptions used in NOAH or SERENDIPITY must be invoked, to identify
corresponding intensity and distance values to relate the two data sets.

In this work, the development o f a strategy for matching the sparse NOE graphs is the
main focus, no NMR data was actually used. NOE contact graphs were simulated by
generating short range contact graphs from the amide proton positions in a crystal
structure. In order to respect the practical problems o f calibration and peak set analysis,
which lead to a matching problem with specific types o f inconsistencies, the
methodology is evaluated by simulating errors in these contact graphs. However, the
graph scheme that is described below could conceivably be sufficient for low resolution
modelling o f NOE couplings, if a suitably robust calibration framework based on the
analysis of observed distance and intensity distributions.

A simulated contact graph (G NH) is created by modifying the program ‘reduce’67,68 which
locates protons and regularises residue geometry in protein and DNA molecules
contained in a PDB8 file. Its scheme is based on XPLOR14 topologies, and enforces that
program’s nomenclature for atom and residue names. The program was encapsulated as
a C function which selects the set of NMR observable spin species that compose the set
VNH. Each vertex is labelled with 3D coordinates o f the proton(s) and associated
nitrogen, to support future refinements. Single proton amide species are represented by
the position and amide bond vector. NMR equivalent rotor species - like freely rotating
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NH2 groups, are represented by the centroid, normal (HN-X bond vector or centroid-N
vector), and included radius vectors o f the rotation volume.

The edge set (ENH) is constructed by finding species close enough to exhibit NOE
coupling. I5N-Edited NOESY spectra in perdeuterated bN labelled samples are expected
to show very long range NOEs,40 but practically this is limited by background noise, to
o

about 6A. Simple amide proton NOEs are only expected to be observed within this
range. However, contacts involving symmetric rotors are harder to determine,
particularly if it cannot be assumed that these spins will be identified by their peak
integration. Exact modelling o f these couplings involves dynamic and temperature
dependent analysis, but will usually be indistinguishable from simpler estimates under
o

the broad tolerances (about 1-2A) needed to compare observed and predicted signals.
Thus, the contacts are simply characterised, by the distance between the centroids o f the
rotation volume for the spin species. A precise representation could be devised - either
by the use o f the pseudo-atom representation which is described by Wüthrich et. al.,69
or by an explicit treatment o f the range of the NOE contact, computed from the relative
orientation o f rotation volumes. However, this level o f sophistication was not
considered necessary during the development o f the basic methodology.

The numeric labelling o f the edges and vertices o f G NHis summarised below, in(3.3) and
(3.2), respectively. Edges only exist if the nominal contact distance between the species
are within the range specified by I d. Typically, this would be set at around 6A.

v e VT NH •'
Amide proton label : atom name (of first proton)
num _ nuclei, p, r, n
pdb coordinate

num _ nuclei = 1 :
P ^P
allprotons
num _ nuclei > 1 : r =< p - p H„ >a/
allprotons
n = P nh - p
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contact _ type, d
contact _ type = simple : \d = |p(vy) - /5(v.)|}

{v,vy} :=

contact

type = rotorandspin : \d = |/)(vy) - /?(v.)|}

contact

type - rotorandrotor : \d - |/?(vy) —/5(v,)|}

(3.3)

for all d < I ,

Figure 3.2 shows two projections of this simulated NOE contact graph (where 1 = 6Ä),
on the spin-species 3D coordinates, and as a 2D drawing. The edge contacts are roughly
colour coded to indicate intensity (red to blue for increasing distance). The plane
drawing shows that connectivity is not very dense, but a number of NOE contacts exist
between residues well separated in sequence. The helical structure in the fragment is
clearly visible from the backbone amide connectivity, and amide rich side-chains like
arginine are well defined by K4 and K5. The drawing also shows that the contact
patterns are non-planar.

Simulated Amide NOE for the backbone and side chains of
residues 10-17 in Crambin (/= 6Ä)
Figure 3.2

VRML and DaVinci Representations of Amide NOE Contact
Graphs.

The edge-equivalence operator for amide contacts (3.4) that is required by the CG
formalism, requires a parameter (D J defining the maximum allowable difference
between the distances of two contacts. This parameter is formally dependent upon the
magnitude of coupling; observation of the consistency between NOE derived distance
restraints and crystallographic structures shows a quadratic relation12 between the error
in the restraint and contact distance. However, for method evaluation, a discrete
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equivalence interval of about 2Ä is quite sufficient, allowing a quite general inexact
relation between contact pattern components that makes the problem more challenging.
xyf
w /
\a + 2b iff\d - d \ < D ,
fUv,v2},{v,v2})=
JJ\
I
0

where :

otherwise

(3.4)

a = 1 iff(v{,v[) and (v2,v2) are good pairs => the edge {(vjVj'X v^ )} exists
,
,
,
,
b = 1 /^r(v,,v2)and(v2,v1)are good pairs => the edge {(v,v, )(v,v,)} exists

As described in section 2.2.1 of the previous chapter, the edge equivalence function of
the CG is four valued because these graphs are undirected, and so edge mappings are
irreflexive. This means that if the two possible pairs of vertex mappings are valid and
any edge label directionality is consistent, then two CG edges will arise.
This graph and equivalence framework is easily extended to represent the consistency
of additional peak measurements and other structural properties of the spins. In
addition, the comparison framework, which is developed throughout the following
sections, allows a numeric score to be attached to the edges of the CG. Some extensions
of the graph representation which use these options are discussed at the end of this
chapter. However, for the main part of the development, this basic scheme is used;
where it is assumed that peak volume integrations can distinguish single amide
resonances from the symmetric NH3rotors.

3.2 Basic Implementation: Graph data structures and
algorithms
The development of generic information processing methods typically requires a
flexible data model; which can be easily extended, but does not incur excessive
implementation overheads by virtue of its generality. C was considered appropriate for
development because of portability and its minimal approach to data structure
maintenance. However, much of the implementation involves several tiers of general
container structure, which become tedious to precisely reference. Because of this,
details of implementation are restricted to the basic representations and their germane
processing steps in the composition and application of the methods in this chapter.
Algorithms are presented in generic pseudocode with quite liberal object-symbolic
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references and directives. Where an ordered set is required, the standard qsort function
is used, with an appropriate three valued comparison function.
The main objects in this method are the two graphs to be compared (GL, and GR), the
correspondence graph (GLR) formed by the graphs in conjunction with the label specific
edge equivalence function; and, a bijective mapping (71) between GL, and GR, which has
elements taken from the vertex set of GLR.
These objects are implemented as general container structures. Label specific operations
such as edge comparison are implemented as a function associated with the original
graphs. When these are called by an algorithm, the implementation invokes the function
via a function pointer, passing any identities as a generic node or edge label type. This
returns an appropriate value for the operation, so each specific function is a ‘method’
associated with the graph labelling scheme. In most cases, a pointer for a common
working block is also passed to the function, specified alongside the label functions
when they are passed to the procedure implementing each algorithm. This allows very
complex behaviour to be incorporated into the frameworks discussed here, because the
working block invests each ‘atomic’ (i.e. stateless) label operation with persistency.
For debugging and visualization, most of the graphs objects have appropriate output
routines, which annotate the output with strings generated by a supplied labelling
function. This allows text reportage, and graphical rendering with MAPLE18 or more
informatively with daVinci.26 Graphs derived from atomic coordinates are also output as
VRML,1 using their associated 3D embedding. Weighted bipartite graphs are the only
intermediate structures that are stored during the stages of the matching process. They
are represented by the DIMACS ASCII format,20 and an index file containing vertex
labels. Concurrently, a single NetCDF2 format file is used for recording the bundles of
numeric data generated in each comparison. This includes matrices of edge weights,
assignment likelihoods, dot-plots of assignment results, and other informative internal
processing data. NetCDF is a convenient format for large sets of heterogenous numeric
data, and directly supported by a number of visualization programs.
The general graph representation is a container structure, with reference to the vector of
vertices, and list of edges. Figure 3.3 describes each element. At construction, the
number of vertices and the set of user maintained labels are specified which allows the
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vertex vector to be statically created. Any configuration of edges can then be added, by
specifying pointers to the containers of the vertex pair, and the edge-label value. Each
vertex’s degree and neighbourhood list is updated accordingly in unit time.

General Graph
ges
r-^r-' nedges

vertices

vertex

%

label

vertices

mapp
index
nedges
odegneighbourhood
I

Container Pointer

/ list

union

\

vector!

Linked List of Pointers to edges

edge references L
«► Vertex Pointer
f

Figure 3.3

Edge pointer

General Graph Structure

Most of the subsequent operations on the graph involve the traversal of connectivity
rather than its modification. So, once construction is finished, vertex adjacency list
accesses can be optimised by ‘freezing’ them to a static vector of pointers (stored as a
union with the edge list pointer, above). The vectors allow faster general access, but
also facilitate the definition of orientations on the graph. This is accomplished by
relabelling the index number of each vertex in the set, and then ordering the each
neighbourhood vector based on this labelling. Then, ‘odeg’ is set to partition the edge
vector to T , the vertices preceding the particular vertex, and T , which connects to
vertices with assigned indexes after it. Finally, there is an extra pointer within the vertex
structure (‘mapp’). This is useful to preserve the labels imposed by operations outside
the scope of a particular traversal, giving the graph structure a form of re-entrancy that
allows nesting of relabelling operations. This facility is essential for the CG structure
described in the next section.
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3.2.1 Correspondence Graphs
The CG graph object (GLR) contains the pointers and connectivity information to
support a correspondence graph formed from GL and GR. It is a structure containing a
basic graph (as in figure 3.3), and a vector of node and edge labels, where each is a pair
of pointers to the corresponded nodes and edges of GL and GR. In addition to these,
there is a binary representation of the upper triangle of the GLR adjacency matrix
coordinated by the node index pairs from each general node container. Finally, there is a
linked list of structures to record clique enumerations on the CG.
These objects are constructed by dedicated methods which form the node and edge sets
and maintain the connectivity matrix. The simplest of these is ‘encapsulate_CG’ - a
method which creates a dummy CG structure containing the nodes and edges of the
given general graph, augmented by the adjacency matrix and clique enumeration
objects. This is provided to allow any graph to be searched by the clique enumeration
algorithms described below, which rely on a connectivity matrix for linear time
neighbourhood intersection.
The correspondence graph formation method is a function given two graphs (GL,GR)
and an edge-equivalence function (fe) which returns a two bit value and sets any of two
CG edge labels. The arguments to f e are two edge references, allowing access to both
sets of vertex references and edge labels to support irreflexive edge equivalence.
Construction follows the scheme of Barrow and Burstall6 in that CG edges are only
formed from the pairs of edges explicitly contained in ELxER. However, the definition
of ‘good vertex pairs’ is left to fe - so inconsistent vertex tuples are identified as
disconnected vertices in the constructed graph. This is considered to be the most
general, unrestricted scheme for CG formation. To incorporate the 0-edge labelling of
the complete CG (see 2.2.1), which is common in the literature, it is necessary to
explicitly include these in ELand ER.
The method constructs the graph in 0(max(|EL|,|ER|)2) time. Practically, CG
construction is slow because of the dynamic space allocation overhead for each CG
edge’s container. In addition, the data structure is designed for flexibility rather than
optimal space, which is of the order 0(max(|VL|,|VR|)4). More efficient data structures
would be appropriate once the methodology has been finalised - the CG could even be
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formed in a lazy manner using late-binding techniques, so connectivity is constructed
only when it is being searched. However, such techniques incur time overheads, and
tend to be inefficient for repeated random access searches like DFS, which pervade the
experiments described in the remains o f this chapter.

3.2.2 BK - A Clique Enumeration algorithm
The Bron and Kerbosch (BK)13 algorithm is cited in most publications concerning clique
detection. It is a depth-first branch and bound (BB) search, which generates the set o f
maximal cliques (Q) in an undirected graph. Depth first search is appropriate for
maximal clique detection because the maximal cliques containing a particular vertex are
by definition, the completely connected vertices in its own neighbourhood. However,
because the generation o f each sub-problem involves intersecting subsets o f
neighbourhoods and a reordering o f the vertex vector, it is most efficient to look for
non-zero entries in an adjacency matrix, rather than repeatedly searching the adjacency
lists o f adjacent vertices. Therefore, the implementation specifically operates on graphs
contained in the CG structure described in the previous section.

The functionality o f the algorithm is typical o f most implementations in the literature. It
includes the usual parameter defining a lower bound in the BB search, to limit
enumeration to a set o f cliques o f size k or larger ( kQ ). For simplicity, BK is
implemented in its original form, as a recursive function that operates on two ordered
sets : NOT, and CAND, and takes the additional arguments k, and depth , which is the
number o f nodes in the current partial clique.

Initially the space-limiting step in the MCS methodology was thought to be the
construction o f the CG (with its connection matrix) prior to clique enumeration.
However, the main limit on memory use is actually the storage o f the clique tree that is
found, rather than the space required by the CG structure. To minimise the chance o f
exhausting memory during enumeration, the algorithm was modified to stream the
search tree to disk as a series o f symbols :

l dfs =
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The arrow symbols indicate a change in the recursion depth, and each vertex that leads
to a sub-problem that contains a maximal clique is denoted by the integer index in its
vertex container. A leaf in the tree is either ‘J/T*, which indicates that no maximal
clique was found, or

to indicate that v was the last vertex in the recursion,

completing a maximal clique. After the search has completed, this stream is read by a
finite state machine, to reconstruct the maximal clique tree (TBK). The algorithm’s
pseudocode is presented below:
The Bron and Kerbosch Clique Enumeration Algorithm
Algorithm BK

Given: a correspondence graph structure G(V,E)
k\ minimum enumerated clique size
Form ordered set CAND from V on decreasing |r„|
Initialise file stream for online storage
call recursion with NOT=0, CAND, k, and level = 0
if the function returns false, then return empty tree
otherwise reconstruct maximal clique tree from file stream
return clique tree

recursion

Given : NOT, CAND, k, and level
NOT and CAND are two ordered sets
their concatenation is a single, partitioned vector

set clq_found to false
Find ve NOTuCAND which maximises | r Kn(NOTuCAND) |
fixp = v
if vg NOT then v is the last element of r„nCAND
for this v, and each subsequent v in the ordered set (rflxp )'nCAND
Generate Sub-problems

form N from NOTnr„
form C from CANDnlT
if k < (l+/eve/+|C|) :
if C is not empty then
output 'i ' to stream
recurse with (NOT=N, CAND=C, k, /eve/+l)
if recurse returns true then output index of v to stream
if N and C are empty
output index of v to stream
set c!q_found
Revert to parent sub-problem
output'T to stream
return clq_found
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This BB search uses a weak kind of best first strategy to identify the large cliques early
on in the enumeration. It ensures they are maximal by identifying connectivities with
the NOT set, which must be empty for a new maximal clique to be discovered. When a
recursion finishes, the node that was selected is placed in NOT to ensure this. Thrashing
does occur - each of the k-1 vertices of a clique not connected to fixp at a particular
level will be searched, after the first selection which identifies the clique. This is the
inefficiency described by Koch,36 but the algorithm does not actually output these submaximal cliques, which was implied in her work. Moreover, thrashing is minimised by
the selection of maximally connected nodes at each level; this also biases the search so
the largest cliques tend to be the early childeren at each branch of the recursion tree.
Thus, the depth of each leaf over a tree in the DFS forest tends to decay away from the
leading (locally maximum) clique.
BK(GRAPH)

--------------- ► LEAFLIST

CLIQUE SET
Doubly linked list
containing nodes with
same parent

Pointer to list element
containing parent node

Pointer to a cell in the
linked list of child nodes
.Graph Node Reference

Figure 3.4

Clique Representations

The clique tree is represented by the ‘CLIQUE_SET’ datastructure in figure 3.4. The
nodes at each level of this tree are associated with pointers to a form of linked list
indicating the other nodes with the same parent; this list is cyclic in the forward
direction, but the parent vertex is referenced by the left-most node’s pointer in the
reverse. Each cell of the list contains a reference to the graph vertex represented by each
node, this is contained in another cell, of a doubly linked list which points to the parent
and child sibling linked list cells. These form a 4 connected graph allowing a wide
variety of traversal techniques, most of which are not actually used by the methodology.
In addition to this polymorphic tree, each leaf node is also referenced in a linked list,
constructed at the same time as the set and stored within the CG container structure. The
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leaf list facilitates conversion of each of the cliques in the tree to a vertex vector
grouped into the set Q. These vectors were found to be more convenient representations
for relabelling, and other mechanisms for edge and vertex partitioning.
The clique trees generated by BK are most conveniently visualized by generating a
daVinci term file, where vertices are labelled with each pair of mapped nodes. Figure
3.5 shows this representation for the enumeration of a CG formed from two labelled
graphs, taken from chapter 2, but without any 0 labelled edges.

I fc:4 I

I 3 :* |

| 4::1 |

[ 4 :3 |

Correspondence

BK Clique Tree

R

Figure 3.5

l»1 R

R

Clique enumeration of a simple correspondence graph

The decomposition shows that QCG is a set of maximal clique CS mappings which
contains a mixture of the true MCS (in this case the isomorphic mapping) and local
isomorphisms. The connectivity of the CG can be faithfully reconstructed from the
union of the clique set, the only redundancy in Q arises from vertices which are
adjacent to more than one maximal clique.

3.3 Heuristics for the Clique Reconstruction Problem
One approach for finding the minimally restricted MCS involves generating ,QtG, and
merging a subset of these edge induced common subgraphs to form some n that maps
the largest subset of edges from the two graphs. Storing and searching G cg is less
expensive because its edge set only contains consistently labelled connectivity in the
two graphs, but any advantage is offset by a harder reconstruction problem. This is
because the many consistent cliques which make up the MCS are not aggregated into
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larger cliques by consistent patterns of disconnected relations. As a result, with
decreasing power of edge discrimination - |Q(.J, which normally grows factorially
because of the set of CS automorphisms in the CG, increases even faster.
Reconstructing the MCS from QC(. seems a formidable task, because of its size, and the
multiplicity of indistinguishable local solutions. There seems to be analogies with the
graph reconstruction problem42 (see chapter 2), because a graph of unknown topology is
to be discovered from a non-disjoint set of subgraphs. However, although these
subgraphs are labelled, which is not the case for reconstruction, MCS discovery is
probably harder. This is because a number of different graphs can be built from
combinations taken from the set of fragments, and the objective is to find the largest
one.
Assuming that an approach can be found to identify the largest consistent set of cliques,
it is likely to run in time related to |QC(. |; which is at least as long as the fragment
enumeration time: 0(|V CG|+|ECG|). This may be demonstrable from the complexity of a
specific reconstruction problem which lower bounds the complexity of MCS
reconstruction. However, the most serious problem is that Qcr is too large to be stored,
so reconstruction must be accomplished as the cliques are generated. Informally, it
seems obvious that standard backtracking is not well suited to this kind of sequential
filtering problem, because without a perfect ordering of each CS fragment, the search
involves bi-directional scanning on the stream of cliques. Instead, it seems easier to
embed the reconstruction search within the BK algorithm itself. A first step towards this
is described in the next section.

3.3.1 Greedy matching on the maximal clique set
To incorporate direct solution generation into BK, the algorithm must be limited to
report a subset of cliques from QC(> whose union forms a proper n between the induced
subsets of V, and VR:
The BKAlmost Algorithm
A lgorithm BKAImost
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|V l | + |V r| elements taking values from
[ l . . ( | V L| + |V R|)]
k : m inimum enumerated clique size
if p doesn't exist
then create a new coverage with the sequence l. . ( | V L| + |V R|)
Form ordered set CAND from V on decreasing |r „ |
Initialise file stream for online storage
call recursion with N O T = 0 , CAND, p, k, and level = 0
if the function returns false, then return em pty tree
otherwise reconstruct maximal clique tree from file stream
return clique tree
function forbidden
Given p and v which resolves to the tuple { v LlvR}
returns true if p{vLth element) * p (v Rth elem ent)
recursion

Given : NOT, CAND, p, k, and level
NOT and CAND are two ordered sets
th e ir concatenation is a single, partitioned vector

set dq_found to false
Find v e NOTuCAND which maximises |r„n (N O T u C A N D ) |
fixp = v
if veNO T then v is the last elem ent of IV n C A N D
for this v, and each subsequent v in the ordered set ( r r,xp )'nC A N D
if not forbid den(v, p) then
Generate Sub-problems
form N from NOTr>r„
form C from C A N D n r„
if k < (l+ /e v e /+ |C |)
if C is not em pty then
output '4 ' to stream
recurse w ith (N O T = N , CAND=C, k, /e v e /+ l)
if recurse returns true then
output index of v to stream
p (v Lth element) = p (v Rth elem ent) = index of vL
if N and C are em pty
output index of v to stream
set p (v Lth elem ent) = p (v Rth element) = index o f vL
set clq_found
Revert to parent sub-problem
o u tp u t'T ' to stream
return clq_found
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This variant of BK includes a simple strategy for pruning CG vertices from the depthfirst tree that are inconsistent with the mappings of previously enumerated cliques. In
reality, the mapping vector is embedded in a linked list installed in the CG container.
Each time a clique is found, the elements corresponding to the mapped vertices are
updated to reflect the mapping. Subsequently, only those vertices consistent with the
current coverage or extending it with a new mapping will be tested for clique
membership.
The algorithm clearly enumerates fewer cliques than BK, because (|VL|+|VR|-1) CG
vertices are pruned from the search space for every new clique vertex discovered in the
CG. This guarantees that the enumerated cliques reflect a common subgraph of G, and
Gr. However, the pruning is decidedly arbitrary. The algorithm as it stands does not
maximise the final bijective mapping in any way - its cardinality is purely dependent on
the sequence of cliques discovered in the search. This is dictated, in turn, by the lexical
ordering of the vertices in the initial candidate set. Therefore, BKAlmost can only be
called a CS enumeration method.
If this heuristic is applied to the vertices of the CG formed from a self-correspondence,
a reasonable number of correct vertex mappings will be found. This is because the n
that is constructed is only extended by edge-maximal CS within Gcc. The initial
ordering and selection bias will tend to select the larger clique mappings, so they
contribute to n early in the search. These are likely to be part of the isomorphism
because it corresponds to the largest vertex induced subgraphs, which should
correspond to the biggest cliques. However, because the search extends k by completely
connected fragments, sub-maximal mappings can be accepted if the DFS encounters
their nodes before the isomorphic pair. Once this happens, the quality of n will
increasingly worsen, because true isomorphisms have been pruned from the space,
resulting in other submaximal nodes being examined.
One way of minimising the chance of accepting sub-optimal cliques is to raise the value
of k. In the situation encountered in SNA, where most connectivity is conserved in the
MCS, the larger cliques are most likely to be consistent. If k is sufficiently large, then
only the nearly complete clique mappings will be accepted, but this only results in a
subset of

tcmcs

being identified. This effect was observed in tests with both the full

enumeration algorithm and the consistent mapping heuristic. The effect of the lower
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bound is to require that a mapping in n are consistent with at least (k-1) other mappings
in its neighbourhood. Intuitively, it seems less likely that a suboptimal CS will have the
same degree of consistency as the MCS. Furthermore, if it can be assumed that the
probability of a (k- l)-edge neighbourhood mapping is the product of the probability of
finding each edge mapping in isolation; then, for larger k, the difference in the
likelihood of sub-optimal and optimal mappings should increase.
However, bounded clique enumeration only detects the most connected parts of some n.
This partial solution can be used to search for more vertex mappings, perhaps by using
it as an initial covering for the BKAlmost search. The mapping can then be extended
with cliques bounded by a reduced value of k, enumerated from the remaining subgraph
of the CG consistent with n. Although reasonably effective, this heuristic does not
guarantee that the initial n is free of incorrect mappings. Given some clique of size k
that is part of the MCS, there will be at most k\ alternative mappings, just arising from
the automorphisms of the edge labelled clique. The presence of locally automorphic
alternatives probably contribute to the general failure of the BKAlmost strategy, but can
be more serious with large k because smaller cliques in the neighbourhood of the clique
will not be enumerated. In a search with smaller k, their prior enumeration could
correctly fix some of the vertex mappings in the clique, pruning all of the other local
automorphisms. Instead, an encompassing optimisation strategy is still needed to find
the set of maximum cardinality n for the initial value of k, and then maximally extend
the alternative solutions to find the set of distinct MCS mappings.

3.3.2 Towards in situ MCS Enumeration
The only way that the sub-optimal behaviour of BKAlmost can be corrected is to
ensure that the correct mappings always appear before the sub-maximal mappings in the
initial CAND set. However, because this sequence is constructed by sorting on
decreasing vertex degree, it is only a partial ordering, and alternative mappings with
equivalent sized CS neighbourhoods will have no defined precedence. The only way
these alternatives can be distinguished is by the size of the largest CS involving each
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one. Since this is not a property that is given a p rio ri, optimality can only be guaranteed
i f the best initial ordering is found.

Disconnected Subgraph Containing
automorphism set
I 1::6 |

[ 3::2 |

| 12::9 |

| 4::8 |

Typical Clique Enumeration
by BKAImost
Figure 3.6

A pathological ordering problem for Bkalmost

For the isomorphism case - graphs which have many automorphisms on the removal of
a small number o f vertices, such as the graph in figure 3.6, should aggravate this initial
value problem. Each ‘partial automorphism’ corresponds to a component in an almost
optimal solution, populating the search space with a number o f good minima. These
local isomorphisms should also reduce the performance o f discrete relaxation based
approaches, because a partial automorphism w ill, on the whole, be locally consistent,
and may well cause thrashing in searches such as the Ullmann'" algorithm, which was
discussed in section 2.3.2.

In Chapter 2, it was noted that issues o f ordering, and thrashing are pervasive in NP
complete searches. Mackworth46 discourages investigating the application o f algorithms
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which require the selection of an ‘optimal ordering’ of the input problem, and for good
reason. It seems likely that the identification of this ordering is tantamount to solving
these hard problems.
From an alternative viewpoint, enumerative approaches need a measure that can select
local solutions on the basis of their global validity, so the optimal component is always
used to extend the current solution. For BKAlmost, this translates to a decision function
that identifies the globally optimal clique mappings - which can then be used to safely
update the bijective mapping vector. It is probably safe to say that no function exists
that can indicate solely on the basis of an isolated pair of consistent patterns of NOEs,
whether the given mapping constitutes the true assignment.
A higher level interpretation of edge mappings is eminently applicable to some MCS
like problems, as will be shown in the next chapter. Connectivity is one example, if the
MCS is known to be connected, then the CAND set the DFS should be reordered to
maximise the adjacency of the remaining CG vertices to those already fixed. The idea
works well for complete CG approaches; and, as demonstrated by Koch, 36 is probably
best implemented in a slightly different correspondence graph framework. The same
concept can be taken further, by estimating the consistency of other desirable properties
of a solution with respect to a partial solution and each candidate. The topological (or
geometric) distance approach presented by Sheridan and Miller58 inherently applies such
a measure, within a framework that strongly resembles the Ullman algorithm.
In SERENDIPITY, a measure based on the consistency of pre-defined key edges in
each secondary structure template was used to order the distinct sets of alternative
mappings for each spin. The ordering was intended as a ‘decision support function’, to
aid the user’s task of detecting consistent sequences of secondary structure assignment
within a set of small clique mappings. Attaching special significance to an edge
mapping could be used to pick out sets of alternative paths for backbone connectivity
(H -H +/ NOEs) within Q. This is probably the basis of the JIGSAW approach discussed
in the introduction - the paths aid solution generation by providing a scaffold to
reconstruct larger mappings. However, these paths cannot be relied upon, because
inconsistencies introduced from segmentation, chemical exchange, and simple overlap,
are almost certainly going to disrupt the chains.
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3.3.3 Enumerating Optimal Common Subgraphs
In summary, simple, or bounded BK, and the greedy pruning heuristic are insufficient to
find good MCS solutions in the CGs that we are trying to search. The BK algorithm can
only enumerate all cliques, which involves the generation of an exponentially increasing
set. Attempts to find simple pruning approaches that filter unlikely MCS cliques have
been shown to require methods to assess the global quality of local solutions, which
appears to be impossible with this class of problem.
The online search embodied by the BKAlmost pruning heuristic could be applied to find
the largest cover in a breadth first manner, by building up many alternative mappings
simultaneously. This particular approach loosely resembles a breadth-first search
strategy for matching attributed relational graphs,51 or the numeric best-first formulation
that has been applied to structure comparison.39,48 It could be implemented in a number
of ways, perhaps by treating each newly identified coverage vector as a sub-problem
definition, generated to diversify the search when a number of equally likely alternative
mappings are encountered.
This effectively would construct a tree of alternative ‘COVERAGE’ structures, where
each sibling selects independently consistent clique sets. The MCS can then be
identified by the largest coverage from the set of leaves. However, the actual
implementation of this strategy needs inexpensive selection, bounding, and pruning of
subproblems; and the definition of termination conditions. It may be simpler to apply
alternative heuristics, such as TABU, or stochastic optimisation, with the pruning search
as the method of local solution generation.
Many intricate heuristics are possible. But, to develop a successful strategy, some kind
of assumption is required to limit the search space of the CG. Orderings may not be
appropriate, because they may not be efficiently detectable. Special kinds of
connectivity (i.e. the 0 labelling used in the complete CG) which are essential for the
maximally connected common subgraph algorithms of Koch; are only reliable when the
connectivity is not violated by the MCS. An algorithm for SNA still needs some form of
strong pruning, to drastically reduce the clique set. This must be sufficient to identify
good candidates for the MCS, without assuming a mapping is poor because it appears
locally inconsistent. The experience described in this section indicate that CG cliques do
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identify mappings with partial local consistency, and some ways of exploiting this are
proposed in the remaining sections of this chapter.

3.4

Strong Pruning: Maximum Cliques

It is useful to recall the observation on lower bounding of cliques - where the resulting
Q contains more reliable CS matches, and accordingly fewer cliques. This was
informally explained by the reduction in the likelihood of finding a completely
consistent ^-clique by chance, as k increases. The tendency occurs because the chance
of a large, dense pattern appearing in the labelled relations of different graphs is the
product of the chances of each relation matching simultaneously to form a clique. This
chance must decay with increasing clique size, if the product law is obeyed.
Intuitively, it follows that the largest cliques in the CG contain the most reliable
mappings, and one strategy to exploit this, based on progressive enumeration, was
suggested in section 3.3.1. The approach that was suggested involved selecting cliques
of a particular size to form mappings. An alternative to this may be to select just the
largest cliques adjacent to each CG vertex. This kind of consistency is more flexible
than discrete relaxation (see section 2.3.2), because it does not require a consistent
mapping to exist for every edge in the neighbourhood of a CG vertex. The use of
maximum clique coverages therefore assumes that the MCS will usually maximally
cover most cliques in the two graphs. Luckily, this is always the case for graphs which
are ‘nearly’ isomorphic, like those that must be matched in SNA. Whilst the assumption
may not generally hold for MCS which are identified in other applications, it may be
sufficient to find a minimal subset of the CG vertices which can be more easily
searched.
Two problems still need to be addressed in the implementation of this approach. The
first is the efficient application of maximum clique detection to find maximal clique
isomorphisms. This can be done by partitioning the CG as subgraphs where the
maximum cliques are just the locally maximal mappings for some fully connected
subset of the vertices in V, or VR. Section 3.4.3 describes a suitable method which
involves forming the CG between each clique in one graph and the whole of the other,
then selecting the maximum cliques in each. Secondly, the MCS must still be found
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within the minimal set of locally consistent maximum mappings. This could be
accomplished by applying heuristics like BKAlmost, but the same ordering problems
often arise because of automorphic mappings. Section 3.5 presents an alternative to
clique enumeration which is relatively efficient, and shown to perform more effectively
without the problems of order dependence.

3.4.1 Maximum Clique Algorithms
Maximum clique algorithms were extensively reviewed in the context of MCS by clique
detection by Gardiner et. al..28 In their application, the size of the maximum clique in a
complete CG was used to screen pairs of molecules for an exhaustive identification of
their common spatial arrangements. A bounded BK algorithm was used for this
subsequent search because the clique set of the complete CG is dominated by the large
cliques corresponding to the superimposable substructure.
Maximum clique is NP complete because the search needs to check the whole graph.
But, deterministic search can be quite fast because enumeration can be efficiently
pruned by a lower bound which advances as larger cliques are discovered. The simplest
maximum clique algorithm is just BK with this modified lower bound criterion. A
number of more complicated heuristics have been proposed, to efficiently estimate
bounds on clique size and minimise the set of vertices which must be enumerated.
These methods include heuristics like approximate colouring3 and edge-augmentation5
to form a more well defined topology for analysis. These approaches can be very
efficient for some types of graph connectivity,29but some pathological edge patterns can
cause the bounding techniques to run in excessive time. Figure 3.7 is a plot of timings
for the algorithms evaluated for CG screening28. It is clear that the consistently best
performing algorithm was that of Carraghan and Pardalos (CP).16
Deterministic methods are often inappropriate for time critical applications involving
dense graphs, where only an estimate of the clique number may be needed. For these
applications, approximation methods based on numerical optimisation, and stochastic
search would be more appropriate, although the quality of their solutions cannot
formally be bounded. A number of approximate methods were presented for the second
DIMACS implementation challenge in 1993,34 these were assessed with benchmarks
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generated with the CP algorithm. More recently, developments include an exact
optimisation based on hopfield networks,76 and a less globally successful method using
dynamic equations modelled by recurrent neural networks.54 The latter has been applied
to the induced common subgraph problem, which has led to interesting conjecture on
the analogy of MCS solution methods and the neural processes involved in high-level
aspects of vision and scene interpretation.47
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Figure 3.7

The runtimes of some maximum clique algorithms observed
by Gardiner et. al.28

3.4.2 The Carraghan-Pardalos algorithm
Backtracking is an unavoidable aspect in deterministic search when the truly optimal
solution components cannot be directly discovered in a set. Clique enumeration
involves backtracking simply because all the maximal cliques involved in a vertex need
to be reported. For the optimisation form of NP problems, backtracking and its
associated pathology of thrashing, involve the generation of a solution that is later
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discarded as sub-optimal, or found to be inconsistent once all possible solution
components have been assembled at each search recursion.
The CP algorithm’s elegance is due to a heuristic that minimises backtracking, by early
pruning of search trees which cannot be optimal. This relies on the search progressing
over just one orientation of the graph. Given a vertex ordering, the maximum clique will
be in the subgraph formed by the ‘out’ edges of {v. u T(v.)}, where v. is the maximum
clique vertex that appears earliest in the ordering.
Of course, this property applies to every clique. It is implicit in the separaration of the
NOT and CAND sets in the BK algorithm, but does not prohibit thrashing over submaximal cliques, as intimated by Koch. 36 This may be a property of maximal clique
enumeration, because clique validity is not certain until the bottom of the search tree has
been reached. However, for maximum clique detection, the size of {v. u +T(v.)} upper
bounds the relative depth of the search tree at v.; and thus is a strong upper bound on
maximum clique size at all levels of the recursion. This property is directly applied in
CP, which most strongly prunes when the ordering is on descending degree :
The Carraghan and Pardalos Maximum Clique Algorithm
Algorithm CP : Finding the Maximum Cliques of a graph GfV.E)
:= An ordered set of vertices such that for {vif v; } |r(v/)| >|r(v;)|
E := Set of ordered tuples on V, partitioning T(v,) as T(v/)+"*T(v,)
M := {} : Set of Maximum Cliques
m := the size of the cliques in M
t := Indexed array of vertices
c := Indexed array of candidate extension sets for of maximum clique
n := vector of indices into arrays in c
for the ith vertex in V, if there are at least |m| vertices left in |V|
clqfnd := FALSE
V

7

=

0

tj = Vi
Cj = +r(v,)
n, = first vertex in c
if n; exists and |C/|>(|m|-l) then
j++
while 7>0
if the n^.jth vertex exists
Cj = Cj-! n +T(nj.x)
if ICj|>( ImI -j-1)
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11;-,
n, = first vertex in c,-

tj =
;++

else

advance n7--j
// A clique has been identified
if j>|m|
if 7> Im I
M := {}
clqfnd:= FALSE
if not clqfnd then M := M u {tfc : 0 < k < j}
clqfnd:= TRUE //non-adjacent cliques modification
j-

return M // contains the maximum cliques

The implementation of CP was based on the description in Gardiner et. al. , 28 and some
illuminating ideas from Balas and Yu5 on consistent orderings. The algorithm that is
presented demonstrates all feasible optimisations to prune enumeration as early as
possible during the search. The stack space represented by the indexed sets c, t, and n;
can be allocated in a single memory arena beforehand, because the maximum
enumeration depth and length of each set in c is bounded by the neighbourhood of the
first vertex in V. In this implementation, M was also part of this static arena. In the
event that the arena is too small for M, then each excess clique is counted, and simply
overwrites the last clique entry in the space. This typically occurs in CGs where there is
no reliable match, so M is a large number of small cliques which minimally contribute
to the pruned space. There is also a heuristic modification (non-adjacent cliques) to
enumerate just one maximum clique per rooted DFS tree, in an attempt to find only
non-adjacent maximum cliques. It can be seen that while not reliable, this could be
effective in pruning some automorphisms during the enumeration of a CG maximum
clique. The modification is not actually used in the applications presented here; but, it
may be useful to generate a minimal set of clique mappings to in an MCS search that
explores space of clique automorphisms.

3.4.3 Generating Pruned Correspondence Graphs
The set of maximum cliques (M) selected from GLR by CP, are just the largest
cardinality isomorphisms between GL and GR. Usually, a maximum clique (m) in M
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will only contain mappings from just one of the largest cliques of either graph.
Therefore, to find an m which maps vertices that are contained in some clique q of GL,
it is sufficient to only apply CP to the CG formed from q and GR. This subgraph of GLR
is called a CG slice.
A pruned correspondence graph, PLRis defined as the union of all maximum CG cliques
found in the set of slices GqRover the clique set Q(GL), enumerated by BK. Normally, it
would be useful to limit the set to 3Q, because single edge mappings are trivial to detect.
An algorithm to generate PLRis shown below :
Algorithm For The Local Maximum Cliques of a Correspondence Graph
Generation of Pm :

Given graphs GL/ GRand
the edge-equivalence function
Ql := BK(encapsulate_CG(GL), k = 3)

fe

P l r : = ({ } ,{ } );

for each q, e QL
GqR := form_CG_slice(q,> GR, f e) // Special CG construction method
M, := CP(GqR)

Pur := Pur u Mf // Merge with previous q,
This approach has the advantage that the CG slices which must be enumerated are much
smaller than GLR, and their size is bounded, so each graph can be constructed in a single
arena to minimise time overheads from dynamic memory allocation. Also, the sum of
the run-times of CP on each CG slice will typically be an order of magnitude less than
applying CP to the whole of GLR- because the coefficient of the exponential component
of its time complexity is related to the number of vertices in the graph. The most
intensive step is merging the maximum clique sets into the developing PLR, since the
general graph representation (section 3.2) does not easily support dynamic
modifications to the graph vertex set, and edge duplications must be checked for. This
could be circumvented by a more efficient CG data structure, for example - one which
minimally represents CG nodes and edges by associating CG edges to node lists taken
from VRthat are attached to the vertices of GL.
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The reduced correspondence graph formed by maximum
clique pruning on a fragment of the amide graph of Crambin

The figure above demonstrates the effectiveness of maximum clique consistency as a
pruning method. The pruned correspondence graph just contains an almost complete
isomorphic mapping, although pendant vertices are not present, because their Kj
coverings are not included in the decomposition. Typically, local automorphisms still
appear in PLR, but they are usually far less connected than the true mapping. This is
because only the cliques with distinct local automorphisms under the edge label
equivalence conditions are identified in M, but only some of these are ‘3-clique’consistent, with the edges adjoining the mapped vertices.

3.4.4 Validity of the pruned correspondence graph
PLR appears to contain only a minimum of sub-maximal CS fragments, and mainly
covers the MCS in the simple case of self correspondence. However, there are situations
where the assumption that maximum cliques select correct local isomorphisms is
invalid. Figure 3.9 demonstrates a contrived example where some ‘correct’
isomorphisms are not present at all, because the mappings of one of the cliques in
Q (G J to its counterpart are not maximally connected. In this case, the maximum clique
in the slice formed from q2 maps the nodes of q2 to any 3 of the 4 vertices in GRthat
maximally correspond to q,.
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Figure 3.9

A pair o f graphs where the MCS is not found in the local
maximum clique decomposition.

It is not clear whether the pruning behaviour in this situation is undesirable.
Occasionally, a situation like figure 3.9 will occur, because the MCS is edge-maximal
over the intersection o f two maximal cliques in GL, and the decomposition has
fragmented the CG-edge set. But, in the case o f observed NOE contacts, which are often
more dense because o f spin diffusion, the graph edge set will usually be under
estimated. If the prediction graph is GL, all the observed cliques (in GR) will be larger so
the solution based on the maximum edge CS will still be present. Otherwise, the
solution method needs to be able to detect the presence o f the alternate, sub-maximum
clique mappings in order to identify the largest coverage o f the two vertex sets. These
can be detected using BK on the slice, with an appropriate lower bound, but it is not
clear when this more detailed CS enumeration should be applied. If it is carried out for
every clique, the benefits o f the maximal consistency approach will be lost, because the
enumeration would re-introduce many edges from GLR in to PLR. For examples like the
one above, other, conditional heuristics could be devised, detecting when some M. is
completely contained by the previously merged PLR, and triggering the more detailed
enumeration. Such an approach must assume that a dominant ordering exists for QL, in
order to support the decision to search for sub-maximum cliques. The MCS o f graphs
derived from amide NOEs may not admit this assumption, but the structure comparison
problems discussed in chapter 4 enable refinements to PCG generation that address the
problem.

3.4.5 Identifying MCS mappings
Notwithstanding the presence o f sub-maximum mappings in the MCS, the PCGmust still
be filtered to select the largest
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may seem appropriate, because the graph is sufficiently sparse that solutions are well
defined. Experience has shown that BKAlmost works reasonably effectively on the
pruned subset of the CG, and generally, the total run-time for forming PIR and
consistent clique enumeration were only a fraction of those required for the full edge
set. However, the quality of a greedy enumeration is highly dependent on the quality of
the maximum clique sets that formed P1R. Usually, these are not sufficiently free of
automorphic mappings to guarantee the performance of this heuristic, despite the clarity
of the MCS connectivity within the visualization of a typical PIR. These observations
suggest that a method which ‘tunnels’ through local clique automorphisms may be most
effective in maximising the size and consistency of n. However, more serious problems
still remain - P, Reasily becomes unacceptably large, and there is a rate-limiting step, in
the merging of each Mf into P, R. Therefore, it seems sensible to develop a search which
does not require the explicit formation of this graph; instead, it the search should
interpret each set of local maximum mappings as they are found from the clique
decomposition.

3.5

The avoidance of clique reconstruction

So far, discussion has not revealed any truly novel approach for the general, edgelabelled MCS problem. This is mainly because of the fundamental correspondence
between MCS and CSP - which has been studied for at least as long, and more widely.
Given that the basic complexity in enforcing consistency and solving CSP, arises
respectively from the size of the solution domain and degree of connectedness in the
constraint graph; it is no wonder that the problem remains ‘hard’. The lack of dominant
ordering, and redundancy of edge structure which lead to many sub-optimal solutions
within a quartic search space, merely exacerbate the situation. Perhaps, given these
problems of solution space and search graph sizes, it is more productive to investigate a
way of reducing the dimensionality of the problem, to allow direct construction of 71.
One way of doing this is to construct an approximation that leads to a form of
assignment problem that can be efficiently solved, rather than the general quadratic
form. For clarity, a diagram from section 2.2.4 is reproduced below, to demonstrate this
transformation.
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MCS detection in the CG as a bipartite matching problem

Figure 3.10 demonstrates the simplest way of transforming the CG, where the edge set
is taken from V, xVR. Any path on this graph represents a sequence of CG nodes, and a
matching is a bijective mapping between the vertex sets. The MCS problem must now
be transformed, as the problem of finding the matching which maximally covers the
largest subset of equivalent pairs in E ,x E R. Ideally, this would be some polynomial
transformation of the topology of E, Rover V, xV Rwhich implicitly encodes the problem
of maximum edge consistency as the weights (S|1|XjR|) of the bipartite edge set. A
maximum weighted match (MWM) on this graph, which can be identified in quadratic
or cubic time, would then identify the assignment which maximally covers equivalent
edges in both graphs, as the maximum of (3.5). The difficult aspect of this is the
encoding of E, R as bipartite edge weights. This requires a method for approximating the
inseparable components of the weightings in quadratic assignment problem, where each
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edge weight normally depends on the other edges in the match, so that the maximum
matching corresponds to the maximum consistent edge set.
Sir

=

f ( v l, v r, E L, E R) V v, e V L and vr e \ R

MWM = arg max(

£

s VlVr)

(3.5)

vLvRe MWM

The function fiy r v, EL, ER) is an abstract measure of the compatibility of v, and v in the
context of the edge sets of the two graphs. A thresholded form of/ could be used as the
boolean decision function in dicrete relaxation. In this case, it would declare if a CG
node (v,r) is consistent, by testing that a mapping for all of the edges in T, can be found
in TV Alternatively, a continuous form of/ performs the same function as the support in
probabilistic relaxation. These analogies highlight the difficulties in defining this
function, which were discussed in section 2.3.6 of the previous chapter. Many kinds of
vertex properties have been tried as estimators for heuristic selection strategies, but
without knowledge of the connective properties of the MCS, it is hard to exactly
characterise the global compatibility. In short, any simple function can measure local
vertex neighbourhood consistency. To be more informative, the function must integrate
over the mappings of each vertex’s neighbours, and its ultimate would measure the
quality of all subgraphs containing the mapping v,vr. Section 3.5.2 describes a new way
to construct this measure, based on the local maximum clique property that is used to
constuct PLR.
Bipartite matching has found wide application in combinatorial problems. It was used in
a modified form, in an application of discrete relaxation to object recognition; as a
heuristic to decide sub-tree isomorphism between the neighbourhoods of the vertices in
a tuple from T/XT,.35 A more germane application of MWM in computer vision was
presented by Fielding and Kam.25 Bipartite matching is used to identify corresponding
features in the left and right images from a stereo camera, in order to reconstruct the 3D
scene. After feature identification in each image, a function based on the local
differences in adjacent pixels is used to construct a weighted matching problem. The
planarity of the pixel mesh ensures the validity of this approach, allowing the separation
of the global contributions of neighbouring pixels to form a score function for any
particular pairing. Finally, bipartite matching has been used to predict the secondary
structure of RNA strands.61 The score function in this case is based on an empirical free
energy model estimating the contribution of a particular pairing to the overall stability
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o f the folded strand. This approach demonstrates the ability o f MWM to identify optima
by a pairwise approximation to a problem without global topological ordering.

3.5.1 Bipartite Matching Algorithms
A number o f efficient techniques exist to find maximum matchings in bipartite graphs.
Most explicitly use discrete search, but an integer programming formulation is also
possible, which can be solved more quickly with further constraints. The direct, and
generally applicable approach to matching is based on Edmonds23 alternating paths
technique, which identifies paths o f adjacent unmatched and matched edges, with at
least one pendant unmatched edge. If an alternating path can be found that contains no
odd cycles; it can be used to form a new matching set by removal o f the matched edges
in the path, and addition o f the unmatched ones. If the path is o f odd length, then this
exchange always adds a new match to the edge set. Efficient application o f this
technique for matching involves the detection and partitioning o f cycles, popularly
known as ‘Blossom Shrinking’. A complete account o f the underlying algorithms for
this problem is given by Taijan.62 The more recent report by Cherkassy et. al.19 describes
the current practical limits of efficiency for bipartite matching, and some more recent
algorithmic approaches.

One fast approach to maximum weight matching is the formation o f a special case o f
the maximum flow problem. A source (where |T|=0) and a sink (where |T |= 0) are
added, to orient the edges between the two vertex sets. All edges in this graph have unit
flow capacity, and the edge weights are transformed to a cost for flow along each. A
minimum cost, maximum flow algorithm can then find the optimal flow in polynomial
time, which corresponds to the maximum weight matching. Goldbergs30 cost scaling
algorithm implements this strategy, and was the first algorithm used for identifying a
maximum weight mapping between VL and VRbased on the schemes described in 3.5.2.
However, this implementation requires the existence o f a perfect matching (i.e. o f
cardinality (|V j+|V R|)/2). It is possible that this could be ensured by augmenting the
graph with additional dummy nodes and edges, but it was considered more expedient to
apply a more robust algorithm. To this end, the implementation o f blossom-shrinking
applied in Tabaska et. al.27,61 was used in the experiments that follow.
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3.5.2 Construction of the Bipartite Matching Problem
The principle behind the transformation of a CG to the set of bipartite edge weights is
essentially an integration of the significance of edges in Ecc over their adjacent nodes in
VCG. This could simply be a summation of a function s(vLR, eLR) over r(vcc), which is
analogous to the abstract function f in that it measures the consistency of each edge
mapping adjacent to vLR. The bipartite edge weight matrix S is then constructed by :
(3.6)

Generally, the assessment of the significance of an edge mapping may not be symmetric
over the pair of CG vertices. Therefore, s is passed vlr as a parameter so the orientation
of the mapped edges (e) can be determined.
The simplest form of s is the boolean test for the existence of e, returned by the edge
equivalence function given by (3.4). Applying this just assigns to each slr the vertex
degree of

From the observed performance of BKAlmost in the full, and pruned CG,

such a function should not be expected to perform well in any non-trivial graph
matching problem. An appropriate s should at least be continuous, and most
importantly, be representative of the consistency of e with respect to both CG vertices.
A measure based on penalising the absolute label differences up to the limit of Dtol
meets these criteria, but does not indicate anything beyond local edge consistency. As
such, the nodes of either graph with dense, redundantly labelled contact patterns would
tend to be equally compatible with each-other. This is because they would have many
CG edges adjoining their mappings, and slr is formed from the sum of their residual
edge-label differences. What is really required is a method of summation that takes into
account the consistency of edges induced by the vertex mappings in the neighbourhood

ofv
The mechanism for the construction of PLR(in section 3.4.3) presents two opportunities,
to reduce the time needed to form the matrix S, and to measure this induced subgraph
consistency. The first requires the elimination of the expensive graph merging step
involved in forming ELR; because the graph is formed piecewise, linear summations of
the contributions of each CG edge can be directly accumulated in S. The second comes
from the realisation that the maximal mappings set (Mf.) is a representative sample of the
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consistent mappings of q; in GR. If the assumption on local maximum consistency holds,
then at least one of the clique mappings must be a member of the MCS, hidden amongst
a mixture of other, distinct vertex induced CS mappings, and local automorphisms. This
implies a partition between correct MCS mappings and all others, which corresponds to
the information content of the mapping set. Such a measure estimates an a priori
likelihood of each edge in M. contributing to the MCS, which could be an appropriate
coefficient for the value of a label-based edge significance function within s.
The combined effect of the piecewise accumulation of vertex similarity from maximum
clique edge matches and this estimate of local CS significance, is that mappings
involving vertices which intersect more than one maximal clique will be independently
generated. The total compatibility for each mapping eventually becomes a score
analogous to a joint-mapping probability over each clique in the neighbourhood. So, the
accumulation of significance based on the common edges of a number of maximum
clique sets naturally corresponds to the increased likelihood of these edges being
consistent in the MCS.
The significance of a clique mapping set (p(Mp q,)) is calculated by the expression :

M -H
2

|q,|2 - k l

N

^ , where m e M

(3.7)

aut(q) is the number of edge label consistent automorphic mappings that the clique q
posesses. The expression assumes that each clique in M(. shares no more than one
vertex, and the significance is the ratio of the estimated number of consistent clique
edges found, to the number expected for a single maximum isomorphism between q
and Gr. The contribution to a vertex mapping by any adjacent edge in M is then simply
some edge consistency score, r(ee M) multiplied by the estimate from p.
The only unknown in (3.7) is aut(q.). It could be determined by counting the cliques
from the enumerated maximum clique set of the correspondence graph formed by q,
with itself. Alternatively, the cliques in M could be sorted to identify the distinct
permutation groups of size |m| taken from VR. However, these approaches seems
inefficient, given that the automorphism set can be directly enumerated, with partial
ordering methods such as nauty. 45 Also, since p is only an estimate, involving many
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assumptions, it may suffice to simply approximate the size of this set and avoid
extensive computation.

An efficient, near-exact measure of aut{q) is computed by determining the different
classes of vertex edge neighbourhood for each vertex in a clique. This is done by
treating each vertex as a point in |q| dimensional space, with coordinates defined by the
non-decreasing sequence of edge labels dictated by an edge label ordering operator
a_order(ei,ej) which tests ep<er In the case of NOE contacts, this orders the edges on
ascending average distance. The vertices with similar neighbourhoods are clustered
within this space, as determined by a distance function (l_distance) operating on the two
vectors of edge labels. Clustering is based on simple single-linkage - where two
vertices are part of the same cluster if they are within an appropriate distance of each
other (A/o/), which should reflect the consistency of the edge-labelling under permutation
of the vertex labels. Again, with scalar edge labels like NOEs, the measure is essentially
the euclidean distance between the vectors, and the tolerance approximates to Dtol. To
introduce vertex label consistency for the automorphism, the function is sensitive to
differences in the cardinality of the spins represented by the adjacent vertex for any of
the corresponding elements of the two vectors. If a difference is found for any candidate
pair for clustering, then the function returns a value greater than Atol. Overall, the
computation is 0(|q|2), and aut(q) is calculated as the product of the factorial of the
cardinality of each equivalence class.
Finally, the ‘information-content’ weighted bipartite edge matrix SLR is constructed by
the following algorithm (LMC) :
Algorithm for Forming the Local Maximum Clique Similarity Matrix
Generation of S.P :

Given graphs GL, GR,
the edge-equivalence function fe and
CG edge consistency measure function r
a set of functions for aut : a_order, l_distance
and lower bound for BK decomposition min_k

Ql := BK(encapsulated_CG(GL), min_k)
SLR := { /eVL;eVR : V s,y := 0.0};
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for each q, e QL
compute aut{qO with { a_order, l_distance }
GqxR := form_CG_slice(q„ GR, f e)
M, := CP(Gqx R)

compute significance: p(M,-, qfi with aut(qs)
for each m s e M/
accumulate the edge-significance contributions
for clique m s with weight_accumulate(S, m S/ Mj, p(M/, qO, r)
return SLR
function form_CG_slice :
Given clique q„ graph GR,
edge equivalence function f e
form VixR from (qjnVL)xVR
for all edges {vrvr'> e ER
for all edges { v qvq'} e q,
if e ixR := f e( { v qvq'} ,{ v rvr'} ) exists
then add edge e ixR
if e ixR' := f e({Vq'Vq} , { v rvr'} ) exists
then add edge e jxR'
return G(VixR/EIXR)
function weight_accumulate : Given S, sets m s and Mjf scalar p(M/, q s)
and edge mapping score function r
for each edge {v]k vtm} e E (m s)
% + = P (M /f q\).r(vjk, {vJk v,m})
slm+=p(Mi, q
{vjk vlm})
LMC is the simplest form of this technique for constructing a bipartite assignment
problem from the locally maximum consistent cliques that compose PLR. An advantage
with this simple decomposition is that it can easily be implemented with coarse grain
parallelization, because the CG slices are independent, and each space-bounded
construction and maximum clique enumeration can be run concurrently.
The accumulation function is separated so application specific, alternative clique
scoring schemes can be implemented. As such, the function has access to the whole
clique set of each slice, so cliques could be individually scored based on some rank
function which scores based on more detailed analysis of the whole set of alternatives.
These extensions will be explored in the next chapter, in an application of the approach
to structure comparison. To begin with, the next section investigates the effectiveness of
this basic scheme.
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3.6 Results
The SNA problem involves comparing edge-weighted graphs which are expected to
differ in the magnitude of their weights, and the number and connectivity of vertices.
The simulated amide graphs which have been used to evaluate the different graph
matching approaches were introduced in section 3.1.5. These describe relations between
o

amide protons which are within Id Angstrom of each other. The edge equivalence
operator, which is integral to the formation of correspondence graphs, identifies a pair
of edges as similar if the mapped spin species are of the same type (i.e. a symmetric
rotor or single proton), and the difference between their average distances is less than
Dar
It is likely that the performance of a graph matching strategy is heavily dependent on
the discriminatory power of the edge-equivalence function, and the basic connectivity
of the graphs that are being matched. The experiments presented in this section compare
the performance of the local maximum clique consistency method discussed in this
chapter, to understand how these parameters, Dlol and 1^ affect performance. In section
3.6.1, the matching of isomorphic graphs under different tolerances and interaction
distance is examined. In section 3.6.2, the same parameters are varied for comparisons
between a graph and a version of itself corrupted by a degree of random noise. The
noise is applied to a random fraction of amide contacts, before, or after the contact has
been selected for membership of the edge set. The effect of adding noise before is to
modify the connectivity of the corrupted graph - dependent on whether a corrupted
contact distance is below or above Dtol. The addition of noise after the edge set has been
constructed simply corrupts the distance labels of the isomorphic graph. In either
situation, it is important to identify how well the method can detect the consistent
pattern of edges within the set.
The methodology for constructing a bipartite assignment problem has reasonable scope
for varying the nature of the clique decomposition, and how the locally consistent
mappings are accumulated into SLR. For all the experiments, the clique decomposition
was fixed at 3Q, and the maximum clique enumeration buffer set sufficiently high to
avoid overruns. The graph matching performance is then compared for the two basic
strategies for accumulating edge weights, by a unit score for each maximum clique
edge, or using the ‘likelihood weighting’ based on the number of alternate clique
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mappings in GR. No additional sensitivity to the consistency of the edge labels were
included in these schemes.
The dependence of matching quality is evaluated by the percentage of identical
mappings found with respect to the number of observable amide species. This is a harsh
score measure for performance, because at some values of DtoP stereospecific
assignments are practically indistinguishable. In order to evaluate the performance in
more detail, the weights in SLR are inspected for a variety of comparison conditions.
These are visualised as a matrix of colour or grey-scale intensities, analogous to a dotplot, where alternate mappings can be seen as high-scoring cells that are not covered by
the maximum weight matching.

3.6.1 Evaluation o f Edge Weighting Schemes
Scheme
Code

Description

SIM

BKAImost enumeration of PLRwith natural
ordering from simple generation algorithm

CLQ

INF
Table 3.1

accumulation of edge scores from PLR
using unit edge contribution :
weight of edge (v,vr) is |Tj in CG
accumulation of edge scores in PLRas unit score
weighted by maxclique context significance
/KM„ q;, aut{q,))
Different kinds of matching methodology

The different weighting schemes in Table 3.1 correspond to the basic variations in the
algorithm used to construct the weighted bipartite graph from PLR. SIM is shown for
comparison, where BKAImost is used to enumerate a consistent subset from the pruned
graph. An early form of Error! Reference source not found, was used - where PLRis
first explicitly formed, and the contribution of each edge is the sum of its significance
score at each enumeration of Mj which selected it.
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D ,« ,

/A
5.0

0.5
1.0
2.0
6.0 0.5
1.0
2.0
7.0 0.5
1.0
2.0
8.0 0.5
1.0
2.0
9.0 0.5
1.0
2.0
10.0 0.5
1.0
2.0

SI M(Covc
1cm
lgrj
0.161 0.140
0.161 0.263
0.323 0.088
0.387 0.193
0.419 0.193
0.548 0.263
0.581 0.579
0.581 0.439
0.097 0.088
0.774 0.719
0.355 0.526
0.710 0.088
0.677 0.667
0.710 0.702
0.548 0.614
0.710 0.649
0.645 0.684
0.645 0.614

Proportic>n Corre ct Mate l
CLQ
tru
tru
1cm
Igrj
lgrj
0.090 0.419 0.351 0.264 0.516
0.014 0.355 0.281 0.049 0.419
0.000 0.290 0.140 0.021 0.355
0.201 0.613 0.754 0.458 0.516
0.083 0.516 0.474 0.125 0.452
0.056 0.419 0.211 0.049 0.323
0.438 0.774 0.825 0.688 0.677
0.222 0.806 0.877 0.458 0.774
0.104 0.903 0.474 0.063 0.419
0.486 0.968 1.000 0.771 0.968
0.354 0.903 0.965 0.799 0.903
0.250 0.935 0.860 0.236 0.581
0.542 1.000 1.000 0.833 0.645
0.542 1.000 1.000 0.771 0.710
0.410 0.935 0.877 0.514 0.355
0.667 1.000 1.000 0.951 1.000
0.486 1.000 1.000 0.910 1.000
0.375 0.871 0.825 0.764 0.516

INF
1cm
0.439
0.351
0.105
0.719
0.579
0.158
0.947
0.807
0.456
1.000
0.895
0.351
0.807
0.807
0.386
1.000
0.860
0.281

tru
0.319
0.069
0.000
0.549
0.264
0.056
0.688
0.563
0.076
0.792
0.667
0.271
0.917
0.875
0.486
0.931
0.889
0.382

Clique decompositions consisted of K, and larger. The 1grj
coordinates set contains only main chain amides, tru is the
first 18 amino acids of the complete 1cm coordinate set.
Table 3.2

Match Qualities for the comparison of identical graphs

Table 3.2 shows the proportion of correct assignments found for the self
correspondence of three different graphs, using the edge equivalence function described
in section 3.1.5. It is clear that bipartite matching is at least as good as BKAlmost, but
the performance of any of the schemes for typical NOESY contact density is poor, even
with the unrealistically narrow tolerance of 0.5Ä. Figure 3.11 shows that the quality of
the assignment is not simply determined by the method and Dlol. Generally, all the
MWM transformations perform more reliably with denser graphs, and a narrower
distance tolerance, but the information context scheme seems to be least effective with
broad tolerance and edge contacts beyond 6A.
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Variation of Match Quality with graph density for 1crn

"•-A

2 0.4

-

Distance
Tolerance
-------------- 0.5 A

......1.0A
---- 2.0A

Method
CLQ ■
INF o
SIM *

Interaction Distance /A

Data is for self comparison of 1cm, from table 3.2.
Figure 3.11

The dependence of match quality on graph density, tolerance,
and method

The distinctions gained from the information content style weighting is most striking in
the spread of edge weights, which are shown for both weighting schemes and the range
of Dtol at 7rf=5.0A in the series of figures 3.12a-3.12f that follow overleaf. These bipartite
graph weight plots demonstrate that S summarises all the local topological similarities
in the compared graph, at the resolution of the edge-comparison function. These
matrices often have horizontal and vertical banding which correspond to local mappings
of the redundant connectivity between similar secondary structure. Other regions of
high similarity far from the diagonal correspond to locally similar amide contact
patterns such as the arginine side-chain spin-system. The 1,2 imine protons in this
residue side-chain share their geometric arrangement with the same group in asparagine
- the result is some significant match density corresponding to this incorrect mapping
when Idis low.
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ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
CYS:32: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN:14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN:12:HD21
ASN:12: H
SER11: H
ARG:10.HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG: 10:HH1 2
ARG:10:HH11
ARG:10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

□ slack

□ 4.250 - 6.375 ■

10.625 -12.750

□ 0.000 - 2.125 H 6.375 - 8.500 ■

12.750 -14.875

□ 2.125 - 4.250 ■ 8.500 -10.625 ■

14.875 -17.000

Bipartite graph weights for CLQ weighting with Dto=0.5Ä
Spin species are ordered from bottom left to top right; in the
priority o f residue number, and then alphanumeric ordering of
XPLOR amide proton label. The vertex mappings identified in
the maximum weighted match are highlighted by black
rectangles.
Figure 3.12a Vertex similarity matrices for self comparisons o f lern with
7=5Ä
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ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
CYS:32: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN:14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN:12:HD21
ASN:12: H
SER:11: H
ARG:10:HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG:10:HH12
ARG:10:HH11
ARG:10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

□ Slack
D2.720 - 4.080 ■ 6.800-8.160
□ 0.000 -1.360 H4.080 - 5.440 ■ 8.160-9.520
□ 1.360 - 2.720 «5.440 - 6.800 ■ 9.520-10.880
Figure 3.12b Bipartite graph weights for INF weighting with D„=0.5A
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ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
CYS:32: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
LEU:18: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN:14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN:12:HD21
ASN:12: H
SER:11: H
ARG:10:HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG:10:HH12
ARG:10:HH11
ARG: 10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

□ 0 - 2.000
□ 8 .750 - 12.125 ■18.875 - 22.250
□ 2.000 - 5.375 ■ 12.125 - 15.500 » 22.250 - 25.625
□ 5.375 - 8.750 ■ 15.500 - 18.875 » 25.625 - 29.000
Figure 3.12c Bipartite graph weights for CLQ weighting with DIil(=1.0Ä
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X X X X _ X X

ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
CYS:32: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
LEU:18: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN: 14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN: 12:HD21
ASN-.12-. H
SER: 11: H
ARG:10:HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG:10:HH12
ARG:10:HH11
ARG:10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

LJO.O -1.946

□

□ 1.946 - 3.050 ■
□ 3.050 - 4.154 ■

4.154 -5.259 ■ 7.467 - 8.571
5.259 -6.363 ■ 8.571 - 9.676
6.363 -7.467 ■ 9.676 - 10.780

Figure 3.12d Bipartite graph weights for INF weighting with
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ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN:14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN:12:HD21
ASN:12: H
SFR: 11: H
ARG:10:HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG:10:HH12
ARG:10:HH11
ARG:10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

□

iiiiii

□slack
□ 14.500 - 21.750 «36.250 - 43.500
□0.000 - 7.250 « 2 1 .750 - 29.000 «43.500 - 50.750
□7.250 -14.500 «29.000 - 36.250 «50.750 - 58.000
Figure 3.12e Bipartite graph weights for CLQ weighting with D1=2.()A
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ASN:46:HD22
ASN:46:HD21
ASN:46: H
TYR:44: H
ASP:43: H
GLY:42: H
THR:39: H
ALA:38: H
GLY:37: H
GLY:31: H
THR:30: H
TYR:29: H
THR:28: H
ALA:27: H
CYS:26: H
ILE:25: H
ALA:24: H
GLU:23: H
ARG:17:HH22
ARG:17:HH21
ARG:17:HH12
ARG:17:HH11
ARG:17: HE
ARG:17: H
CYS:16: H
VAL:15: H
ASN:14:HD22
ASN:14:HD21
ASN:14: H
PHE:13: H
ASN:12:HD22
ASN: 12:HD21
ASN:12: H
SER:11: H
ARG:10:HH22
ARG:10:HH21
ARG:10:HH12
ARG:10:HH11
ARG:10: HE
ARG:10: H
ALA:9: H
VAL:8: H
ILE:7: H
SER:6: H
CYS:4: H
CYS:3: H
THR:2: H

■ slack

□

1.913 - 2.870 ■ 4.783 -5.740

□ 0.000 - 0.957

H

2.870 - 3.826 ■ 5.740 -6.696

□ 0.957 -1.913

■

3.826 - 4.783 ■ 6.696 -7.653

Figure 3.12f Bipartite graph weights for INF weighting with DU=2.0A
The effect of the INF weighting is to apply a form of normalisation to the similarity
accumulation; so the distinct banding which is evident in (a) is very low-intensity noise
in (b). This makes most assignments easier to pick out by eye, although the artificial
ordering applied to lay out these graphs distracts from the difficulty of selecting
alternative mappings. However, the poor behaviour of the INF weighting must also be
attributed to this normalisation effect. By reducing the weights in S corresponding to the
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correct mappings of parts of the graph with small, redundantly labelled cliques, the
locally similar mappings for these vertices may receive a higher weight because the
same pattern also forms a sub-clique of other parts of GR. At higher graph densities (i.e.
where Id is greater than 7A), and larger tolerances, this becomes much more likely, so
the simpler CLQ weighting is usually the most effective.
The final performance problem that is apparent from these tests arises because the
MWM algorithm, although effective when the matrix is well defined, only identifies
one maximum weight matching. Because S is constructed by locally consistent pattern
matching, many of the locally similar subgraphs in a graph receive similar weights in
the matrix. This seems to result in a degenerate set of maximum weight mappings,
particularly with the locally similar amide side-chain patterns, which be interchanged
between distinct residues, without detracting from the total weight of the match. More
generally, this degeneracy results in the incorrect assignment of the stereochemically
distinct amides, this is most obvious in centro-symmetric regions of the backbone, such
as hairpin loops. A band of off-diagonal assignments is the typical result, and for the
sparse graph case, most of these alternatives receive equal weighting, because they are
locally similar at the resolution of Dtol.

3.6.2

Robustness to simulated experimental error

The sensitivity of the matching schemes to observation error was evaluated by
corrupting the GR edge set, either by modifying a proportion of its edge labels by
gaussian noise, or by the addition of extra vertices in the volume of space occupied by
the molecule.
Edge degradation was applied to a random fraction of the edge set as a linear value
taken from a uniform distribution characterised by its mean and standard error; either
before the ‘observable’ contacts were selected, or afterwards. This is denoted by ‘a’ or
‘b’, respectively, in the plots that follow. The former modifies ER, including some edges
not present in El, and removing some by increasing their distance label beyond Id. The
latter simply modifies the labelling of EL, effectively depleting the edge set of the MCS,
but it may also modify its topology by rendering some contacts more similar.
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Experiments were conducted with the same range of Id and Dtol as in table 3.2, for the
CLQ and INF weighting formulations, using the crambin structure. The types of
degradation are described by: Va the proportion of dummy protons added to VR, and
the standard error (or range) of the quantity added to each distance label in a
proportion Xprop of ER. In order to compare the effects of different types of noise, the
results are presented as 3D plots coordinated by Id, the maximum of the match quality of
either weighting scheme, and an axis representing the values of DtoP subdivided by the
mode of the edge-noise (a or b). The glyphs in these plots are coloured with red, green,
or blue, dependent upon the type of scheme which gave the best match quality. Blue
corresponds to CLQ, red to INF, and green is used when both weightings result in the
same fraction of correct matches. Finally, the glyphs themselves are characteristic of the
parameters of the noise added to GR. Spheres are used to represent the quality obtained
for the particular noise scheme, and the size is proportional to the degree of
modification to VRor ER. Cubes are reference points - they locate the base level for the
quality of the best weighting scheme at a particular Id and Dtol. The impact of the noise
can then be judged, by the difference in height between any of the spheres and a cube at
a particular vertical of the plot.
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Figure 3.13 Variation o f quality with additional vertices in V Rwith 5% ER
degradation
The data plotted in figure 3.13 clearly reflects the basic variation in matching
performance for the two weight schemes, which was described in the previous section.
Low D ud and high I d gives near perfect matching performance, and the quality drops o ff
as less dense graphs are compared, with a greater range o f equivalence for the distance
labels. There also seems to be a change in behaviour for l d around 7Ä, which was
reflected in the exact matching experiments as a kink in the correlation with match
quality. Within this, there seems to be no really systematic effect observed in the
degradation due to noise. INF usually remains the most effective for a particular
I#Demode vertical, but there are about as many cases o f CLQ becoming most effective
at 2% Va as there are for INF. The spread o f glyphs along the verticals is reduced for a
tolerance o f 2.0A, which is sufficient to encompass any variation in edge labelling
introduced by the noise, but there is still some impact on the match quality. This spread,
because o f the additional dummy protons, does appear to increase (within the bounds of
quality), as l d is reduced to 6Ä or so, and this is most dramatic at the ‘cusp’ level o f D tol,
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at 1.0Ä. This seems rational, because the extra components o f G k have a more
significant effect on the sparser graph. However, the effect o f V is not consistent. The
points for 2% additional vertices are variously above, or below the reference datum and the few general progressions are often reversed for the a or b forms o f noise.

Fraction
Correct
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scheme
• INF
• equal
• CLQ
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▼ of edge
noise
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No
Noise

1•2
, 0

0.6
0 .4

0,Q
-\

e=>

/d /A

2

Xpro>is taken from {0%, 5%, 7%, 11%, and 13%}. AO, is 1.0Ä,
ana no extra amides were added.
Figure 3.14

The effect o f labelling noise on match quality

Most o f these trends are also observed in experiments where the degree of Gk
degradation is varied, and no extra vertices are added to the contact network. Again, as
figure 3.14 shows, there is no absolutely systematic reduction in quality for the different
valued o f 7, and Dlnl. Performance is reasonably stable at high values o f Id - match
quality only drops a few percent, and the CLQ scheme is uniformly the best. The actual
difference in quality in these regions varied with Dlol, up to as much as 60%, which is a
little more than the variation observed for the exact comparison o f 10Ä contact graphs
(see figure 3.11). Edge label degradation naturally affects comparisons with a narrow
tolerance, because the original isomorphism is increasingly less well defined. So, the
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spread of match qualities at each vertical increases with decreasing DtoP and decreasing
edge density. However, the ordering varies - there are some well defined progressions
of reducing quality with noise, but these are often above the reference point (or cube).
This behaviour is most likely to occur because the population of trivial subgraph
matches is most affected by random noise, so correct matches are more clearly present
in the MWM. Such an effect may also account for the slight improvement of the relative
quality of the INF weighting - because the information loss due to it’s normalisation
effect is reduced when there are fewer local automorphisms in each maximal clique set,
leading to greater weight contributions in S.

3.6.3 Discussion
The experiments in the previous section have shown that the basic vertex compatibility
measure derived from the vertex degree of the local maximum clique subset of a
correspondence graph can define the weights of a bipartite graph whose maximum
matching is related to the MCS. The tests that were performed involved varying the
density of the amide contact graph, and the maximum tolerated difference in distance
contacts for each edge mapping in the correspondence graph. Typically, the
performance of the method is very good when dealing with graphs far denser than the
network formed by observable NOE contacts, and a cross-over in performance seems to
occur at contact distances between 6 and 8 Angstrom. This improvement with greater
connectivity is to be expected, because the cliques in the decomposition of GL are
larger, and give rise to fewer trivial isomorphisms. The resulting S is then much sparser,
as figure 3.15 demonstrates.

Comparisons for data in table 3.2, with Dtol = 1.0Ä, for (from
left to right) Id = 6Ä, 8Ä, and 10Ä, using the INF weighting
Figure 3.15 Grey scale images of S for the self-comparison of 1gij
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For graphs o f a density resembling NOE contact networks, the matching performance is
quite poor. Only 30% o f the correct mapping is identified when isomorphic graphs are
compared. To even achieve this quality requires an unrealistically narrow edge labelling
tolerance, but there does seem to be some improvement in performance on the addition
o f noise. At these low graph densities, the more sophisticated vertex similarity measure,
based on the abundance o f maximally connected mappings for a particular clique in G L,
is marginally better. However, it still only identifies 10-20% o f the correct vertex
mappings at a conservative level o f edge labelling equivalence. This is mainly due to
the unitary nature o f the clique mapping similarity scoring approach - where every
alternate mapping for a vertex in q. is accumulated with the same contribution. The true
automorphisms o f the MCS must always receive the same vertex similarity score, but,
vertices in many o f the smaller isomorphic subgraphs will also be equivalent. This
probably leads to degenerate solutions in the MWM problem. Most o f these correspond
to locally similar connectivity at stereochemical sites, or pervasive patterns o f
secondary structure. These give rise to the short backwards-sloping diagonals in the
images o f the matrix for 1grj_. In this example, some o f the off-diagonal similarity
o

disappears for an Id o f 10A, indicating that the distance contact representation is rich
enough to characterise the chirality o f the local contact patterns.

The MWM algorithm identifies one solution for a linear optimisation problem,
identifying all such solutions requires an explicit enumeration. This was not attempted,
although in most cases it may be one way of improving the quality o f the match. In the
simple evaluations that were carried out with degraded amide contact graphs, the
majority o f the correct matches had significant mappings in the similarity matrix,
although they were not necessarily the maximum o f the corresponding row and column.
Examination o f the ‘rematched vertices’, which were recognised by Tabaska et. al.60,61 as
corresponding to unreliable matchings in their application to RNA folding; did identify
many o f the incorrect mappings, but no serious investigation was made. In addition, the
connectivity was often degraded sufficiently to violate the ‘local maximum clique’
consistency, leading to situations like figure 3.9 on page 120, where the correct vertex
pairing is pruned from the matching search space.

There are very few practical ways to overcome the errors introduced by the pruning
effect o f the local maximum clique consistency, beyond a more exhaustive analysis o f
each CG slice. Any efficient approach most likely involves some assumption in order to
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prune this search to a more manageable size. Two refinements to the basic algorithm
which attempt this will be discussed in the next chapter, where the methodology is
applied to protein structure comparison. Notwithstanding the most fundamental issue of
subgraph mapping enumeration, the other problem with the method is the seeming
insensitivity of the clique scoring scheme. In the context of the SNA problem, it was
hoped that the given patterns of connectivity would sufficiently define the vertex
similarity matrix. The scoring strategy was deliberately kept minimal, to avoid
introducing a heuristic measure of the similarity of two edge labels which may lead the
method to fit to noise in the observed NOE data set. However, it seems obvious that the
basic formulation of S does require a more locally meaningful CG edge score function
to perform well.

3.7 Conclusions
This chapter began with a review of the NMR assignment problem, and some of the
basic strategies that have been applied. This was related to the problem of comparing
graphs; and, after some preliminary exploration of the problem, the novel strategy
introduced in section 3.4 has been shown to provide a convenient single pass method to
find densely connected isomorphic subgraphs. This search, whilst not efficient, because
it involves a maximum clique algorithm, is still practical to generate a valid subset of
the MCS search space.
The bipartite graph transformation is a quite general model for reducing the iterative
search problem. The particular cases evaluated in section 3.6 are only capable of
assessing the abundancy of mappings for a pattern of relations within any vertex
neighbourhood. It follows, since the maximum weight matching can only reflect on the
efficacy of the weighting scheme; that there is none of the contextual consistency
usually inherent to relaxation methods, in the selection of isomorphic vertex pairs.
There are two paths towards improving this situation. The matching algorithm can be
imbued with more specific knowledge of the common subgraph solution quality, so
local fragments are more appropriately assessed for optimality. The other, quite
obviously, is the improvement of the weighting strategy in an attempt to clarify the
MCS within the pattern of weights composing bipartite matching problem. Modification
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of the matching algorithm, whilst preserving the generality of the optimum solution is
not trivial. There are approaches which find bipartite matchings with additional
constraints, such as the dynamic programming technique that is a familiar tool for
sequence comparison,56 but the constraint necessarily imposes an assumption of the
form of MCS.
Because SNA has no dominant ordering, the approach is not viable for amide graph
matching, although one can see that typically, if an ordering like the one used to present
the matrices is available, the maximum match seems clearly defined along the diagonal.
The next chapter explores the possibility of using such sequential orderings for
matching, in the context of protein structure comparison.
The characterization of vertex similarity behaves poorly because the simple edge
summation is not normalised with respect to the abundance of local contacts over the
whole graph. Neither is it modulated by any requirements that there is a consistent
pattern of node disconnections, as is usually the case in applications of clique detection
to CGs. Generally, the latter simply adds to the contextual representation of the
consistency of each node, analogously to an increase in edge density, but a
corresponding penalty in computational effort. On the other hand, it is trivial to
incorporate class-normalization into some scoring strategy, but there is already a basic
form of normalization over classes of clique edge patterns. This is implicit in the edge
mapping significance expression (3.7). The restricted success of the approach indicates
that reliable normalisation may only be useful in conjunction with a more powerful
measure of local consistency. Generally, this could be accomplished by forming S using
a mapping score function r(eL,eR), involving the accumulated significance weighting as
a coefficient to a continuous labelling similarity measure. Such a metric must be
carefully constructed for SNA, because of the inherent difficulty in reliably predicting
the observed NOE signals, and their notorious ambiguity.
Finally, the viability of the SNA problem itself must be examined. The work in this
chapter constitutes a preliminary implementation and methodology evaluation, where
the problem was known to be challenging for an experienced NMR spectroscopist. The
minimal amide data set seems both too poorly connected and ambiguously labelled for
the basic approach, and the situation can only be improved by the invocation of some
unjustifiable assumptions, or the enrichment of the spectral data set. It was to avoid the
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former that the work that is described in the next chapter, concerning the graph
matching application in structure comparison, was commenced. The main developments
are the introduction of some minimal constraints to kind of common subgraphs that may
be described by the similarity matrix. These may be applicable to the SNA data set, but
it seemed more sensible to develop the method further in a problem which has more
immediate application. However, the SNA problem will be returned to in the final
chapter, where some extensions to the original experimental data set are suggested in
order to sufficiently constrain the labelling consistency of the matching problem so it
may be efficiently solved.

3.8
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4.1

Introduction

A basic methodology for approximating the maximum common subgraph (MCS) for
edge-labelled graphs was introduced in the previous chapter. This method relies on a
form of consistency called ‘local maximum clique’ (LMC), which assumes that the
solution mapping tends to conserve the labelling of completely connected subgraphs in
the relational data sets. It was initially applied to a niche NMR assignment problem,
structural NMR assignment (SNA). The assignments in SNA can be expected to
maximally conserve clique edge labelling, because the basis of the connectivity is given
by theoretically predicted and experimentally observed spatial coupling patterns
between nuclei. Each local, maximum clique mapping observed for a particular
expected pattern is transformed to a score for the local similarity of the mapped vertices.
These are then accumulated as the weights of a bipartite graph, where the maximum
weight matching corresponds to the approximation to the MCS mapping.
In reality, spatial-coupling networks are composed from sparse, locally similar clique
patterns, which interconnect to characterise the shape of the molecule. The method was
applied to identify these patterns with a minimally quantitative transformation function,
relying solely on an absolute difference tolerance to identify the pairs of similar edges
from the two graphs. Then, the bipartite edge weights were derived for each clique
vertex mapping, just based on the size, rather than any quantitative measure of the
similarity of the edge labels. This was done to minimise the potential for fitting to noise,
or locally identical patterns which arise because structural knowledge is unreliable.
However, there are many locally similar contact patterns in this kind of dataset, and the
effect of these demonstrated that this minimal approach does not result in a clearly
defined bipartite matching problem. At best, stereo-specific assignments were
indistinguishable, and at worse, there was no clear distinction between local subgraph
isomorphisms and the MCS, unless the contact graphs were unrealistically dense.
However, the method still showed promise. It seems clear that enriching the edge
labelling would improve the assignment quality drastically, by identifying many of the
automorphic clique mappings as inconsistent. There are also other ways of enhancing
the performance of the method, such as the use of a truly quantitative clique mapping
score function. This should address the indistinctness of bipartite edge weights that was
160
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observed to arise with the likelihood measure for clique mappings, but this may still not
be sufficient for problems where the error in mapped edges is not correlated with the
optimum mapping. In this case, the LMC property embodied by the algorithm that
constructs the weight matrix could be invested with additional constraints on the clique
mappings that are selected. This would further limit the clique mappings that contribute
to the similarity matrix.
In this chapter, some of these refinements to the LMC-MCS heuristic will be described,
and evaluated on pairs of graphs whose edges represent short-range spatial contacts
between Ca, in order to compare the structures of different proteins. Generally, the
rational interpretation of these similarities can be useful for investigating a protein’s
function, and further understanding of the physical nature of the encoding that defines
structure from a protein sequence. This application of the bipartite transformation of
LMC allows investigation of the method’s performance on a useful problem, where
there is sufficient data available to more completely evaluate its performance. Finally,
analysis of the structure comparisons generated by the method leads to some
observations about the nature of spatial consistency and the role of feature
representation in determining protein structure resemblance.

4.1.1 Protein Structure Comparison and 3D Graphs
Protein structure comparison is a special case of the molecular comparison problem. It
is abstracted to graph matching by representing a protein by a set of relations whose
labels are independent of translation and rotation. These are the edges between a set of
structural feature nodes which can be mapped to each residue’s side-chain and
backbone atom set: raA(a=l..A^res), and rbB(b=J..NBres). The MCS of two feature graphs
selects the bijective mapping n from all possible residue tuples {r/}x {r/}, representing
the largest correspondence of characterised structural features as a relation between
each protein’s sequence.
In the light of preceding discussion concerning applicable heuristics for specific kinds
of MCS-like problems, protein structure comparison may seem to be more
straightforward than SNA. The most obvious difference between the problems is that a
unique 3D embedding exists for any graph representation of a structure. This contrasts
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with the set of short-range contacts that are implied by NOE coupling, which can only
define molecular shape to low resolution. For most of the similarities described in
chapter 1, the invariants of this 3D embedding are conserved throughout the similar
regions of the molecules; a corollary of this is that common sub-structure can be
superimposed.
The superposition property is a consistency relation that is common to all comparison
problems on 3D graphs. Recalling the discussion in chapter 2, this is clear because the
correspondence graph (CG) formed from two 3D graphs is a complete CG, that is, one
that is formed from two completely connected graphs. If it is assumed that each r is
simply a point in 3D space, then the corresponding vertex in the 3D graph is invariantly
related to all others by a set of pairwise distances. A CG edge equivalence function then
selects those point pairs with a similar separation distance, which is just one element of
the consistency requirement for 3D superposition, where all these spatial relations are
conserved between the mapped vertices. This corresponds to a clique in the complete
CG. Conversely, if the similarity were not superimposable, then at least one distance
pairing within the mapped set of nodes would not appear in the CG. The mapping then
becomes analogous to a union of CG cliques, where the size of each one depends on the
maximum difference between edge relations in the mapped set of vertices. This is
because the coordinate system that allows the embedding of each graph to be defined
also gives rise to the labelling of 3D graph edges: For a set of N points in cartesian
space, each one has 3 coordinates, which contributes to the labelling of N-\ edges in the
analogous 3D graph. Therefore, the local spatial inconsistencies in the common
subgraph of two 3D graphs are reflected by a correlated pattern of differences between
the mapped edge labels.
Identifying the optimal superposition of a mapping (7t) between two 3D point sets is
straightforward. The procedure involves finding the rotation of one set that minimises a
function measuring the distance between each mapped pair of points, after both sets
have been translated so their centroids lie on the origin. In most cases, this is
accomplished by directly solving for the rotation that minimises, by a method such as
singular value decomposition.26 The translation (t) and rotation (R) required to map one
of the point sets onto the other is often called a pose. The quality of a pose is therefore
measured by the function that was minimised. Possibly the most popular quantity for
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this is the root mean square deviation (RMSD),3855 which can be identified by the leastsquares minimisation o f the distances between superimposed points:
For a given pose (t, R) mapping

to d(ra/4) e { r /}
(4.1)

An alternative measure of similarity, which correlates with RMSD but is independent o f
the definition o f superposition, is the distance matrix error (DME).38,48. This measure
scores the average difference between the distances (d) that have been equated by tc,
essentially computing the difference between mapped edges in the 3D graphs discussed
above. In this case, it is typically defined by the expression below:

(4.2)

This can be generalised to the average quantitative difference in labelling between any
set o f mapped feature relations, such as dihedral angles. However, for the simple
distance matrix, it has been shown that the largest element o f the summation for DME
bounds certain measures o f superposition fitness, like RMSD.35 These measures reflect
different aspects o f geometric similarity. DME can be thought to give a more faithful
representation o f local distance differences, in the presence o f errors in more distant
contacts that perturb the optimum pose.

Given that various quality measures can be defined for a given bijective mapping
between the residues o f two protein structures, the problem is to identify the mapping
that is both the largest and maximises the measure o f quality (i.e. minimises the
geometric difference). From the point o f view o f the identified analogy between 3D
graph matching and maximum clique detection, this seems to be an NP complete search
problem. However, as was stated by Masuda40, if the common spatial arrangement is
exact, the problem can be solved in bounded polynomial time. This is because only 3
non co-linear elements o f the mapping are required to discover the pose that exactly
superimposes the common set of points that form n. Application o f the transformation
to one o f the sets then identifies the complete set o f superimposed points.
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Exact 3D similarity almost never occurs in protein structure comparison. The problem is
distinguished by the approximate nature o f polypeptide similarities, because two
different molecules rarely, if ever, have exactly the same equilibrium geometry. In
addition, there is the problem o f resolution, r represents an amino acid, but they are
certainly not precise points in cartesian space. Protein structural similarities could be
between arrangements o f atoms on a particular set o f residue sidechains, or the overall
shape o f the proteins’ fold. The kind o f feature representation (4>(r)) that is used dictates
the labelling representation for each o f the inter-feature relations (<K{r ,})X(}>({r,}))> and
how they reflect the level o f spatial representation. The result is a naturally defined set
o f decision functions and objective measures, which determine consistency for
mappings between features. However, this feature correspondence must be related back
to the underlying residues in each sequence.
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Figure 4.1 A Protein Structure Comparison
Figure 4.1 describes the detection o f a low resolution, non-topological similarity. This
involves a mapping between the actual nodes o f the matched features, representing
contiguous stretches of secondary structure, and their respective sequence. This kind o f
feature classification is often called a secondary structural element (SSE) representation.
Each one can be thought o f as a vector corresponding to each linear fragment o f regular
secondary structure, so the structure is then a bundle o f vectors, where edges
characterise their relative spatial arrangement. At this minimal level o f detail, the
interesting similarity would be quickly detected by an exhaustive graph matching
method, by clique detection or otherwise. The node labels given by each SSE class will
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reduce the search space even more, so that even expensive methods like clique detection
perform quickly.
Many approaches minimise exhaustive search with a low-resolution representation of
local residue structure, because it allows a hierarchic partitioning of the spatial relations
into those within, and between structural features. In abstract terms, the detection of the
low resolution MCS is easiest, because all the nodes and edges are labelled.
Subsequently, more detailed residue level similarities can be sought in the remaining
space of {r/}x{r/} defined by the lower resolution mapping. However, there is a trade
off between the resolution of a representation, and the kind of similarity that it can be
used to detect. A particular residue mapping is not required to conserve all mapped
relations at every level of resolution, only those that are pertinent to the similarity itself.
Precise atomic patterns like binding motifs do not necessarily require any consistency of
backbone spatial arrangement beyond the immediate vicinity of the site. If the initial
search is carried out at low resolution, then these features may be missed because their
backbone conformations are not conserved.
The obvious problem in structure comparison is the detection of the best residue pairing
for the feature mapping identified with some representation, <{). Some of the elements in
figure 4.1 relate stretches of polypeptide of different lengths. To identify the optimum
requires the best subset of these fragments to be selected, but this final optimisation
does not always have one unique solution. Often, a number of different mappings can
lead to the same size and quality of superposition," and the particular one that is
identified depends on the interaction of the function used to measure similarity, and the
method used to identify the component mappings. This is the main reason why different
comparison methods often vary in the precise details of their alignment.16 These
problems are most serious when the ‘true’ structural similarity does not conserve the
embedding property. This corresponds to the more general problem of MCS in 3D
graphs, rather the identification of a vertex induced common subgraph. The situation
can become extreme in multi-domain proteins, where the functional role of a set of
common structural modules are prescribed by their orientation. Similarities that span
more than one of these can be common, because large orientational differences arise
even from just a single bond rotation. These introduce systematic error to the residual of
a superposition, which cannot easily be distinguished from contributions due to the
acceptance of an incorrect mapping.
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Typically, methods relying on superposition will find the consistently embedded
fragments o f non-superimposable mappings, providing that some attempt is made to
explore the whole search space. In order to detect the complete mapping, methods must
optimally partition each feature’s spatial relations, between the internally conserved
contacts, and the different inter-substructure orientations. Then, the overall quality o f
the similarity must still be assessed to provide bounds for the search. One way o f doing
this is to partition the contributions to the DME. For the extreme case, where common
structural modules are differently oriented, there is only systematic error in long range
contacts (i.e. 2mn inter-domain contacts out o f (m + n f DME elements). This naturally
leads to a measure of quality based on counting the proportion o f similar contacts in a
mapping. Such a measure appears under various guises, such as the Q-value, which
counts the fraction o f conserved native contacts in a fold prediction.1750 In this work, we
use the ‘thresholded DME’ - the proportion o f differences o f distance matrix elements
that are below some specified cut-off:
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To recognise similarities which only poorly superimpose, a search needs to explicitly
examine the mapped distance relations, independently o f any pose estimation. The
problem now becomes as hard as MCS, because there is no trivial property that can
reliably partition the vertex neighbourhood to ensure the final mapping is the largest. It
is at this point that the similarity function and other heuristics to limit the search space,
like sequence topology, and multi-resolution representation, differentiate the optimum
found by a particular method.

The next section reviews a selection o f structure comparison search methods. These
range from approaches based on forms o f geometric search or iterative superposition, to
ones comparing quite indirect representations o f protein structure. All these methods
involve some criteria for identifying ‘good’ structural similarity. It is important to
remember that substructural similarity is not always chemically relevant. Section 4.1.3
explores some o f the approaches that are used to interpret the results o f such
comparisons.
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4.1.2 Methods fo r Structural Comparison
Probably the most direct way of identifying spatial similarity is to represent each protein
as a set of points, and exploit the 3D superposition property. Typically, this works by
identifying seeds - fragments of similar structure that can be used to generate a pose,
and then searching for any larger, common spatial arrangement containing the fragment
mapping. The initial search for good seeds is essentially a bounded combinatorial search
problem, most efficiently accomplished with geometric hashing 13 or clique detection39.
These methods will identify a large number of mappings, most of which are trivial
similarities; it is the role of heuristics to prune this set to identify good seeds. One of the
most powerful techniques is to cluster the seeds based on their pose66, identifying a
small number of larger seeds.
The largest superimposable similarity (7tsuper) for a particular seed is identified by
iterative superposition. After any pose is computed, candidates for extending a seed
mapping are detected by selecting the pairs of points that are close in the superposition
.2836 A new pose can then be computed using the larger mapping, so other feature pairs
are discovered. The extension strategy classically selects new mappings in a greedy
manner, based on minimal change of RMSD. Its iteration is usually halted after no new
mappings are identified, or the RMSD becomes too large.
Although this approach seems efficient, the identification of the optimal 7tsuper is still a
combinatorial search problem. If the spatial similarities were exact, then iteration is not
necessary because the maximal

K

is immediately selected from any of the seeds that are

contained by it, although all candidate seeds must be searched to find these. But
normally, the optimal similarity’s superposition will be inexact, and only defined by
7tsuper. Any seed taken from this mapping generates a transformation that will
superimpose most of the optimum set, but some will select more of the mapping than
others. In addition, many of the sub-optimal seeds may correspond to smaller, but
nearly exact superpositions. The only way to identify these as sub-optimal is by finding
other, larger, disjoint mappings.
Masuda40 demonstrates that the basic greedy strategy cannot be guaranteed to identify
the maximum spatial similarity in an inexact matching problem. It follows that any
superposition search is only guaranteed to find the optimum spatial similarity under a
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branch-and-bound strategy that examines all combinations o f seed mappings. As
always, this property stems from the lack o f any measure that indicates the components
o f the optimum solution. The redundancy in local conformational patterns due to the
common behaviour o f polypeptides both increases the number o f initial seeds that must
be tested, and introduces many good sub-optimal mappings that may be chosen to
incorrectly extend n. The chance o f this occurring increases with the size o f the
structures being compared.14 In addition, the largest K may not be properly
superimposable. This means, that although some subsets o f 7Csuper define a similar pose,
for some, the deviation is such that the undiscovered optimal residue pairs may be too
far away to be identified by a greedy extension method. This is seems reminiscent o f the
clique reconstruction problem that is central to the MCS search.

Most structure comparison methods have their origins in the seed alignment approach, it
is particularly useful for the optimisation14 o f low resolution alignments (such as the one
in figure 4.1). The methods vary in the way in which seeds are identified and extended,
and in their strategy for selecting the final set o f alignments. The commonest strategies
constrain n to large, topologically consistent similarities that superimpose well.142,57
Such structural resemblance is often independent o f function; probably the best example
o f this is the homologous core structure (HCS), recognised by Matsuo and Bryant.41 It is
quickly

detected

by

iterative

superposition

methods

employing

dynamic

programming18,47,59,61 (DP) to identify the optimal pattem o f superposition from seeds
found by exhaustive search. The topological constraint makes the iteration more
effective, and very fast. It is also appropriate in this case, because the HCS is thought to
be the result o f evolutionary relation, so sequence topology will normally be conserved.
Typically, the DP algorithms used in biology detect an optimal weight, topologically
consistent assignment from a similarity matrix formed between the residues o f two
sequences. For extension, this matrix is constructed from </(rA.,rB/) for all residues from
the superposed structures. The optimal topologically consistent matching on this matrix
is analogous to the maximum weight, shortest path on a regular, directed 3-connected
graph, which can be found in at least 0(max(A^r/V5):) time. In this case, it identifies a
mapping that minimises the distance for each selected residue pair.

ProSup1132 is the method used to generate the ‘correct’ structure alignments used in this
work. It finds a set o f alternative alignments using iterative DP based extension, for
each k-residue seed. Seeds are discovered by an ‘all-by-all’ comparison approach
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(attributed to Remington and Matthews38), taken from {r*...rAj+kl}x {rBy..rBj+kl} that can
be superimposed within some limit of RMSD. The extension phase then uses an RMSD
cutoff to prune the set o f pairwise distances from each whole structure superposition
and therefore bound the quality of any pair used to extend a mapping. Then, the final
alignments may be clustered, to identify a minimal set o f distinct maximum similarities
ranked on decreasing size and increasing RMSD.

Algorithms for the identification of superimposable non-topological similarity aim to
identify vertex induced common subgraphs in the equivalent 3D graph matching
problem. Although localised topological consistency can be expected in many largescale protein similarities, allowing the use o f the ^-peptide window approach, many
strategies use topologically insensitive search to find small mappings. These can be
considered analogous to the methods used to identify atomic-resolution similarities like
binding sites,'9 catalytic triads, and other specific side-chain contact patterns.'“ Because
these similarities are quite small, the search is relatively fast; however, the redundant
nature o f protein structure still results in many candidate mappings. For atomic
resolution similarities, matches are screened to identify interesting patterns, often by the
use o f knowledge-based functions developed to describe quantitative structure activity
relationships (QSAR). However, this is not a trivial analysis for less precise similarities.
Knowledge based functions are routinely used in some o f the comparison methods that
are described later in this section, but perfect screening ultimately requires thorough
understanding o f a structure’s potential biochemical properties. Notwithstanding these
refinements, screening the seed mappings is implicitly managed by any complete search
for the largest non-topological vertex induced 3D subgraphs.

An alternative to clique based identification o f fragments3 is geometric hashing.12,49 This
is a 3D specific approach for rapid identification o f precise similarities, which involves
querying a table o f labelled points indexed by a coordinate system formed from the
geometry of each possible seed pattem. A recent method which exploits this is
MUST A.33,34 It combines geometric hashing and pose clustering methods to identify
significant superpositions over a set o f proteins. The N-ary mapping is validated by
using each protein as a reference to select consistent and maximally extendable local
seed patterns. This approach is interesting because it does not rely on sequential
constraints, and extends the pose clustering approach so N-tuples o f transformation
matrices are used to define each pattem o f similar substructure. This is useful in the
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identification of evolutionary structural relations like the HCS, which by definition must
be highly conserved over a family of proteins. Prior to this, most multiple comparison
strategies involved N(N-1) pairwise comparisons, and a final filtering step to detect
consistent patterns.
MUSTA extends seed mappings without topological constraint, using the hybrid
breadth/best-first branch and bound heuristic (see section 2.3.4), first applied in
structure comparison by Mizuguchi and Go.44 At each extension stage, the k best
combinations of seed and extension fragment are kept to form a new set of seeds,
generating a bounded set of sub-problems. This method, dubbed ‘pile-up’27 has also
been used in other approaches for structure comparison. In its original application
(COSEC), it was applied to select the most compatible combinations of secondary
structure element mappings, based on their local (vertex mapping) similarity, and
relative spatial consistency. In this method, no superposition is used to identify good
candidates; instead, the algorithm effectively examines the contributions of the new
fragments to the overall DME of a mapping.
Superposition based searches typically attempt to bound RMSD, but this has long been
recognised as an imperfect measure for the majority of structural similarities that are
found in proteins.58 Its performance is severely affected by sub-optimal mappings
(outliers), which detract from the reliability of the iterative scheme, and the induced
subgraph requirement often prunes obviously similar substructures that do not
superimpose well. One alternative is to apply a different form of global spatial
consistency, such as the procrustean strategy of Wu et. al.,68,69 which corresponds
features with similar local curvature over a number of structures. This effectively
deforms the coordinate space by a piecewise affine transformation, to align a set of seed
correspondences and identify any others. Another approach is the URMS
characterisation of structural similarity described by Chew and co-workers,5 this uses a
‘nearly local’ geometric characterisation, but evaluates superposition quality with a
more robust measure. Proteins are described by a series of unit vectors derived from the
Ca positions for r. and r^,. These vectors allow the definition of the URMS, or ‘uniform
root mean squared deviation’, which is defined between the direction of each mapped
vector, after the appropriate rigid body rotation is applied to one of them. It has the
advantage that any local geometric difference has a bounded contribution to the
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measure, but it is still sensitive to global differences, such as different substructure
orientations, and responds in a near linear manner.

The inherent problems of superposition based similarity search have been known for
some time, but the complexity of the less constrained (MCS like) protein structure
similarity problem probably made it appear too expensive to be practical. The main
problem with such searches, which would optimise DME, is that ‘correct’ extension
fragments are not as readily detected as they are from superposition. However, the
separable contribution to DME between the spatial contacts o f features in a seed
mapping and any candidate mapping can still be used as a discriminant for selecting
extensions o f common substructure. However, this is an inherently local property.
Finding the best contribution of a feature mapping to DME, analogous to a pairwise
score for the mapping, requires identification o f the optimal combination o f feature
mappings in the relational neighbourhood o f both features. This local optimisation
problem hinders the direct application o f dynamic programming to find a ‘DME
controlled’ structure alignment, because it is analogous to the quadratic assignment
problem. To obtain a reliable local DME contribution involves knowing the other parts
o f the mapping, and therefore not readily available, unlike the superposed point
distances which are easily used in the iterative superposition approach.

One way to estimate the optimal DME contribution is by the embedding o f a second
optimisation that finds the best, toplogically consistent mapping, for the spatial relations
in the neighbourhood o f each possible feature mapping. The double dynamic
programming technique, used in the program SSAP,51,65 applies this strategy to combine
local distance contact and global superposition information, but this is clearly an
approximation. Alternatively, the DP formalism can be ‘generalised’ as a stochastic
search, as demonstrated in the sophisticated ‘maximum parsimony’ pairwise similarity
measure for COMPARER.58

A fast and elegant approach, which at least bounds the contribution o f local mappings to
DME, is combinatorial extension (CE).60 It uses a fragment based, direct ‘sequential
assembly’ method, which selects topologically conserved combinations from a set o f
pre-thresholded ^-peptide fragment mappings (i.e. a lower resolution feature set).
Assembly is probably structured in a breadth first spirit similar to COSEC’s pile-up
approach, where the deviation o f inter-fragment contact patterns orders the set of
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candidate extensions so the best subset can be selected. The final alignments are
generated by stochastic adjustment of the distribution of gaps and insertions, which are
initially given by the assembled set of fragments, to improve the overall geometric
similarity.
One of the most complex distance matrix based methods is DALI,20 which is used to
construct the automated classification database FSSP.21 This was one of the first
methods to use an ‘elastic similarity score’, where a mapping’s superposition, or
distance contact differences are measured as a dimensionless quantity with respect to a
distance parameter, effectively defining a resolution for significant geometric
dissimilarity. Again, each residue is represented in (k - 1 ) overlapping feature fragments,
but the set of inter-fragment relations that characterise the overall structure is limited to
just the closest contacts between fragments that lie in different discrete stretches of
secondary structure, within a distance cutoff (25Ä). Exhaustive comparison with this
reduced distance set then generates a heuristically bounded set of fragment tuples with
minimally different sets of contact distances. Assembly of alignments is done via
simulated annealing to optimise the elastic score measure of each alignment a parallel
solution set composed from 3 residue segments taken from the fragment set. The
scheme is complex, iterating over an extension phase, and a trimming and seedoptimisation phase. Extension of seed mappings works by stochastically selecting
candidates from the exhaustively generated chains of tuples, which share minimal
distance contacts with any seed residue or fragment. Trimming involves the
combination of consistent fragments, and keeping all but the ten best similarity sets,
which are then optimised by low temperature annealing to generate new seeds. Despite
this complexity, the reduced distance contact representation combined with the low
resolution similarity score allows sufficiently rapid detection of the kind of lowresolution non-topological similarities which arise in convergent evolution of structural
motifs to generate and maintain an all-against-all structural alignment database.
DALI achieves good results for weakly homologous structures because it identifies
consistent mappings between minimal sets of spatial relations. This almost
underdetermined representation of structure can be taken one step further, towards
purely local conformational or biochemical characterisations. The main benefit of these
kind representations is that they avoid some of the limitations of a purely geometric
approach, which stem from the degree in which important common spatial relations can
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be identified and collectively assessed. Without a priori knowledge of the degree of
geometric relational consistency, heuristic parameters like distance cutoffs and distance
or orientational similarity for pairwise relations must be selected and optimised. Beyond
the solution constraints imposed by the search algorithm, these thresholds will still limit
the types of structural similarity that can be directly detected, and thus the kind of
reference information that is used to investigate sequence structure relations. Weak
spatial similarities may be inherent in the structures of very distant homologues, or from
another point of view, they may represent the critically equivalent points between very
different structures that identify a similarity in residue interactions.
At this extreme, the best mapping defined from the set of locally similar mappings can
only be identified by the one that maximally conserve a general relational property.
Then, if the mapping is a significant spatial similarity, it should also be indirectly
reflected under the less geometric relational consistency, fhe unit vectors involved in
URMS, local peptide ‘curvature’, and even the low-resolution SSE’s all provide a
suitable form of local representation. One form of minimal relational representation is
demonstrated by Koch et. al. , 29 where a graph is formed from the network of van der
Waals contacts between residue side-chains in the protein. This allows a backtracking
strategy derived from clique detection in edge and vertex product graphs to enumerate
the most consistently connected common subgraphs.
Low resolution geometric relations have been represented symbolically, 15 67 but the use
of attributes based on physico-chemical parameters like non-bonded contacts and
solvent accessibility58 may best describe those ‘analogous’ relations of most interest to
structural modellers. Two distinct approaches exist, where local properties are
incorporated algorithmically into the similarity search, or a single aggregate
environmental characterisation for each site is computed. However, those methods
employing the full gamut of structural properties, necessarily involve complex
similarity measures that typically lead to a great number of parameters that must be
appropriately calibrated. So, for either approach, a rigorous model for the integration of
the different feature properties is probably essential for an unambiguous comparison
measure. A notable example of this is the markovian analysis used in MATRAS, 27 to
automatically parameterise score functions for applications of the SSE pile-up approach,
followed by successive DP optimisations, based on observed sequence-structure
variation.
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Profile fitting methods, which use a single aggregate environmental characterisation
function to measure the pairwise similarity between two residue sites, present a more
general perspective for characterising critical local interactions. The general approach is
to integrate sequence and structure information to assess similarity and assemble
matches. This idea draws on the philosophy concerning the relation o f sequence and
structure that underlie some fold recognition techniques. The parameters o f the
characterising function define the transformation o f local structural contacts, backbone
geometry, side-chain properties, and even observed sequence variability. The result is a
consistent discriminant function space, supporting the definition o f a single metric for
comparison. The 3D profile, or ‘position specific scoring matrix’25,62 computed over the
two residue sets can then be compared by dynamic programming as in CORALIGN,52 or
other strategies such as fragment assembly could be applied.

These hybrid methods could potentially generate a minimal model o f the important
relations within a sequence that give rise to specific structural characteristics, based on
observed variation over a family o f structures. Such a model would allow the
identification o f very distant structural homologs, sometimes solely from the protein’s
sequence; through knowledge based analysis o f structural similarity, rather than direct
geometric comparison. A few techniques for this have been suggested, based on the
identification o f ‘key residue’ profiles in an interactive,6 or automated fashion.2456 The
elements o f these patterns are residues that occupy special sites, and together form a
sparse pattem o f structurally conserved residues.43 Each pattem can then be transformed
to a compact ‘query’, described by patterns o f gaps and conserved motifs, and used to
identify homologies more distant than those detectable by general sequence comparison
techniques. The draw back in these approaches is the extent and reliability o f positive
classification information that is available. Strategies that attempt to automate the
identification o f key-residue patterns require a measure o f structural recognition
reliability, in order to move towards an effective parameterisation. This problem o f
protein structure alignment validation is, perhaps, a whole field in itself. However, in
order to effectively assess the performance of a structural comparison method, however
indirect, it is necessary to attempt some estimation o f confidence. Some tools that are
useful for this are described in the next section.
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4.1.3 Assessing the significance o f structural similarities
Unambiguous detection of similarity is a complex spatial analysis problem very much
like automated scene interpretation, where the important relations are only known after
they have been recognised. The informative elements of similarity can exist at all levels
of the hierarchy of protein architecture. Equivalent local atomic configurations could
indicate the presence of a common binding site, or another type of chemically active
motif; whereas larger, identical stretches of secondary structure arrangement may be
evidence of a common evolutionary heritage. Alternatively, the similarity may only
indicate a common ‘super-fold’, where the rough arrangement of the ribbons and coils
of secondary structure are conserved without any common backbone connectivity.
There may be some underlying rationale for such similarities, or, at worst, the
resemblance is simply due to the fundamental properties of polypeptide chains. Either
way, definitive identification of the cause of similarity can inform research into protein
structure.
Distinction between the nature and possible origins of structural similarity is based on
comparative analysis, because current theoretical understanding does not stretch to the
interpretation of a protein structure in isolation. However, near exact spatial
resemblance can always be found between segments of regular secondary structure, and
orientational differences will always perturb these embedding based measures.
Ultimately, the significance of a similarity depends on its relative coverage of the two
structures, and the biochemical interpretation of the underlying structure that is in
common. Detection of binding and active site arrangements usually requires precise
geometry in combination with some a priori indication that the pattern constitutes a
functional motif. Ideally, the validation of large-scale structural similarity also requires
such definite knowledge. This would be provided by biochemical observation, and
perhaps supported by evolutionary relations, but usually, all that is available are the
geometry based measures, and a set of alternate sequence and structure alignments.
These could be visually inspected to assess their quality, but this is impractical for the
all-against-all comparisons that are now routine. What is required is a measure capable
of removing any subjective qualities of the similarity measure, to define a more rational
scale to assess the quality of a structural resemblance.
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The basic strategy for validation is to assess an observed similarity against a reference
alignment for the structure pair. This allows a comparison of the observed distribution
of geometric measures against those obtained from reference alignments. Furthermore,
such a data set enables the measurement of any correlation between the observed
measures and the degree of pairwise mapping similarity between the reference and
observed alignment. The reference alignment could be provided by another structure
comparison method, or a comparison at some other level of description - such as
sequence homology. Quantifying the similarity of two alignments essentially involves
identifying the proportion of identical pairs in Ap, relative to some reference, Ac.
However, distinct classes of equivalence and non-equivalence can be defined over the
two pair sets. Following the notation of Domingues et. al.,9the residue pair sets C, M, I,
and S are defined below :
For alignments of residue sets in proteins A := {r},and£ := {s}
{r, 5 } e Ap where s = n P(r)
{/ , s'} e A c where s' = K c (V)
C = Ap n Ac
M = {r,s}

G

Ac : y

I = {r,s}e A p : y

(4.4)

({r, s'} £ A p) v ({r',s} £ A p)
({r,s'}<£ A c ) v ({ r',s} g A c )

s * s \r * r ’

S = {r,s}e Ap : y

({r,s'}e A c ) A ({r',s}e A c )

s* s',r* r'

|C|/|AP| is a simple measure of alignment similarity, but this does not allow for any of
the local mapping variation that a pragmatist would expect for two different alignment
methods. The average shift error (S_J is used to measure the degree of local variation. It
is defined as the average deviation of residue position for the assignments in CuS for
the alternative alignments in Ac. This measure, in combination with the fraction of
correct residues in Ap can therefore indicate the degree of similarity for those pairs in
the test alignment that are at least referred to by Ac; but, what of the remaining pairs?
The different classifications of each element of two alignments are demonstrated in
figure 4.2. Mappings from Ap are assigned to I if they involve a residue not aligned at
all by the reference method, or M, if they involve residues not identified to have any
similarities by the reference method.
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B

Figure 4.2 Dot-plot representation of the distinct residue pair sets identified
by alignment comparison
In an ideal, or at least better defined situation, like sequence alignment; |M| and |I|
would be small, because sequence comparisons are highly constrained. The ID
comparison algorithms minimise the gaps and insertions in the alignment, whilst
maximising a well defined pairwise similarity function based on observed rates of point
mutation in homologous proteins,7 or the similar physico-chemical properties of
residues. However, for structure comparison, these sets are most dependent upon the
interaction between specific types of structural similarity and the properties of each
detection method. Given that structural comparison methods are notoriously variable,
any measure of similarity must be conferred a degree of objective assessment, even if
this may not be practical." Directly comparing the geometric similarity measures for
alignments generated by both methods is one way of approaching this, because the
quantity should account for the natural variation in the spatial similarity, if the reference
alignment method is reliable. However, to use these empirical measures in an
exploratory fashion, it is necessary to identify the interval of their function domain that
actually indicates significant similarity. This partitioning cannot be achieved by a fixed
threshold, because the contribution of truly incorrect mappings to a quality measure
such as RMSD is dependent on the size of the alignment, and their particular spatial
consistency. In addition, the sizes of the structures that were compared is also relevant
when deciding if some large scale resemblance is significant, particularly since a chance
superposition can be found easily in larger structures.
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The parameters for the reliability of the RMSD measure were assessed by Mairov and
Crippen,* by an analysis of the distribution of residuals for different superpositions of
structure pairs, correlated to the residual for the inversion of one of the structures. The
result was a significant dissimilarity threshold for the RMSD of mappings between
globular protein structures, related to the cube root of the chain length. Another
approach for interpretation of RMSD was described by Irving et. al.,2' where the
residual of the optimal superposition is iteratively calculated for a mapping, and its
successive subsets after removal of the worst fitting pair. The resulting curves can be
fitted to a function composed of a linear and exponential segment, where the latter
describes the residual contribution of the poorly superimposing pairs. The onset of this
region delineates a ‘common core’ that was shown to correspond to a functionally
important region in two proteins.
This approach relies on the inherent properties of dissimilar point sets to indicate when
an RMSD value indicates significant error. The alternative is to attempt a statistical
analysis of the correlation between known structural similarities, their contiguity and
coverage of the original structures, and the evaluations by empirical measures based on
geometry. Statistical frameworks embodying this strategy are quite well known in
sequence comparison literature, and now integral to the popular comparison procedures,
such as Psi-BLAST.2The most straightforward approach is to analyse a large number of
comparison results, with some reference indication of significant similarity, including
pairs where significant similarity is known not to exist. The observed similarity
measurement distributions for the results of the comparison method on these two sets
then provide datums to construct a base-line in confidence to use in assessing the results
of this particular measure, for a range of sizes and types of similarity. Levitt and
Gerstein 7 describe the derivation of a relation for the confidence limits for some
geometric measures, including RMSD, and an ‘elastic’ measure, Sstr:
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For an alignment A :
N gap •= Number of discontinuities in A p
r(' = 7t p(ry) for 0 < i < N, or |Ap|
djr is the distance between mapped residues under optimal superposition
d0 = 5.0

Sslr = 20.0

gap

2 +? 1 + Kl:

N < 120: Sstr -

18.4 log N. log N - 4.5 log N + 2.64
21.4bg7V -37.5

Z =
N > 120 :

P,„=

1 .0 - «

S,l r -

419.3 log TV- 171.8
21.4 log 120+ 2.64
(4.5)

Pstr is a fitting to an extreme value distribution, which was observed to describe the
pattern of Sstr scores that mainly consist of positive similarities. It is therefore an
empirically described confidence limit, which measures the likelihood that resemblance
of a particular size, contiguity and Sstr value would occur by chance. In their work, it
was shown that the confidence limits for this elastic measure partitioned the similarities
identified in blind tests more effectively than the fitting to distributions of observed
RMSD.
Again, the identification of suitable measures for the analysis of structural similarities is
an ongoing problem. Current research seems to focus on belief measures for the
analysis of structure predictions, which is key to any iterative strategy for the
improvement of models in this difficult field. The main difficulty in this is the
assessment of ‘meso-scale’ resemblance, that is, somewhere between fold and
chemically specific substructure similarity. In order to do this effectively, the measure
must deal with the rational interpretation of the boundary regions of a resemblance, and
account for the known variability in packing and local backbone conformation that lead
to inconsistencies in superposition. Fold similarity is slightly more straightforward,
although there is still no unified description of the critical features of folds. Finally, at
the scale of atomic similarity, significance is inherently knowledge based, and the
empirical approaches based on exhaustive experimental database analysis seem the only
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choice, given that biochemical reactivity is not straightforward to predict in an ab initio
fashion.

4.2

Comparing Protein Structures with the LMC-MCS method

To apply the graph matching method presented in the previous chapter, an appropriate
graphical representation of the protein must be devised, with associated edge
equivalence, vertex edge-set ‘distance’, and similarity score functions. A new graph is
necessary because the simple amide-interaction graph does not reflect the residue
independent aspects of protein structure. In addition to the basic discrete and numeric
functions for edge equivalence and automorphism, a basic geometric similarity function
is defined to score the spatial correspondence of each accepted clique edge mapping.
This is used to incorporate local geometric consistency into the score accumulated in S
based on the context of each maximum clique edge mapping. This is both appropriate
for the structural similarity problem, which requires a certain degree of local geometric
resemblance; and necessary to improve the distinctness of vertex compatibilities
represented by the constructed similarity matrix, S.
The matching methodology supports graph specific approaches to measure the score of
each maximum clique mapping in the sets of all maximally connected edge mappings
found during the comparison. Section 4.2.2 examines the performance of some
alternative clique similarity score functions when used in conjunction with the basic
accumulation methodologies introduced in chapter 3.

4.2.1

Graphical Representation o f Protein Structure

Protein structure graphs are defined as the network of spatial contacts within some
distance Id between every Ca position, where each edge is additionally characterised by
the relative orientation of the peptide backbone. The implementation of the general PDB
input/output and atom manipulation module and the basic label data structure was
accomplished by Andrew Perry.53
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Each C“ (at position r) is characterized by the unit vector tangent ( ti ) and normal ( n{)
of the peptide backbone path, which define a local coordinate frame. If p t is a vector
from C“ _/ to C t h e n :

r

P i+ p i+1

(4.6)

Pi+ Pi+1
A>i~A
nt =

(4.7)

Pw " A
The vectors at either end of the chain are defined as the corresponding adjacent tangents
and normals. A contact between C“ and C“ is labelled by the distance (<T) and two
pairs of scalars {oijfoijnfoijtb,oijnb}. These scalars, which characterise the relative
backbone geometry, are defined by first computing the unit contact vector from the
coordinates of i and j :

rj ~
d

(4.8)

The relative orientation is then characterised by the products :

tj

•

eij

n i 'e U
~ tj
^ij.nb

~

- nj

(4.9)

e V

-

•

ey

Where the subscripts t and n refer to products involving the tangent or normal vector
and the vector of the contact, and / or b imply the direction (forwards or backwards)
with respect to sequence ordering.
This representation allows an irreflexive edge-equivalence operator (4.10) to be defined,
because the orientational labelling orders the vertex pair. To implement this in the
general graph framework, where edge-vertex pair ordering is not preserved, it is
necessary to indicate one of the associated pair permutations within the edge labelling
(by storing the t vertex index). The edge-equivalence function can then determine the
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appropriate combination of orientation labels to define the existence of each possible
CG edge mapping.

° ij,tf

° k l,tf I -

O to l

°ij,n f ~ °kl,n f\ ~ ^ to l

(4.10)

0

otherwise

The range of allowed orientations is constrained by the scalar Olol; together, with the
allowed distance mismatch Dtol, the two scalars limit the range of each value in the tuple
of absolute differences that labels each correspondence graph edge. For a CG edge
between vertices ii ’ and j j ’, the mapping similarity can then be measured by the function
r, which has domain [1,5].

(4.11)

The only implementation problem encountered with this orientationally characterised
graph was a reliable set of operators for the vertex automorphism procedure. The ‘ndimensional-cluster’ approach is only correct for simple distance matrices; with more
dimensions, like the orientational scalars, clustering based on euclidean distance must
consider separation over more than one metric dimension. This is problematic, because
the ordering imposed on the clique-node’s edge-neighbourhood must be consistent for
each element of the edge-label. Unfortunately, there seems to be no property that relates
the individually correct orderings so that they can be combined as a simple distance
metric for clustering. The only alternative is to formally enumerate valid mappings, or
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find the intersection between the permutation matrices for all the edge label elements.
This must take at least an order of magnitude more time. Instead, the continuous
clustering metric was replaced by a function that directly uses Dtol and Olol to determine
complete labelling consistency between each pair of edges for two nodes, ordered on
descending magnitude of distance, and dot-product components. This binary heuristic
performed reasonably well, but may under-estimate automorphisms for large cliques.
However, given the heuristic nature of the weighting scheme, this was not considered a
serious deficiency because any over-weighting would be modulated by scores
calculated from geometric similarity.

4.2.2 Alternative measures for the significance o f edge
mappings
lQil= 5
a u t^ ) = 1

Ql

largest
most asymmetric
smallest
most symmetric

m .G M : |m .| = 5
j

1 1

i= l

Accumulate
over (vqy, )e m.
j

j

|M ;|= 1

|m. I2- |m. I aut(q;)
Sqw
Residues in

+=P.■r(vqw, m .)

labelling similarity
for clique edge pairs

Pi

=

—

lt

— l x ------------

Ikjf- |kj|

|M;|

mapping significance
for an edge in m.

p t is the mapping likelihood function introduced in chapter 3. r
is the score function for edge label equivalence (4.11) that
used to improve the heuristic transformation.

Figure 4.3

Application of LMC consistency to construct a similarity
matrix.
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The basic clique decomposition approach for constructing the similarity matrix (S) is
pictorially described in figure 4.3, to recap on the basic terminology of LMC. The
clique decomposition of G, is ordered on clique size and aut(q.) in this description,
although the summation of vertex similarity in S is independent for the basic algorithm.
The initial evaluation of this method used simulated amide NOE graphs, and contrasted
the two basic ways of transforming the CG clique edges into vertex similarity weights.
Those results demonstrated that there was insufficient distinction between the similarity
measurements of trivial mappings and true MCS fragments.
The situation is improved with the richer labelling scheme available in structural
comparison, because it allows a more selective CG edge equivalence function. The
description of relative backbone for each Ca contact plays a large role in this
improvement, as demonstrated by the contrast of the two similarity matrices in figure
4.4. However, indistinct similarity weightings may still arise the simple CG
transformation scheme, but this can be most simply addressed by the use of a
continuous labelling equivalence score function (4.11). Although it risks overfitting to
specific patterns of clique edge labels, it is reasonably valid for geometric structural
comparison, providing that corroborative mappings from many cliques in the
neighbourhood of the correct mapping are identified. In this case, a vertex match in a
locally dissimilar region of an optimal mapping will be clearly identified by high
similarity vertex mappings in its neighbourhood. On the other hand, a trivial, but locally
identical geometric similarity should be relatively isolated, with only poorly weighted
vertex mappings in its neighbourhood.
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a. shows the similarity matrix generated by LMC for a graph
derived from protein structure without local backbone
geometry labelling, b. the same comparison with orientational
labelling.
Figure 4.4
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Two different ways to score the consistency of labelling on CG clique edges were
implemented. The basic accumulation function uses the abundancy score p(|mj, ML,
aut(q^), this is scaled by either the geometric edge similarity score r(e) (4.11), or its
mean over the edges of each clique (< r(e)>eGm). Given that the abundancy measure did
not generally perform well in the SNA application, these edge-mapping similarity
scores were also tested without any additional scaling from the context of the clique
mapping. The resulting similarity matrix was very noisy, because of the presence of
high-scoring but trivially similar contact patterns, that are otherwise scaled to
insignificance by the abundancy measure.
It was originally thought that the more ‘distributed’ score function, based on average
edge similarity over a clique mapping; would be most effective for the construction of
the similarity matrix. However, it turns out that the simpler function based on the
weighted score for the similarity of each label pair was more effective for
discriminating between local automorphisms. Conversely, averaging over each clique
was found to remove some of the variation within the high scoring elements of the
matrix, without any significant reduction in the presence of trivially inconsistent vertex
mappings within a large similarity.
A quite different strategy for edge-equivalence weighting was also investigated. Given
that sequential relations are identifiable in a structure graph, it seems natural to consider
that spatial relations over different periods in the sequence (i.e. from residue i—>j) would
be conserved for most types of significant similarities. Even non-topological structural
similarities typically conserve backbone adjacency within their structural elements.
Special edge-equivalence functions were constructed so that edges for each sequence
adjacency period (1 < \i-j\ < 4) up to those spatial contacts spanning 3 residues were
treated distinctly from long range contacts. Individual distance and orientation
tolerances were defined for each period, and matches are only allowed within the 5 edge
classes. The implementation also allows particular sequential edge contacts to be
removed from the graph, in an attempt to minimise noise from patterns involving
redundant contacts like i—>i+2, which is known not to depend strongly on local
conformation.
The significant difference in this scheme is the potential for a direct encoding of the
sequential consistency observed over the clique sets, without enforcing the topological
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ordering of the polypeptide. A modified edge-mapping score function was defined,
which stores every consistent (i,i+l) contact found in the maximum clique mapping set
by streaming the two vertex index pairs to disk. After the construction of S is complete,
the series of edges is recovered and assembled in approximately 0(NlogN), where N is
the number of fragments, into distinct, unbroken paths on the matrix. The common
logarithm of the length of each path was then used to scale the corresponding elements
of S for the residue contiguous series of vertex mappings, prior to identifying the
matched vertices.
For well-defined homology, the path-weighting scheme appeared to perform
satisfactorily. However, experiments showed that the extra noise from any small,
misaligned fragments which happen to conserve the sequential contacts were often
incorportated into the maximum weight matching (MWM). In addition, the additional
parameters in the refined edge-classification strategy made optimal application of the
method more complex. This is a disadvantage for uninformed geometric comparison,
because more assumptions must be made on the definition of appropriate tolerances.
Automatic optimisation of these parameters using a method like geometric simplex
would be trivial, but the loss of generality in the matching due to sequence contact
distance conservation is undesirable.

4.2.3 The functions and representations used for methodology
evaluation
An informal comparison of the performance of alternative representation specific
scoring approaches was carried out to identify the best form of labelling score function.
The various matrices showed that the simplest relational representation; where both the
spatial and orientational comparison tolerances and the labelling similarity function are
independent of sequence relations in the spatial contact, performed as well as the
explicit sequential classification. The original reason for using specific sequential
contacts was to reduce the impact of highly redundant contact patterns on the alignment
matrix, by improving the scores of unbroken stretches sequentially consistent structure.
However, in addition to the increase in parameterisation that is required, this approach
definitely reduces any chance of spotting non-topological spatial relations, like catalytic
sites and other intermolecular interaction sites.
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The final representation and score functions used to assess the performance of LMCMCS was the simple spatial contact representation, where each maximum clique edge
mapping is individually scored by (4.11), then scaled by its particular abundance p (see
figure 4.3) before direct accumulation in S. To address the problem of redundant clique
mappings, it was decided to exclude (i,i+2) spatial contacts from the graph. These
contacts are not especially descriptive of local secondary structure, and do not enhance
the representation of significant non-local spatial interactions. Despite the fact that their
removal decreases local clique density, the resulting matrices were noticeably clearer,
because of the decrease in redundant, uncharacteristic relational mappings.

4.3 Refined approaches for graph comparison
The discussion at the end of chapter 3 identified two methodological deficiencies in the
evaluation of the graph comparison method with the SNA problem. The scoring issue
has been addressed in the previous section, but no strategy has been presented to
overcome the greedy nature of the maximum weighted match (MWM) based selection
of vertex mappings. For the assignment problem, it was recognised that all solutions to
the MWM must be identified to enumerate mappings that have been interchanged
because of local symmetry in the graphs. Subsequently, these would have to be analysed
to identify the true automorphism set of the MCS. Whilst the use of the quantitative
labelling function will reduce the set of MWM solutions, this final enumeration remains
a significant algorithmic problem. Rather than attempting the implementation of a new
bipartite matching strategy, it was considered prudent to constrain the strategy to one
appropriate for a particular type of structure comparison application. The obvious
choice in this case is to apply a standard dynamic programming algorithm, which will
identify topologically consistent mappings within the minimally constrained vertex
similarity matrix. This is discussed in section 4.3.2.
Firstly, the fundamental limitations of the LMC based consistency must be addressed. It
is a typical characteristic of many network similarity problems that the most locally
identical patterns are not necessarily part of the MCS. In fact, the largest common
subgraph is generally not required to be maximally edge-consistent over the whole set
of CG slices formed from q; x GR. In the cases where the condition fails, only sub-
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optimal elements of S will receive any weight, and then, the impact of these incorrect
accumulations on the optimum vertex similarity mapping must be minimised.
The basic mechanisms available for blurring any of these strong, but globally
inconsistent weighting patterns are the edge-mapping-significance based normalisation,
and the corroboration of the optimal mapping by consistency amongst the mappings
found in the slices formed from other, adjacent cliques. The latter relies on a more
subtle form of relational consistency, which requires the CG connectivity that is lost by
the application of local maximum clique consistency. This is a worst-case scenario for
the LMC-MCS strategy, which cannot really be addressed by clever edge weighting
schemes, and is quite likely in the comparison of protein structure graphs, particularly in
non-functional resemblances where local interactions may be considerably different.
The matching algorithm will prune these correct mappings, but still detect many
conserved geometric interactions arising from redundant similarity. Typically, the only
recognition of the true similarity will be from minor, ‘corroborative’ clique mappings,
for those residues with analogous but entirely different patterns of structural
stabilisation.
The root of this problem is that the local maximum clique pruning strategy is ignorant
of both the submaximal edge patterns of smaller cliques in a slice, and the degree of
consistency of the extremal edge mappings for the CG clique vertices. Selection of the
maximum clique mappings of q. in isolation can therefore result in the acceptance of
many alternative local mappings. These both unnecessarily inflate the vertex set of PLR,
and introduce considerable noise over S, but it seems difficult to efficiently deal with
them. Clearly, there is nothing to be gained by directly incorporating submaximal clique
mappings into the weight transformation, unless a sufficiently general combinatorial
analysis is devised to assess the likelihood of each clique representing a global
mapping. The efficiency of such a method is most likely to be unpleasantly dependent
upon the size and number of cliques in each set, and a less expensive, but insufficient
treatment will again introduce considerable noise into the assignment problem.
An alternative way of minimising the detection of larger, but sub-optimal mappings,
without resorting to sub-maximum clique enumeration, is to simply remove the unlikely
vertex mappings from each CG-slice vertex set VhR. In practice, this can be done by
using the available ‘circumstantial’ evidence, by relaxing the independence of each
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clique in the decomposition of GL. Then, the unproductive mappings for some q can be
identified because they do not maximally conserve the edge-relations to adjacent cliques
in Gl, and are thus only likely to form isolated local common subgraphs.
This approach can be embodied in a heuristic for pruning the vertex set of CG-slices
prior to maximum clique detection. But, it should be noted that this constrains the MCS
form, so it tends to cover the connectivity between cliques in GL. In this requirement,
the MCS mapping is biased towards covering the edges in the graph like the one shown
in figure 4.5. This is formed over vertices representing each clique in QL, where edges
exist if they can be labelled with a list of intersecting vertices from each clique pair.
This may be inappropriate for the recognition of some types of structural similarity, but
the connectivity heuristic is very common in structure comparison literature. The
modified LMC algorithm is described in the following section.

Figure 4.5

A clique graph, and the connectivity it represents.

4.3.1 Algorithms for maximally consistent clique topology
Generally, the sub-optimal clique mappings, that are larger than the true MCS mapping,
arise because a subgraph isomorphic to q; is contained by a clique in GRfar removed
from the true correspondence. The ‘false isomorphism’ can be recognised from two
observations: when some other larger clique (qr) is isomorphic to the mapped region;
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and when none of the isomorphisms arising from cliques adjacent to q. are adjacent to
the suspect mapping. These properties are trivial to test if the whole maximum set
is known, but the post processing step to determine if any M. contains only
false isomorphisms, involves the storage of all M. It is more efficient to implicitly apply
this pruning, by forming the clique-mapping adjacency criteria as constraints operating
on a more compact representation of contextual consistency.
The existence of clique mappings that intersect with mappings for ^ is analogous to
testing if any of the elements of S corresponding vertices in m, have been accessed. This
is conveniently indicated by a non-zero value in a row of S, providing the labelling
score function (r(vm, e)) does not vanish. Therefore, if some earlier clique (qh) shares
vertices with q., it is sufficient to test the corresponding elements of S to limit the vertex
set of the slice q;XGRto exclude undiscovered mappings in the subset (qhnq.)xGR. This
removes vertices which do not conserve the clique connectivity structure, and a
potential component of a larger sub-optimal isomorphism that would prune the true
mapping from M.. All that remains is to order Q, so that for i’<i : |q.,|>|q.|, and
aut(qv)>aut(q); to ensure that the largest, most unique cliques define the intersecting
vertex mappings for the other smaller, and hence less distinct, adjacent cliques.
In preliminary experiments, this strategy - called the clique topology (CT-LMC)
constraint, typically reduced the number of cliques in each M,. However, for some q.,
the maximum clique set consists of a larger number of smaller cliques - indicating that
more mappings have been detected because of the vertex set pruning.
CT-LMC will tend to produce patterns of similarity involving connected sets of cliques.
However, pruning vertex mappings to just those consistent with previously discovered
adjacent clique mappings may prune those components of the MCS that do not conserve
clique topology. To this end, an alternative, less drastic way of enhancing the scores of
topologically consistent mappings was also implemented, using a modified clique
accumulation function that scales up the significance of cliques containing mappings
that tend to conserve connectivity. The approach still relies on the non-zero element test
in S to indicate if a mapping has been discovered, but uses a slightly different clique
ordering on Q. In addition to increasing size and automorphism set, the cliques are
ordered on the minimum sequence position of the residues involved in each clique,
which effectively encodes sequence topology in the similarity matrix accumulation. The
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modified accumulation function first sums all the elements of S covered by the mapped
vertices in nr. This sum can only be non-zero if 111, intersects with previously discovered
mappings of larger cliques adjacent to qr It is used to scale the accumulated
significance of the edges in mP so mappings that conserve topological consistency
propagate their similarity to qualify any more symmetric, or smaller, adjacent clique
mappings, which have intrinsically smaller information content. Ultimately, with this
simple recursive form, the range of values in S is several orders of magnitude larger
where adjacent mappings have been consistently found.
CG-slice vertex set pruning (CT-LMC), and recursive propagation of significance (T)
are almost independently applicable heuristics. CT-LMC is implemented in the basic
LMC algorithm by modifying the procedure for forming each CG-slice, so a sentinel
labelling is examined for each vertex on GLand each vertex combination’s element in S.
T simply requires a modified clique score accumulation function to examine the prior
value of S elements for mappings to separator nodes. The combined modifications are
presented below :
Algorithm for the T and CT-LMC Heuristics
Generation of S.P :
LMC-CT and T
heuristics

Given graphs GL/ GR, a clique ordering
function 0 ( q a, q b), the edge-equivalence
function fer the CG edge consistency measure r,
a set of functions for aut :
a_order, l_distance
and lower bound for BK decomposition min_k

Ql := BK(encapsulated_CG(GL), min_k)
SLR := { /eVLJeVR : V % := 0.0};
mark all vertices on VL'uncompared'
// CT-LMC
for each q, e QL
compute aut(qs) with { a_order, l_distance }
CT O rdering : 0 ( q a/ qb) orders QLon decreasing |qd and aut{qO
T O rdering : 0 ( q a, qb) orders QL on increasing sequence position
of the earliest residue vertex in qtl then
on decreasing Iqd and aut{qs)
for each q, e QL
Gq x r := form_CG_slice(q/, GR, fe, SLR)
/ / CT-LMC
mark all vertices q,- as 'compared'
// CT-LMC
M, := CP(GqxR)
compute significance: p(M/, q s) with aut{qO
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for each ms e M,
/ / T M odification
s_olds + = Sjk for each vertex vjk e ms
/ / T Modification
if s_olds is zero then s_olds= 1.0
/ / T M odification
for each ms e M,
accumulate the edge-significance contributions
for clique ms with weight_accumulate(Sf ms, Ms, s_olds. p ( M,-, qf),
r)
return SLR

function form_CG_slice :

Given clique q„ graph GR/
edge equivalence function fe, and
similarity matrix SLR

form VjxR from (qjnVL)xVR
for all edges { v rvr'} e ER
for all edges { v qvq'} e q{
if e ixR := fe ({v qvq'},{VrVr} ) exists
and vertex vq is 'uncompared' or sqr > 0.0
and vertex vq- is 'uncompared' or sqy > 0.0 then add edge e ixR
if e ixR' := fe ({v q'Vq} , { v rvr'}) exists
and vertex vq is 'uncompared' or sqr' > 0.0
and vertex vq<is 'uncompared' or sq'r > 0.0 then add edge e ixR'
return G(VixR/EixR)
function weight_accumulate : Given S, sets ms and Ms,
scalar s_o/ds.p(M// qO and function r
for each edge {vJk v,m} e E(m s)
sjk+= s_olds.p(Mir qs).r(vJk, {vjk v,m})
s,m+= s_o!ds.p(Mh q().r{v,m, { vJk v,m})

The decomposition ordering function is representation-specific, and provided along
with the other functions required to apply LMC. Each refinement is implemented as
conditional compilation options for a generalised library supporting the construction of
S. Conditional compilation is appropriate because the application of constraints based
on the ordering of clique decomposition, and the succession of local solution sets means
that each CG slice is not independent and therefore not amenable to simple, coarse
grained parallelization. Finally, when the heuristics are combined, the method is called
TCT-LMC. In this variant, the topological ordering used by T is applied, the CG slices
are pruned as in CT-LMC, and overlapping vertex mappings propagate their similarity
over the whole clique mapping. However, it is not clear if the ordering of QL is
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appropriate for CT pruning. It does not ensure that the most characteristic (i.e. the
largest) clique mappings are used to define the allowed vertices in each CG slice, so the
combined heuristics may not be as effective as either one on their own. This issue is
explored in the evaluations of performance for structure comparison in section 4.4.

4.3.2 Optimal selection o f substructure mappings
Investigation of alternative measures and strategies for the construction of S was
necessary to generate a set of vertex compatibilities that closely reproduce the important
solution elements of the MCS. This is most important for structure comparison, because
the MCS is a distinct subset of both graphs, rather than the recognition of the edge
maximal MCS corresponding to the assignment in the SNA problem. The purpose of
the edge labelling consistency based weighting scheme is to enhance the contrast of true
substructural similarity within the banding which arises from redundant secondary
structure connectivity in both graphs. Low contrast makes the correct mapping harder to
distinguish by MWM, because the final ‘MCS’ assignment is only defined by the set of
row and column disjoint elements with the greatest similarity score sum. The problems
of MWM degeneracy may not be so serious for an S constructed with a quantitative
measure of edge similarity. However, the greedy maximisation is always going to
include low - or even zero-similarity matrix elements, because they do not decrease the
total MWM score.
The most attractive solution to this is to devise a perfect MCS vertex weighting scheme,
which would ensure that the true MCS mappings always receive a high score. Of
course, this is unlikely to be developed, simply because of the usual problems of
defining a globally consistent, locally valid score function. Instead, other heuristics
were pursued.
Initially, it was thought that the mappings in the MWM corresponding to trivial
structural similarity could be identified by inspecting the profile of the similarity scores
in the assignment. In this case, a simple thresholding can be quite effective, but, it may
never be possible to find a threshold that can perfectly partition the mapping into sets of
true and false equivalence. Typically, locally similar vertex ‘hot-spots’ are present,
where some pattem happens to accumulate a high similarity score, by chance or because
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it is isomorphic with part of the MCS. This is the extreme case, but generally, the
similarity scores are at best, only relative indicators of the maximality of a mapping.
One other approach, involving the pruning of any of the rematched edges from the
MWM set, was investigated. This property of the MWM algorithm64 used in this work
was briefly mentioned in the discussion of the previous chapter. A rematched vertex is
any node in the bipartite graph, which has been involved with more than one alternating
path during the search for the match. Pairings involving rematched vertices can be
considered ‘uncertain’ because at least one other high-weighting maximum local
matching is known to exist by definition. In RNA structure prediction, they were shown
to reliably identify practically all of the incorrect base-pairing predictions, whereas the
remaining ‘unique-matches’ were found to be correct.
Experiments with the bipartite graphs weighted by vertex similarity showed that the
rematched vertices did not cover all of the poor matches in the Ca contact graphs. This
may be because the order of detection of alternating paths used to construct the match is
probably defined by the relative distribution of weights for each vertex. Because this is
only characteristic of the kind of local edge consistency of cliques in the vertex’s
neighbourhood, it is not a reliable discriminant for true MCS mappings.
Ideally, the selection of the optimal subset of the MWM should be based on the
connectivity of the original graphs. An algorithm for this would essentially use S as an
initial ordering on the search space to exhaustively identify the MCS, and may
ultimately be necessary to obtain a rigorously optimal solution using LMC. This is
because the extra mappings in the MWM probably cannot be identified for removal
without an objective measurement of the change in quality of the MCS. Applying
stochastic search seems attractive, although an exact optimisation based on relaxation
would be most reliable. However, these methods are expensive, and quite capable of
finding a solution using both graphs and the similarity matrix, independent of any initial
MWM solution. The ideal match selection strategy in accord with our aim is to
incorporate some notion of edge-consistency directly into the MWM algorithm, or at
least apply some post-processing of the matrix to reduce the significance of trivial
common subgraph mappings. On the other hand, a classic substructure similarity
approach, based on iterative superposition, could be used to extend seed mappings taken
from the MWM. These could then be extended by the usual approaches, either in a
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topologically consistent manner,42 or by the pile-up method.44 However, this was not in
accord with the philosophy o f this research, because the aim was to identify similarities
independent o f superposition.

At this point, it was necessary to decide what was appropriate for the particular
comparison that was being addressed. It has been stressed that making modifications to
the MWM strategy is not a trivial undertaking, and even if an MCS were identified - it
may not be consistently evaluated by the geometric quality measures that are commonly
used to assess each alignment. This is most critical for non-topological resemblances,
particularly those corresponding to functional sites where the backbone is nearly
independent o f the similarity. Generally, structure comparisons identify whole stretches
o f similar residue pairs along two structures - and measures like Sstr (4.5) include an
assessment o f the sequence continuity in an alignment. In addition, the method is to be
evaluated against standard alignments generated by ProSup, which detects topological
similarities by superposition. It therefore seems expedient to use the same sequentially
constrained search to improve the possible substructural-quality o f the matching
selected from S.

4.3.3 Finding Common Topological Substructures
The obvious approach to improving the final substructure identification is to incorporate
the sequential relation constraint in the algorithm used to detect the matching. This is
inherent in the application o f dynamic programming algorithms, such as the Needleman
and Wunsch47 0 (N 3) method, and the more speedy but less flexible alignment algorithm
o f Gotoh.18 Smith and Waterman61 present the operation o f alignment algorithms from a
mathematical perspective. Essentially, they work by finding the sequence o f parameters

(a.,b) taken from (Z+<Aa)x (Z+<A/B) that are defined by the argument o f a set o f recurrent
equations (4. 12) involving a summation over a pairwise score function s(apb .). This
function measures the contribution of each (apb) taken from (a > at )x{b > bhl), against
a penalty function on the introduction o f gaps on the scale o f a or b.
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(4. 12)

The sequence of arguments (ajj,) which maximises (4. 12) are the maximal scoring
elements through the compatibility matrix formed from s(apb), for all ai and b}. The
sequence minimises row or column discontinuities, which correspond to gaps in the
mapping of either sequence, as controlled by the penalty terms w, and wk. This is
analogous to a maximum weighted match, except that a sequential constraint has been
imposed, w, and wk are usually referred to as gap penalties, and can be set in a variety of
ways. A common scheme is to use a linear form, where w, (or wk) takes two values,
dependent on the value of /. Go is the gap opening penalty, when 1=1, and Gw is the
widening penalty, for all /> /. This form is embodied in the Gotoh algorithm, enabling
its quadratic performance, which has been implemented as part of the SAUSAGE
threading program.22
The topological constraint is reflected in the graphical representation of the search
space of the optimisation. This is a matrix of nodes, connected by directed edges
between row, column, or diagonally adjacent vertices in the direction of non-decreasing
element index. Edges leaving each node are weighted with the compatibility in the
corresponding adjacent matrix element, and any additional penalty for moves which
leave one grid index unchanged. The alignment solution is then the maximum weight
path on this graph. This interpretation conveniently provides a way for exploring suboptimal alignments,46by searching for a bounded set of shortest paths on the graph.10
The Gotoh implementation from SAUSAGE was used to identify topologically
consistent mappings in S, by substituting the pairwise score function s(apb) for the
similarity matrix element s . However, an effective application of the algorithm, to
identify the bijective subset n, requires appropriate values for each gap penalty. They
interact with the domain of the pairwise score function to critically affect the degree of
deletion and insertion on the series of assignments. It is common in alignment
approaches to apply optimisation of these parameters to ensure that the solution
represented by n is a true optimum. However, the elements of S are quite dependent on
the connectivity of the graphs, and their similar patterns, so a well define optimum for
alignments defined on S is probably non-existent; and some heuristic is needed to set Go
and Gw.
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Gap penalties were set using the ansatz that any gap should be introduced only if it
allows the acceptance of a vertex pair with at least an average similarity. This implies
that Go is simply the average of the set of similarity matrix elements, <s>ijGs.
Subsequently, the size of the gap is only marginally important relative to a series of
reasonably similar vertices, so Gw need only be an order of magnitude less than the
average observed similarity in S.
The advantage of using this constrained approach to identifying vertex mappings seems
clear. The topological ordering of both vertex sets, given by their sequence, ensures that
the optimal path covers the greatest number of high similarity regions, without
introducing noise into the assignment from low-significance bands in the matrix. It
should identify alignments by their ‘land-marks’, as identified by the LMC algorithm;
and effectively ‘interpolate’ over the noisy regions where no LMC consistent mapping
exists. Ideally, this overcomes the problem of identifying a region of common
substructure that is only partially LMC consistent.

4.4 Evaluations
The previous sections have described the development of two refinements to the basic
LMC-MCS methodology, a residue independent representation of protein structure, and
a way of identifying topologically consistent mappings from the similarity matrix.
These refinements aim to address the local nature of the similarities accumulated in the
weight matrix, at the expense of introducing an ordering dependence into the
comparison.
Earlier evaluations of the LMC-based method have shown that the quality of the
mapping identified from S is heavily dependent on the density of the representation.
This is still likely to be the case for structure comparison, despite the quantitative edge
mapping function, and richer labelling. The aim of the experiments presented in this
section is to determine the general effectiveness of the LMC method for identifying
structure alignments, and if any combinations of the new heuristics CT, and T improve
on the basic strategy.
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4.4.1 Methods
The graph representation and edge equivalence functions for protein structure
comparison were summarised in section 4.2.1. Throughout these experiments, the
spatial and orientation tolerances (Dlol and Olol) are fixed at 2.5A, and 0.7, respectively.
These values seemed sufficient to allow reasonable local variation, whilst still
identifying the structural resemblances between highly similar proteins. The program
which constructs the similarity matrix was run on a SGI Power Challenge, with typical
run times for a pair of 200 residue proteins of approximately 3-10 minutes, depending
on the graph density, which controls the size and number of CG-slices which must be
constructed and searched. Subsequently, alignments were generated for each similarity
matrix on local Solaris machines, using the Gotoh algorithm with parameters as
described on page 197. The outcome is an annotated similarity matrix, delineating the
matched residues, and a set of residue mappings, which are transformed in a variety of
ways in order to perform further analysis.
Two sets of comparison data sets were used in the evaluation: the ‘HellMark’ test set,8’9
composed of structurally similar protein pairs with sequence identity of at most 30%,
and a second set which is constructed by random permutation of the pairs in the former.
The alignment of these random pairs is used as a guide to select empirical measures for
assessing the quality of alignments produced by the LMC technique. Subsequently,
these measures are used to assess the LMC alignments generated from the HellMark
pairs, and to interpret these comparisons in the context of the reference alignments
identified by ProSup.11
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Measure

Definition

Value Range

Interpretation

RMSD

(4.1)

0.0 < 8 ^

DME

(4.2)

o .o < s DME

S JA ^)

(4.5)

o.o < s,„

td m e

(4.3)

0.0 < T(rf)< 1.0

P»(S„, L)

(4.5)

0.0 <P str < 1.0

Average pointwise geometric
deviation for rigid body
superposition
per residue average deviation
between mapped distance contacts
Dimensionless score of pointwise
deviation summed over all mapped
residues; corrected for the number
of gaps in the sequence.
Fraction of mapped distance
contacts with deviation below d
Probability that Sstr for an
alignment of length L is a chance
similarity

Table 4.3 Quantities for testing geometric similarity for an alignment A
The table above summarises the range of different geometric similarity measures that
could be used to assess each alignment. Their definitions and origins were described in
section 4.1.1, 4.1.2, and 4.1.3, in the review of structure comparison. Thresholded DME
is calculated with an arbitrary contact range of 1.0Ä (T, 0), which should allow a critical
assessment of geometric similarity for the high quality alignments supplied with the
HellMark test set. ProSup inherently bounds superposition based similarity measures,
and the HellMark alignments were generated with a maximum allowed RMSD of 3Ä,
and filtered to only include mappings where equivalent Ca lie within 5Ä of each other
under optimal superposition. Therefore, counting the fraction of contact differences
within 1.OA should give a meaningful assessment of the quality of both the reference
and the test alignments.
In addition to these geometric measures, the distribution of similarity scores for each
alignment must also be examined. This is most effectively done by eye, because the
matrices clearly describe the regions of strong local similarity between the two Ca point
sets, but this is both impractical for large-scale analysis, and highly subjective.
However, recalling the nature of LMC consistency, each element of the matrix is related
to the size, and number consistent edges over the set of maximum local CG cliques
containing the corresponding Ca mapping, and a zero similarity implies that the nearby
spatial arrangements are inconsistent under LMC. The latter case could be due to a real
dissimilarity, or because a denser mapping exists between the neighbourhood of the
residue in the protein represented by GL, and that of a different residue in the other (i.e.
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Gr). This suggests two distinct measures, based on counting the number of zero
elements in an alignment (Szerv), and the average similarity score (Save) over the whole
mapping. Neither of these can be expected to reflect the global quality of a mapping,
but they may exhibit some correlation to overall significance. In particular, Szero may
give a rough guide to the extent of significant common substructure within the total
alignment. This is because the alignment will always include any zero similarity
elements that lie on the optimal, topologically consistent path described by the highsimilarity mappings. Finally, a modified form of Save was also considered; in some
situations, it would be desirable to eliminate the weak correlation between Szero and Sava.
The most expedient way of doing this is to only calculate the average over the non-zero
elements of the similarity mapping, and is represented by Smax.

4.4.2 Comparison of alignments
The previous section described a set of reasonable numerical measures for assessing
comparisons and alignments of protein structures. All can be justified, but one will see
slightly different results depending on which is chosen. The problem of judging the
reliability of protein alignments is even more complicated, as was discussed in section
4.1.3. During this discussion, a pair classification scheme was presented that formalises
the partitioning of a putative alignment (Ap) into correct (C), shifted (S), missing (M)
and incorrect (I) pairs, in the context of a reference alignment (Ac).9 This scheme is
trivial to apply, and the subsets of the pairs can then be assessed separately, or in
various combinations, by the geometric and numerical measures described above.
However, the main difficulty with alignment validation is that there may be more than
one good alignment between two protein structures, depending upon the properties of
the search method. Since the aim of this analysis is to compare LMC-alignments to
‘high quality’ reference alignments, of which there may be a number, one has to assess
their similarity against all known reasonable alignments.
With this complication, extra measures must be introduced to achieve the same level of
validation as can be achieved with the pairwise scheme. Given a set of reference
alignments, even for just a single pair of proteins, one wishes to identify the candidate
(Ap) that most fairly assesses the quality of an alignment (Ac) detected with the LMC
technique. To be more objective, one should also compare against each of the other
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known good alignments. Finally, an aggregate measure is needed to see if there is some
sort of average trend in the results.
The measures available to benchmark Ap, based on Ac, are the fraction of correct
residue pairs, |C|/|AP| (Cbes), and the average shift error (S_). In the analysis of the
HellMark test set, these are computed for all of the available reference alignments. The
best one, which maximises |C|/|AP|, and minimises S_^, is then recorded to allow a more
detailed analysis. This involves applying the measures in table 4.3 the union of C and S
(CS), to indicate whether the alternative mappings approach the same geometric
consistency as the corresponding pairs in Ap. This is not carried out for every reference
alignment because each analysis generates a great number of results. In addition, there
does not seem to be a way of meaningfully gathering them into a single measure of
quality, without assigning some form of significance measure to each reference. Instead,
a compromise is reached, by classifying the residue pairs in Ac over the whole set of
reference alignments.
The agreement of Ac against the set of reference alignments is measured by an
aggregate classification for each pair in Ac. The aggregate class of a particular pair is
defined as the ‘best’ classification that it achieves in any of the reference set. This
requires an ordering of the pairwise classifications, C, then S, M, and finally I, which
corresponds to the ‘desirability’ of each in a binary assessment. These aggregate
alignment equivalence sets can be treated in almost the same way as the binary
comparison sets, barring the straightforward definition of a measure analogous to S_,
and the fraction of aggregate C pairs (Cagr) will be referred to below. Finally, to give
some context to the aggregate partitions, a diversity score {Diversity) can be computed
for the reference alignment set of each protein pair. This is defined as the average
number of different mappings that a residue from either protein is involved in within
{Ac}.

4.4.3 Results
Two sets of protein pairs were used to generate similarity matrices and alignments. The
first is composed of 125 pairs, randomly chosen by interchanging the second protein in
each pair in the HellMark test set. These pairs, presented in the table below (4.4), can be
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expected to exhibit at most only weak similarity, because each protein’s original mate
exhibited non-homologous protein structure similarity over a non-redundant subset of
the SCOP fold classification. Applying the alignment method to these pairs should
therefore give an idea of the behaviour of the empirical similarity measures when no
‘true’ structural similarity is present.
G,

GR

G,

G„

G,

G„

G,

G„

1lm b 3

1xsm _

1 a fi_

2 a lp _

1 cpcA

1 fm tA

2hhm A

2 m ta C

2 d ri_

1 irk _

1bdm B

1hm a_

1qpaA

1aps_

1 cp cA

2hbg_

2 h fh _

1 ia g _

1 td j_

1 h xq B

1ryt_

1 m sp A

1 b in A

ig p i

1xsm _

1nbbB

1 g tq A

1 h g xA

1agqD

3 p te _

1cnv_

1 s td _

1 ce w l

ig p s _

1bdm B

1 rn l_

1 h ce _

1 a ir_

1 tiiD

2 p ia _

1a o y_

1 rcy_

1 cp cA

1edg_

1 d a t_

1lehA

1 td j_

1 a frF

i
O

1 1tiD

1phm _

a

1spiD

1apm E

1 irsA

1w ba_

1 e cp A

1 lit_

1phd_

1 b tn _

153L
1 b fm A

1ptvA

1hbq_

1 b tn _

1 e rk _

2 p ia _

2 d ri_
1p rtB

1binA

1 cp cB

2 p ii_

2cyp_

ip g s _

4 fg f_

1ak1_

1 rc b _

3 n ll_

1 fn b _

1d yn B

2abh_

1e lg _

1aps_

1 w k t_

1 b n cA

1b n kA

1co lA

1 rm g _

1 cp cA

1 e a f_

1 i1 b _

1sbp_

1 irsA

1 e cm B

1ryt_

2 b ltB

1 fn b _

1gsa_

1 tc p _

1 h fc _

1 h stA

1 ste _

1binA

3 u llA

1bvd_

1 kp cD

1 p sd A

1cew l

1 tu p A

1vltA

1cl1 A

1apm E

1 ytn _

1gsa_

1sm eB

2 fb 4 H

1nueA

1 a c f_

2ayh_

1bbhB

3 u llA

1nulA

1 g tp A

1bbpD

1nbbB

1 a ba_

1bvd_

1 1tiD

1 a frF

ip iq _
1 xikA

2hbg_

1den_

1am m _

1fe cA

2 d tr_

1 b rz _

1 sp b P

1 ru o B

1 e s l_

1 u la _

1 a p s_

4 fg f_

2 fb 4 H

1cxc_

1 fn a _

2 ts s A

1bdiA

1ounA

1ryt_

1 a frF

1dynB

1 io w _

1spbP

1 fn a _

1 d a t_

1bcpL

6 ld h _

1prtB

1 a x4 A

1nbbB

1 i1 b _

2hpdB

1 d a t_

1csm B

1dvrA

1 b n cA

1 b tn _

1pou_

1 e lg _

1vltA

1 a g jA

2 ty s B

1le a _

3 c la _

1 e ce A

2hbg_

11tiD

3 n ll_

1 p o t_

1 e lg _

1d h kA

3 u llA

1ash_

1pne_
1bhe_

1 c tj_

4 fg f_

1 x ik A

1bhs_

1 ris_

1 m a i_

1 u lo _

2 g m fB

2 d ri_

1 lp e _

1 irk _

2 let A

1 b h s_

1 h rd A

1 x ik A

1fu iA

1 a frF

1 id k _

1tiiD

1 bcpL

1 d ts _

1aizB

1dynB

1vin _

1 i1 b _

1 lp e _

1 h a vA

2 a lp _

1bag_

1 fm b _

1sp b P

1 b vd _

2 p o lA

1 ryt_

1 m a i_

1ounA

1 n a r_

1 io w _

1 m o lA

1hce_

1ad6_

1 e rk_

1 sb p _

1w ba

6 ld h

1 s te _

1nhq_

1ste

m

H ü

1 xsm

B

1 m ai_

1havA

mm

19 3 l_

1tg j_

sm
mm
gggf!

itbispL

US

wm mm

a

am

Pairs which failed to give a valid alignment are shaded.
Table 4.4

The Null Homology Comparison Set.

The alignments for this random set were generated from matrices constructed using the
standard LMC algorithm, with graphs formed using Id = 9Ä, and gap penalties for
alignment as described on page 197. Nine of the alignments were identified as invalid this is because of some irregularities in either of the pairs’ PDB file. Those remaining
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were used to examine the existence of any correlations the combinations of the
measures taken from table 4.3, in order to give an idea of the basic statistical properties
of the different measures for the LMC style of structure comparison. In the plots that
follow, which were mainly generated via X-GOBI;63 the failed alignments occasionally
appear as points on the origin.

5RMSD

Figure 4.6

Correlation of SmsD with SDME

The variation of SHWih and SDMEfor each alignment is plotted in the figure above. As has
been discussed previously, the measures are well correlated, and the bounded
distribution can be attributed to their common relation with the Chebyshev metric, as
described by Lesk.35 For practical purposes, either could be used to measure geometric
similarity, and SDME will be focused on here. The relationship between SDME and the
associated distance contact consistency measure, Tl 0is displayed below.

T,.o

Figure 4.7

Variation of Tl 0with SDME
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The thresholded measure displays a clear anti-correlation with SDMEt as is again to be
expected from its definition in (4.3). The relatively even distribution in the arched
cluster of points indicates that the structural alignments are essentially random.
However, there is a clear outlier at high TI0. This appears in figure 4.7 above the arched
cluster, and seems to lie on a boundary line that could be extrapolated to the upper
limits of both similarity measures.

$ sir
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_
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Figure 4.8

SDUEand Str

Sstr is a measure derived from the sum of a dimensionless score for each residue pair in
the alignement. The value is derived from the distance between the aligned pairs upon
optimal superposition, and the overall score is reduced by a penalty for any
discontinuities (N ) in the alignment. Strictly speaking, there should be an inverse
relationship between Sstr and SDME, but this is not clearly observed because of the added
length and contiguity dependence. The confidence estimate, Pstr, was constructed in
order to relieve this, by relating the expected range of Sstr for known structural
homology to the size and contiguity of each mapping, using an extreme value
distribution. In this work, the parameters given by Levitt and Gerstein37 were used to
evaluate the estimate, these were derived from superposition based structure
comparisons where significant similarity is indicated by a concordance of each protein’s
SCOP45 classification. Therefore, it must be recognised that it will only give a true
estimate if the test alignments have the same relation between optimum pose and
structural similarity.
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Psir

Figure 4.9

Plot of the distribution of Tl0 and Pstr values for null similarity
alignments

As the figure above demonstrates, most of the alignments are evaluated by the
confidence measure as almost certain chance similarities. However, very little can be
observed from this sparse data that concerns the relation between T, 0 and Pstr. Overall,
the alignments on this null test set display a slightly skewed normal distribution, with
relatively few outliers. Since Pstr is based on estimating the chance that a particular tuple
(Sv(r, |A|, Nw) could be obtained for a trivial structural resemblance, it seems that the
alignment data can be considered representative of the same distribution. From the plot
above, it is possible to make the tentative observation that Tl0 exhibits similarly bimodal
behaviour, assuming that a second, positive similarity cluster is observed. One indicator
of this that the two metrics give a clear partitioning of the outlier which was observed in
the ‘tail’ of the distribution in earlier plots involving TI0. This corresponds to an
alignment between brazzein (lbrz_), a plant defence toxin residing in the ‘knottins’
SCOP class, and a cleaved fragment of subtilisin (IspbP), which forms part of an a/ß
domain. The alignment and superposition are displayed in figure 4.10.
There is nothing obvious to suggest that this is anything but a chance similarity.
Although there would seem to be reasonable resemblance by eye, the folds are clearly
different. The diagram demonstrates that the mapped regions mainly differ in relative
orientation (as indicated by the distinct subsets of parallel lines), rather than the
immediate local environment of the backbone chain. The former are also reflected in the
assessment by Tl0, indicating that a little over half of the total complement of mapped
distances do not agree, which contribute to SI)ME. The effectiveness of Ss!r as a more
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forgiving measure of resemblance seems vindicated by the alignment’s value of

P lr,

which is 0.034. Given that the measure was constructed using strictly superposable fold
resemblances, this seems surprisingly low, and probably implies that the resemblance is
a borderline case.

Lines connect the mapped residues between Brazzein and
subtilisin profragment, where red/brown indicates high vertex
similarity. Diagram was generated with MOLMOL*7
Figure 4.10 LMC-Based alignment of lbrz_ and IspbP
The high similarity regions, highlighted by the colouring in the figure, focus on close
contacts between different secondary structure and loops. This is a typical feature of
LMC based alignments, because the similarity matrix, shown in figure 4.11, is
constructed from the consistent cliques between graphs formed from spatial contacts
within 9A. This demonstrates the horizontal banding that arises from the redundant
local contacts in both structures, and the alignment, that passes through locally high
scoring parts within each of the three bands. The sparse regions in the matrix
correspond to the similarity of the loop regions (above and below left of the sheet) of
brazzein, which have no maximally similar counterpart in the subtilisin fragment.
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1spbP
Score

□1.445
□2.890
□4.335
■5.780
■7.225
■8.670
■10.116
■11.561

1brz
Colouring is for the upper value of the log of each similarity
matrix element. Zero entries are white. Measures for the
coverage of the similarity matrix: Sav=3.19 x 107, Sma = 1.09 x
10',7 and 5zero =0.292.
Figure 4.11 Alignment and Similarity matrix for IspbP and lbrz.
Typically, alignment matrices are dominated by trivial mappings of local backbone
geometry. The high similarity regions are probably due to the orientational weighting in
the edge score function, allowing the recognition of a substructure where the side chains
also point in similar directions. However, it is interesting that the C-terminal region of
brazzein, which is constrained by a disulphide bridge, shows a strong similarity with the
helix-tum-sheet motif of the pro-fragment.
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log Smv
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log Snm

Figure 4.12 Plots of the relation between similarity weight measures for
null alignments
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The remaining descriptors are those derived from the statistics on the similarity matrix.
From the distributions in figure 4.12, it seems that these are of little use for
discriminating a relatively good structural alignment, like the one above. This is
undoubtedly due to the local nature in which the similarity matrix quantifies the search
space of possible mappings. For sparse matrices, these measures do reflect the
population of mappings between the local patterns represented by cliques in G ,, relative
to the optimum weight path through the alignment matrix. However, interpretation is
more difficult when banding is present in these matrices, and regions of high similarity
are still most clearly identified by their visualisation.
In summary, the permuted set of protein pairs has demonstrated the effectiveness of Tt 0,
and Pstr in identifying alignments that exhibit a reasonable degree of protein structure
resemblance. It remains to be seen whether the thresholding measure really has bimodal
behaviour - because this null similarity set was intended to preclude the presence of any
clear structural resemblance. The discovery of the brazzein/p-subtilisin resemblance, as
an extreme outlier in the space described by the empirical measures was unexpected,
but in accordance with usual views concerning coincidental structural similarity. It
indicates that whilst relatively indiscriminate, the LMC method is capable of identifying
structural resemblance independently of any reliance on superposition.

4.4.4 Performance with known structural similarity
The HellMark data set is intended for the validation of new structural alignment
methods. As such, it consists of pairs of structures from a representative sample of
protein shapes, with a range of superimposable structural similarity, in order to assess
the method over a variety of different resemblances.
The pairs in the dataset were aligned with the standard LMC method, and its variant
CT-LMC, with or without the topological weighting scheme (TCT-LMC, or T,
respectively). In addition, the density of the edge set that was used to represent each
protein were varied, with ld set at 8Ä, 9Ä, 10Ä, and 12Ä. The modified alignment
comparison scheme was then applied to each of the 16 alignments obtained for a
particular protein pair, in addition to the full set of empirical measures for each LMCbased alignment.
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The figures above describe the relations between the distance matrix-based and flexible
similarity derived measures for alignments of similar proteins, for the same alignment
conditions as the plots in figures 4.7 and 4.9. Figure 4.13a demonstrates that the
alignments generated from the basic LMC matrix for known structure pairs populate the
upper regions of the scale of Tl0, relative to the set of null equivalences. The adjacent
figure supports this, and it does seem to show that T, 0 could be described by a bimodal
distribution, but the clusters induced by Pslr are probably not sufficiently separated.
Given that the parameterisation of Pstr was based on a test set constructed by a nonredundant coverage of SCOP, it is reasonable to expect that its confidence estimates are
valid. Therefore, an estimate of the empirical quality of a particular alignment set can be
made by classifying each one by its Pstr value, relative to a threshold for confidence. The
value of 0.02 was chosen because this would exclude any alignments that describe
structural resemblance on a par with those in the randomised set. Figure 4.14 presents
the proportion of alignments meeting these criteria.
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VÄ
•
A
O
A

Method
LMC
T
CT-LMC
TCT-LMC

8
0.440
0.395
0.244
0.605

9
0.402
0.370
0.378
0.339

10
0.560
0.471
0.387
0.639

12
0.256
0.235
0.185
0.143

/„/A
Figure 4.14 Proportion of alignments with Pstr less than 0.02
The immediate observation that can be made about this ad hoc summary, is that the
doubly constrained version of the LMC method most often identifies ‘valid’ alignments,
under the different conditions of comparison. However, it performs most poorly at the
highest contact density, and is marginally worse than the rest at 9Ä, where they all
appear to perform the same. Overall, the original LMC method performs marginally
better than each constraint by itself, and the topological weighting seems always
superior to the refined clique consistency technique.
Realistically, these conclusions are quite hard to justify when based on such a simple
statistic - ideally, a comparative measure of quality should correlate the alignment
quality at each condition for each protein pair. The distinct variation in the quality of the
TCT heuristic is also suspicious, and probably indicative that the thresholding of Pstr
does not tell the whole story. This is corroborated by the difference between the
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distribution of Tl0 and SDMEfor the random test set (figure 4.7) and the one in figure 4.13,
that seems to indicate that at least half of the alignments obtained might be significant.
To examine if this is the case, it is necessary to examine the data in more detail. Figure
4.15 shows that this is not an easy task. In this plot, diversity is used to distribute the
pairs in the test set independently of the quality of each internal measure. Sslr was used
because its length dependence spreads the points representing each alignment more
effectively, although it is a less direct measure of geometric quality.

The cyan, magenta, and brown lines connect points for the
same protein pair, using methods in the progression 8Ä, 9Ä,
10Ä, 12Ä. Sstr is plotted as its natural logarithm, and
alignments of the highlighted protein pair are discussed in the
text.
Figure 4.15 Distributions of different alignments for LMC at increasing Id
In order to judge the relative performance of LMC at each distance, it is only necessary
to follow the coloured lines. An improvement is indicated when a connecting line lies
towards high values of TI0 and Sslr, given that all progressions are within the plane
defined by a pair’s characteristic diversity. In this case, most pairs show an
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improvement with increasing Id, which is in accord with observations on the SNA
problem. Whilst this is not a quantitative indication, it could be a general trend. Taking
the case highlighted - it seems that alignments at 9Ä are marginally better than at 10Ä,
but this is probably only because of an insignificant change in Tl0. However, in the
comparison data for this pair that is presented in the table below, the variation of SDMF
indicates that the geometric quality of the alignment certainly degrades.
Distance
8
9
10
12

T
L10

SnuJA

0.46
0.65
0.61
0.93

5.9
6.7
7.1
1.8

ln(l+ SJ
6.68
6.63
6.89
7.35

P,lr
0.0007
0.0013
0
0

The natural logarithm of Sur is shown in order to correspond to
the plot in figure 4.15.
Table 4.5

Empirical Measures for lecmB aligned to lcsmB with LMC.

The similarity matrices and alignments that give rise to these measurements are shown
in table 4.6. The proteins that are being compared are helical bundles - where the
domain of lecmB, which consists of three helices, loosely resembles the two repeats of
lcsmB. The duplication is reflected in the patterns of the reference alignments, which
align stretches along the length of lecm over either half of the lcsmB sequence.
However, the most complete reference alignments are found in the second half of the
latter, which form a cluster of three distinct superpositions, where in some cases, the
alignments are only shifted by a few residues. Out of seven superpositions, that fall into
three clusters, these are the ones most closely identified by the LMC alignments, which
is rational - because the dynamic programming optimisation aims to maximise the total
vertex similarity score.
The effect of distance contact density on the characterisation of similar structure can be
clearly seen in the similarity matrices. The horizontal and vertical banding, which is
typical of redundant substructure mappings, is nearly obliterated in the Id =12Ä case.
The main difference between the 8Ä and 9Ä case seems to be in the spread of
intensities within these bands, leading to the observed differences in their alignments.
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Table 4.6

LMC based similarity matrices and alignments for lecmB arid
lcsmB

It is now possible to explain the observed variation of empirical alignment quality. The
8Ä and 10Ä alignments both overlap one particular alignment to within 10% of their
length, but the former has one or two more gaps. These have occurred because of the
noise in the similarity matrix, where presumably, some strong local similarity has
perturbed the optimum topological matching, and actually results in a more consistent
geometric mapping. However, at 9Ä, although the proportion of pairs that overlap the
best alignment, and the aggregate set of references, is greater than for the adjacent two,
new gaps appear in the earliest stretches of mapped residues. This can be attributed to
the effect of the slightly sparser similarity matrix on the average non-zero value that is
used to set the gap-penalties for identifying the alignment. Given that the range of
values in the matrix appears wider, the penalties will be accordingly lower, leading to a
less constrained matching. It is curious that an alignment with such large gaps actually
leads to higher TI0, but this could simply be coincidental.
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The 12Ä matrix is the only one where the alignments are obviously visible beforehand.
The mappings that are obtained almost completely cover the longest stretches of
contiguous similarity in the second half of lcsmB, and the similarity that gives rise to
this is very clear, along with some slightly shifted patterns of high local similarity
corresponding to the alternatives. It is interesting that the traces corresponding to the
smaller reference alignments in the first domain of lcsmB are far fainter, except for the
short regions about halfway. This indicates that these regions of similarity cannot have
the same degree of local consistency as the homology in the second domain, and so are
correspondingly harder to detect at this resolution of representation.

TCT-LMC

LMC
0.608

.3895

.4253

CT-LMC

Alignments were made at 7=10Ä. The table is laid out
following the ordering of the count of pairs with P v(r<0.02
displayed in figure 4.14.
Table 4.7
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The figure above shows the effect of the different combinations of order based
heuristics that have been presented in this chapter. In contrast with the similarity matrix
generated by the vanilla LMC, the topological weighting heuristic (T) can be seen to
enhance some of the diagonal segments of similarity, as a consequence of the productform of the accumulation function in conjunction with the sequence ordering imposed
on the cliques. Conversely, the clique connectivity constraint (CT) has a drastic pruning
effect that seems to yield matrices even sparser than the ones observed for LMC at
higher graph densities. However, there are some significant regions of similarity that
could be observed in the matrices from comparison at I =12A in table 4.6, which are not
present in the CT matrix. Despite this, the alignment obtained is significant, unlike the
one detected in the TCT matrix, generated by the combination of both heuristics. In this
case, the matrix appears slightly less sparse; but it is again missing some regions of high
similarity, including the strong diagonal band that aligns near the N-terminus of lecmB.
This feature is now located at the same point as the reference alignment which identifies
homology in the first domain of lcsmB. Despite this, the alignment that is identified on
the matrix does not pass over any of the reference similarities, which seems surprising
given the form of the optimisation. This is again due to the sparseness of the matrix
rendering the heuristic gap-penalties inappropriate for identifying the regions of high
similarity.
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The plot above demonstrates the effectiveness of the Cagr measure at characterising the
performance of the different methods relatively independently of alternative alignments.
A similar relation between geometric quality and Cbe5l was not found - because this
measure only identifies the proportion of an alignment that is in common with the most
‘representative’ reference. As can be seen, the different methods tend to be clustered,
with the basic LMC method appearing to generate similarity matrices that lead to the
alignment best covering any superposable similarity. Comparing this to the ordering
that was given by the thresholded fraction of Pstr for I= \2 k , it seems that TCT-LMC
identifies reasonable alignments, but they do not lead to very reliable structural
similarities. This is not surprising, given the effect it has on the density of alignments,
as was shown in the previous example. It can be reasoned that at high densities, the
extra constraints on the LMC consistency remove the noise that ‘guides’ the dynamic
programming solution towards alignments that tend to superpose well, so the mapping
will minimise gaps and insertions as much as possible.
In summary, it seems that the original classification of alignments as good, or bad,
depending on if their Pstr lies below 0.02, is probably a harsh measure of quality, given
that the T, 0 measure is well populated above the range of values observed for random
alignments. However, the plot of the ‘good’ Pslr partition (figure 4.14) shows a trend to
poorer performance of all the methods at the highest /„ which seems to be justified by
the example above. At high I# the matrices become quite sparse, indicating that
‘reliable’ mappings are being identified. But, the presence of alternative mappings in a
sparse matrix results in an inappropriate parameterisation of the gap penalties for the
alignment, and the result is a mapping that is overly constrained to the single, most
contiguous stretch of high similarity.

4.5 Discussion
The previous section has described some experiments to examine the effectiveness of
LMC, and three distinct refinements, when applied to graphs that represent protein
structures by the relative attitude of local backbone geometry and distances between Ca
atoms. These methods represent different approaches for selecting completely
connected, isomorphic subgraphs from all possible mappings between two graphs, and
transforming each clique mapping into a score for accumulation in a matrix that
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describes the local similarity for each residue mapping that can be made between the
two proteins.
This heuristic for graph matching attempts to quantify the subset of vertex mappings
most likely to be covered by the MCS of the graphs. Within the context of the graph
representation of protein structure, this explicitly detects the largest combination of
residues (bounded by a sphere of diameter

Id)

that can be superimposed onto each

cluster identified in the protein represented by GL(see figure 4.3 on page 183). As such,
the LMC search method can be seen as a generalised strategy for identifying seed
mappings. However, instead of attempting to find the maximally superposable
combination of mappings given by each subset, the population of similar clusters are
reduced to a single measure of similarity for each residue pair that is mapped. Dynamic
programming was then used to identify the bijective subset of residue mappings that
conserve sequence topology and continuity, with the maximum total similarity weight.
Unlike conventional comparison approaches, the quality of any seed mapping is only
locally bounded, by the parameters of the edge equivalence function (4.10) associated
with the structure representation. Furthermore, there is no discriminant within the
procedure to decide if any superposable 3D similarity actually exists. However, it is
clear that if a superposable resemblance does also conserve the local contacts of the
graph representation within the tolerances of edge labelling equivalence, then it will be
displayed in the similarity matrix.
This was not always the case for the large-scale similarities that were present in the test
set of Domingues et. al..9 Consequently, the LMC search usually identified many
alternative clique mappings, where most only shared common local backbone geometry.
Given this, it is surprising that the method can identify any significant alignments when
o

#

spatial information is only present for the nearest 12A. Most structure comparison
methods use characterisations over much greater distances, and often at far lower
resolution, to ignore local variation. Methods like DALI use a sparse distance
representation, but include contacts up to 25Ä in order to identify real resemblances, in
addition to a complex filtering strategy for the selection of the largest similarities.
However, despite the paucity of long-range data, the heuristic method was shown to
identify plausible resemblance amongst proteins with no significant fold homology.
Such a feat would not be possible with structures represented at a lower resolution,
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because the ‘overall features’ of both structures differ. Unfortunately, there is no readily
available evidence to suggest that the similarity is significant, and such unexpected
similarities could be considered a curse on the evaluation of most structure comparison
methods, because the object is to identify ‘real’ structural similarity. On the other hand,
from the perspective of a heuristic that aims to identify the MCS, such a result is quite
valid, even if it is not the optimal (i.e. edge maximal) solution.
From this more abstract perspective, the aggregate pair overlap measure; inspired by the
binary alignment comparison strategy of Domingues and co-workers, is probably most
appropriate out of those used for the assessment of the various LMC heuristics.
However, a conclusive analysis also necessitates the measurement of the edge labelling
consistency for both the reference and the test alignment. Tl0 achieves this to some
degree, but it is not specific to the graph representation. Whilst each reference
alignment, by the virtue of their superposition based generation, should guarantee a
certain degree of subgraph isomorphism under the representation, it is not clear if the
mappings are actually covered by the MCS with the conditions of edge representation
that were used. To assess this would require a more exact search method, and an
accordingly greater amount of computing time to process the test set that has been used.
The variation of performance for each heuristic is partially accounted for by the overall
dependence on representation density, and the ad hoc application of a dynamic
programming algorithm that is intended to identify a maximally similar set of mappings
while minimising the edit distance between two sequences. The latter is inappropriate
for the extreme examples of structural similarity used to assess the methods,
notwithstanding the fact that no attempt was made to find optimum values for the gap
penalty parameters in the objective function. Finding appropriate gap penalties is a
routine aspect of any specialised application of these methods in sequence alignment,
because the optimum values are quite specific to the range of the pair-wise similarity
function that is to be maximised. Such an optimisation is likely to be unsuccessful for
this application, because the range of the set of similarity matrix elements is directly
related to the nature of the similarity, and the abundance of alternative mappings.
Instead, it would be most appropriate to apply a form of ‘line-search’ on the matrix,
which is one way of describing the local fragment assembly techniques used by CE. 60
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The validation strategy used to assess the structural comparisons generated a huge set of
measures for each alignment, of which only a few trends were actually presented here.
It is clear that there are many ways to assess alignments, but none seem capable of
making absolute qualifications on the performance of a new method. Some attempts
were made to identify measures that can be used in combination to assess alignment
quality, including the application of multidimensional scaling,4 to identify any
consistent differences in the degree of correlation within the set of empirical and
comparative measures, for each of the sixteen different comparison conditions. These
experiments were inconclusive, although the different heuristics seemed to form distinct
groups, where the points representing the comparisons at 9Ä demonstrated the least
difference between the four.
As for the effectiveness of the heuristics themselves, which are simply reflected in
figures 4.16 and 4.14; it seems that any imposition of ordering dependence apparently
degrades the quality of alignment. This is probably because it introduces a potentially
arbitrary factor into the weighting, because the objects that are being ordered are sets of
relations that formally have no dependence on sequence. This would typically result in
perturbation of the final alignment by traces of strong similarity, that are only due to the
chance overlap of trivial similarities that are consistent under the ordering. In respect to
the algorithm that was presented on page 191, there is also an arbitrary ordering in the
actual processing of each clique in the CG-slice’s maximum set, which, given that the
accumulation propagates existing similarity, will further confuse the interpretation of
the patterns of strong similarity in the matrix.
The situation is worse with CT-LMC, because the set of vertex mapping weights is
actually pruned, rather than simply modulated by the order dependence. In this case, the
ordering defines the sets of mappings that must be conserved by any subsequent clique
mappings in the neighbourhood of a particular clique. For the CT-LMC method, the
ordering was empirically defined by clique size and ‘asymmetry’. This implies that the
MCS is expected to conserve the largest and least degenerately labelled cliques, and
their relations to others. If this is not the case, then it seems unlikely that the remaining
fragments of the MCS that are allowed by the pruning will form a locally maximal
clique mapping. This is demonstrated in the example overleaf.
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qp q2, and q3describe the ordering applied to the
decomposition of the left hand graph. In this case, there are no
mappings of q3in GR(on the right), so in subsequent slices, no
CG vertices are formed for mappings to ‘/ \ This only leaves
the tie that is congruent to q2and q3to define the remaining
mappings that cliques in tfP<GRmust intersect.
Figure 4.17 Pathological situation for CT-LMC
The outcome of the application of CT-LMC to the example is that the weight matrix
will represent the lull complement of isomorphisms between q3 and GRj but give no
information about the easily identifiable MCS. This situation has only arisen because
the dominant clique of GLis not present in GR.
The combined heuristic, TCT-LMC, probably takes the best features of both the
modified weighting scheme, and the clique connectivity constraint, and so gives good
performance at the lowest graph density. The converse is true at high graph densities,
now the arbitrary constraints imposed by both heuristics interact to give a biased
similarity matrix, which, in the examples that were presented, is clearly missing a
number of stretches of similarity that normally would be identified. The general
o

behaviour is bom out in the distribution of Cagr at 12A, where the TCT-LMC pairs
certainly lie in the insignificant region as assessed by TI0, and corroborated by the
overlap measure.

4.6

Conclusions

The heuristic transformation of the MCS problem, based on a form of consistency that
was first introduced in an application to structurally guided NMR assignment; has been
shown to be useful in the comparison of protein structures. This has demonstrated that
the LMC form of consistency allows the identification of a limited set of possible
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mappings that cover near optimal elements of the MCS. Two heuristic constraints were
also introduced, and compared to the basic method. One of these, the CT-LMC
heuristic, is generally applicable to graph matching problems, where it is known that the
graph decomposition strategy selects separating vertices that are maximally conserved
in the MCS. The other was a simple way to incorporate sequence topology directly into
the heuristic transformation of the results of LMC search. This did not perform as well
as the LMC transformation in isolation, because it again imposes arbitrary requirements
on the decomposition.
The assessment of the performance of these methods was hampered by the problems
involved in assessing the validity of structural similarities. One comparative approach to
assess this was implemented, and extended in order to apply it to the problem of
assessing alignments where many alternative similarities are known to exist. This
extension was necessary because the search embodied by LMC detects all local
similarities, and its solution find the largest consistent subset of these, independently of
the existence of a good superposition. Although the common measures of structural
similarity are based on superposition, or 3D relational consistency, they still
demonstrate bimodal behaviour depending upon the presence of significant or trivial
similarity in these alignments.
However, the measures are difficult to qualitatively interpret, because the alignments
are not always completely superimposable, and often lie on the boundary between
acceptable and unacceptable quantitative similarity. This was demonstrated in the
unexpected resemblance observed between brazzein and the pro-fragment of subtilisin,
which visually seems quite reasonable, and all that its high Pstr estimate indicates is
there is a 20% chance that the similarity does not indicate a common fold. These kinds
of similarity could be quite common, if one accepts the possibility that there are basic
substructural motifs that are independent of fold type. As such, the Pstr measure has
simply behaved exactly as it was parameterised, and highlights the need to qualify the
kind of similarity that is sought before any qualitative measure can be constructed.
This highlights an issue that is germane to any application of a general method to
problems involving specific phenomenological interpretation. In order to be successful,
the input of the method must be based on a representation that only describes the critical
features of the problem. For example, the graph representation that is most appropriate
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for fold similarity is one that characterises the relative arrangement of the secondary
structural features that contain the residues that are being related. This does not simply
allow the method to find similarities quickly, by solving a very small graph comparison
problem; it also allows the tolerances for equating the spatial relations to be set
appropriately. In a detailed representation, where local spatial relations in similar
structures can be quite different, a discrete tolerance must be very broad to allow for
this variation. Otherwise, good mappings may not actually appear optimal, because the
representation is too detailed, and the decision function is too discriminative. Secondly,
the measures used to assess the ‘objective’ optimum identified by the method must be
appropriate if they are to measure the usefulness of the method. Superposition is fine for
functionally consistent atomic arrangements, or for large-scale fold similarities, but is
inappropriate for resemblances where spatial arrangement is less relevant. Examples of
this include proximal binding sites that are located in different regions on different
proteins. These observations suggest it may be impossible to relate similarities at all
levels of protein structure representation, because they cannot all be assessed with a
single measure, or represented by one description. However, the general approach
provided by graphs may allow one to approach this, as has been demonstrated here.
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5. Conclusion

5.1

What has been accomplished

This work has been concerned with the problems of comparing protein structures by
representing them as graphs. This was shown to be analogous to two pattern matching
problems, which both contribute to understanding the great unknown in protein
structure - how chemical properties are defined by the conformation. The first of these
was a special case of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) assignment problem. The
structural NMR assignment (SNA) strategy involves recognising the known spatial
arrangements of the amides within the pattern of spatial spin coupling intensities
observed in a filtered NOESY spectrum. This is an example of the maximum common
subgraph (MCS) problem, the most general form of graph comparison, and has
challenged computer science for many years. The second problem is the comparison of
protein structures, which is essential for recognising binding motifs, structurally
important interaction patterns, and even in the classification of protein architecture. It
again can be treated as a graph matching problem, but has been shown to involve other
complications, arising from the many ways that proteins can be considered to be similar.

5.1.1 Exploration of Graph Matching Methods
As was intimated in chapter 2, the reason that the MCS is difficult is because the largest
set of consistent edge mappings cannot formally be identified without searching through
all the different combinations. A standard transformation exists to represent all of these,
but it only demonstrates that the selection of the optimum combination of these is NP
complete aspect of the problem. This standard transformation involves the identification
of cliques in the correspondence graph (CG),3 which is a graph formed over all vertex
mappings between the two graphs that are being compared, and contains all common
subgraphs in its edge set. The use of this construction was explored by the
implementation of a set of graph representation and processing routines, including the
clique enumeration algorithm of Bron and Kerbosch.6
The cliques in the CG are maximally consistent vertex mappings. The criteria for this
consistency, is given by the operator that selects equivalent pair relations between the
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original graphs. Typical versions of this operator generate edge mappings based on the
consistency of labels between connected vertices in either graph. Often,11'12 edges are
also created between vertex mappings when the pairs are disconnected in one, or both
graphs (Gl and GR). Providing the operator is asymmetric, allowing disconnections in
Gl to map to edges in GR, then the CG cliques correspond to the isomorphisms of GL,
that are present within GR. This irreflexive form of the common subgraph problem was
not used, because the common subgraphs involved in both problems are of the most
general form, where there may be explicit inconsistency in the connectivity of either
graph. Instead, investigation focused on searching CGs where edge sets are composed
from just the mappings of similarly labelled edges in the graphs.
A modification to the BK algorithm was shown to be able to select subsets of CG
cliques that formed a bijective mapping between subsets of VL and VR. This does not
solve the combinatorial problem of identifying the subset of the CG cliques that form
the MCS, but may be incorporated into an optimisation strategy to select the MCS in
this way. During experiments with this, it was recognised that CG’s formed without
edges corresponding to explicit disconnections makes the combinatorial search harder
because the consistent subgraphs are smaller, and only overlap when a CS covers
vertices contained by two or more cliques in both of the original graphs. Koch11 showed
a search that can assemble cliques where consistent disconnectivity is used to select
good combinations of consistent subgraphs. Rather than take a similar route, another
form of consistency was devised. This was termed ‘local maximum clique’ (LMC)
consistency, and allowed the identification of a subset of VLxVR(the CG node set) that
meet certain similarity criteria. In order to explain this, it is useful to recall the
definition of discrete relaxation, as applied in the Ullmann subgraph isomorphism
algorithm.17 It defines a vertex mapping (v,v) to be consistent, in the context of a
specific subset of all mappings (P), only if P contains a mapping for every vertex in Tr
It is now possible to state the general form of LMC consistency: A set of vertex
mappings (PLR) are defined as LMC consistent, if - and only if for each v,vr, a maximum
clique exists that contains it, within the CG subgraph induced by q,xVR, where qyis a
clique containing vr PLRcan be generated by decomposing GLinto a set of cliques (QL).
Then, a maximum clique algorithm, such as the one by Carraghan and Pardalos8 that
was described in chapter 3, is used to select consistent vertex mappings in the
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‘correspondence subgraph’ for the whole, or some specific subset of QL. The union of
the consistent mappings is therefore an LMC consistent set, PLR.
LMC provides a way of pruning the space of vertex mappings that must be searched to
identify common subgraphs. It is distinct from discrete relaxation, because it examines
the consistency of the connectivity within each Tr This means the approach may allow a
backtracking search to identify an edge maximal vertex mapping with greater
efficiency. However, it has its drawbacks - if a vertex pair of the MCS is not contained
by a maximum clique in a particular correspondence subgraph, it will be not be
contained in PLR. This was not considered a serious drawback in the application to SNA,
where the connectivity described by NOE patterns tends to be denser than is expected,
because of spin-diffusion.

However, as recognised in chapter 4, the MCS of two similar proteins, as represented by
a restricted set of spatial contacts, may often violate the LMC property, leading to an
incorrect PLR. To address this, a refinement to LMC was introduced, which can be
referred to as CT-LMC. CT stands for clique topology, which is an interpretation of the
way that the heuristic operates. It involves the identification of an ordering (O) on QL,
which allows the further constraint of a mapping’s consistency. Firstly, recall that the
formation of PLRis done incrementally, so the LMC mappings of q, are used to extend
some previous Pk, formed collectively by the cliques (Qk) preceding q, in the ordering.
CT requires that any mapping v,v in CTPLRmust at least be covered by the maximum
cliques in the correspondence subgraph formed from the earliest clique under O that
contains vr This allows the correspondence subgraphs formed from subsequent q,
containing v, to be limited to (v,vrn Pk) u ((q; n Qk’)xVR), for all vr. CT-LMC therefore
requires that a vertex mapping is primarily LMC consistent under the first clique in
O.Q({v, u T,}). In addition, vertex mappings for cliques at any point in O.Q are
constrained to the maximal mappings consistent with earlier LMC mappings, this
restricts any common subgraph to ones tending to preserve vertices that are present in
more than one clique in Q.
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5.1.2 An approximation for identifying similar vertices
Very little investigation was made in the properties of the LMC, and CT-LMC pruning
method, beyond their identification of a minimal search space for the MCS. This is
because an exact search of PLR and CTPLR was thought too impractical for the sizes of
graphs that were to be compared. Instead, attention was focused on a way to
approximate the CG-clique reconstruction problem. The basic strategy was to construct
a weighted bipartite graph, where the edges represent the vertex mappings in PLR(or the
CT variant). The incremental algorithm used to construct either subset was modified to
accumulate weights on the edges corresponding to each vertex in each maximum clique
mapping. Finally, it was thought that the maximum weight matching (MWM) on this
graph would roughly correspond to the MCS between the graph two graphs.
A variety of ways of scoring similarity for each LMC clique mapping were explored.
Initially, these were based on a unit contribution for each LMC clique edge adjacent to a
mapping, for all the maximum cliques discovered for a clique in the decomposition.
This was compared to a normalisation strategy, which attempted to quantity the
likelihood of a clique mapping being correct by normalizing the unit score of each edge
in a maximum clique mapping of qr The normalization factor was based on the
hypothesis that each q, would ideally appear once in GR, and the set of maximum clique
mappings would correspond to its set of automorphisms. Any additional clique
mappings could indicate that q, is not present in GR, so an excess of mappings in the
maximum clique set reduces the contribution of any CG edge to the similarity of the
pair of mapped vertices it relates. With this interpretation, the similarity matrix, which
is formed by the accumulated weights during the enumeration of PLR, can be viewed as
set of measures of the likelihood of a CS containing each particular vertex mapping.

5.1.3 Application to NMR assignment
Initial experience with this method was in the investigation of the SNA problem, where
the graphs that were compared are formed from the subset of amide contacts within
some threshold distance. Two variations were examined, when a graph was compared
with itself, and when one of the graphs (GR) was degraded by noise, simulating some of
the kinds of experimental error observed in real spectra. Here, the method was shown to
be robust to this additional error, providing that the allowed tolerance was set
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sufficiently high to overcome the differences due to noise. In general, the
transformation performed reasonably if the threshold distance was unrealistically large,
that is, well beyond the observable range of NOE coupling. The MWM transformation
became unreliable when this threshold was reduced to a typical range (6Ä), with a
conservatively broad distance equivalence tolerance. The failure was attributed to the
presence of many locally similar mappings for each qy, combined with the presence of a
number of valid automorphisms of the MCS, under the allowed range of distance
variation. This highlighted the main problems with the transformation: that MWM
solutions can be degenerate, and the solution is sensitive to those LMC-consistent
mappings that are not part of the MCS, but still receive a similarly high value of
similarity. The problem was most serious with the likelihood based scoring; while this
was effective in reducing the similarity for redundant patterns of clique edges for the
sparse graphs analogous to NOE contacts, it also minimised the difference between
trivial and correct vertex mappings in dense graphs. This exacerbated the degeneracy of
the MWM solution, resulting in poor performance at higher graph densities.
The performance of the method for dense graphs was encouraging, and it was thought
that a score function measuring the similarity of the equated labels on each CG edge
would relieve much of the degeneracy in the vertex similarity matrix arising from trivial
isomorphisms. This was not applied to the SNA problem for two reasons. Firstly, it
seemed that the basic strategy of mapping NOE contacts was too sparse for this local
scoring based method to perform reliably. And, secondly, a good numerical measure of
similarity for NOE signals would involve appropriately modelling the experimental
error. Otherwise, the similarity weights could strongly reflect common patterns of
connectivity that are only similar because of noise, and again perturb the MWM.

5.1.4 Protein Structure Comparison
The exploration of the heuristic transformation of the LMC clique mapping space was
continued using graphs formed from the spatial contacts between Ca atoms in proteins,
to investigate the problems of protein structure comparison. This application allows a
far richer graph representation, which was expected to minimise the problem of
redundant connectivity that plagued the application to SNA. Initially, the protein
structure graphs were labelled with distances, but this still led to a poorly defined
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bipartite matching problem, due to clique mapping automorphisms. However, a great
improvement in the clarity of similarity weights was obtained by augmenting the
labelling scheme with the relative orientation of the backbone for each of the Ca in
close contact.
The basic method, using both the likelihood measure combined with the one for
labelling similarity, was shown to identify close homologues quite effectively. In these
cases, the assumption about the density of the MCS connectivity that is inherent in
LMC worked well. However, it was recognised that in most structural similarities, the
MCS, as defined by the representation and edge equivalence function, is often locally
less consistent than other mappings. This is attributable to differences in the pattern of
local interactions, which are specific to each protein. 14 The result is that the LMC
selection criterion often only identified mappings between the invariant patterns of
spatial contacts within any particular q. At worst, these only characterise trivial
secondary structure features, such as a similarly curved ß tum, or helical pitch, leading
to strong banding in the matrices, but the serious issue is that some similarities are
completely pruned by the LMC criterion. A few different labelling and scoring schemes
were tried, with no real improvement, except for the removal of obviously redundant
short-range contacts. In addition, the LMC methodology was also extended. This
resulted in the CT-LMC heuristic, which was described above, and another ordering
based heuristic, which modified the way that vertex similarity was accumulated in the
matrix. The ‘T’, or ‘topology’ heuristic, involved ordering the clique set by the lowest
residue number of each completely connected subset of vertices, and for each clique,
propagating any existing similarity score for vertex mappings that are found to be LMC
consistent.
The final refinement was the replacement of the MWM pair selection strategy by a
dynamic programming algorithm, to constrain the selection of mappings to those that
maximally conserve sequence topology. This was a convenient way of overcoming the
problems that arise from the ‘noise’ in the matrix, introduced by mappings to redundant
structure as described above, and it did improve the performance of the scheme.
However, structure comparison is fundamentally different to NMR assignment. The
problem requires the identification of a subset of the residues in the two proteins that
adopt a similar conformation, but there is no mechanism in the scheme to make this
partition in an optimal manner. This was bom out in the evaluation, which demonstrated
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that apparently poor alignments were often obtained for proteins where many alternative
similarities were clearly detectected in the similarity matrix. The considerable noise
introduced from redundant structural patterns merely aggravated this, because of the ad
hoc assignment of gap parameters in the dynamic programming optimisation problem.

5.2

Further Work

The LMC strategy provides a way of enumerating clique mappings that meet a strong
consistency criterion, for any form of graph. However, there is a fundamental problem
with the heuristic transformation used to reduce this well-defined subset of the CG to an
efficiently solvable discrete optimisation problem. This stems from the heavily coupled
nature of the quadratic assignment problem, which is one of the many formal
transformations of MCS. The difficulty of approximating these problems is well
known,4 so it should not be too surprising that the similarity matrix based approach
performed poorly in many situations. Nonetheless, there is a huge scope for the
development of heuristic graph representations and score functions that may be
successful for specific problems which can be demonstrated to be LMC consistent.
Then, there still remains the problem of solution enumeration. If the heuristic
transformation could be formally validated, then enumeration of all solutions to the
maximum weight matching is analogous to counting the automorphisms of the MCS.
This is a problem on the boundary of intractability,5 but definitely bounded for many
classes of graphs. As always, it is possible to envisage numerous heuristics that could be
applied, but this is probably not the most productive avenue for future research. An
MWM style solution is only valid for the inexact versions of subgraph isomorphism
problems, of which SNA is just one example. However, in order to solve the maximally
similar subsets problem, that is analogous to structure comparison; a more general
method is needed. In the case of a topologically constrained inexact MCS problem, a
dynamic programming optimisation using affine gap penalties," or another form of
fragment assembly1will probably suffice.
Given that LMC consistency does effectively constrain the search space of MCS
problems where the common connectivity is known to be dense, it warrants further
development. In addition, the similarity matrix, which is essentially produced as a by238
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product during the application of the consistency algorithm, could be used as a starting
point for discrete search. In this case, an optimum would then be defined by an
objective function formed over the common subgraph solution. However, in order to
apply this effectively, the desirable properties of the numeric transformation of each CG
edge must be more clearly defined. It is, however, more attractive to attempt the direct
incorporation of LMC consistency into a search, perhaps in an analogous fashion to
discrete relaxation. The heuristic modification to the Bron and Kerbosh algorithm,6
discussed in chapter 3, is a first step towards this, and could easily be incorporated into
branch and bound search.
Both applications that were examined in this work demonstrated a strong dependence of
the quality of MCS solution upon the density of the graphs that were matched. This was
most dramatic in the SNA problem, where the change in performance was reminiscent
of a phase transition. This is a commonly observed feature of hard problems, and often
referred to as such in the literature.9 In SNA, the critical density for good performance
was shown to be dependent upon the allowed degree of inexact equivalence. This
performance dependence was not examined so thoroughly for structure comparison, but
a different kind of dependence was seen as the density of local contacts was increased.
These differences in behaviour are clearly a result of the different kinds of comparison
problems that are being attempted, and can perhaps be related to the properties of
protein structure as represented by the two graph representations.
The extremes of performance can be thought of as the under- and over-constrained
limits of the respective comparison problems, under LMC consistency. The under
constrained case is the one most likely to occur in practical data interpretation problems
like SNA, and occurs because the transformation of PLRlacks any direct treatment of the
consistency of disconnections between subgraphs. Use of this form of information is
one way of simplifying the CG clique reconstruction problem, and conventionally
solved using null labelling. However, this requires the identification of cliques of a size
at most equal to the cardinality of the vertex set of the MCS. Since the performance of
enumeration algorithms is exponentially dependent on the cardinality of the maximum
clique, this would be unacceptably expensive. Instead, a compromise may be possible.
Given the flexibility of the basic methodology, the edge set of a graph could be
augmented by special relations, which perform in almost the same way as the null
connectivity label. These relate the ends of every pair of vertices that are only connected
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by two edges. The effect is to increase the size of every clique in both graphs, but not to
the same extent as the conventional treatment, and thus still allows the application of the
LMC approach. This principle of augmentation could also be used to explore different
forms of decomposition, particularly in applications of the ‘clique topology’ constrained
form of LMC.

5. 2.1 Towards Structural NMR Assignment
It seems that the main failing of the method in its application to SNA may be the
reliance on a minimal data set, that was in order to avoid the expensive isotopic
labelling strategies needed to acquire a complete set of heteronuclear NMR data. Setting
aside any refinements in matching methodology, the obvious solution is to identify
additional, convenient sources of spectral data that enrich the basic NOE contact graph.
The most accessible of these seems to be residual dipolar coupling measurements.16
They are scalar couplings that can be interpreted as a direct measurement of amide bond
orientation, relative to the principle axis of the spectrometer. Typically, this involves the
estimation of the molecular orientation frame, but the couplings were recently used in a
rotationally invariant manner to directly constrain structure calculations.'5
Either of these two approaches could be used for the interpretation of residual dipolar
coupling data. Naive application of the former would involve a strategy similar to the
one suggested for pseudo-shift based protein NMR assignment,7 but the frame
independent approach allows the data to be directly incorporated into the graph
representation. Interpreted in this way, the relative patterns of residual dipolar coupling
resembles the local geometric characterisation that was used in chapter 4, which
suggests that they may also lead to a significant improvement in matching performance.
Finally, one can resort to other, less reliable data - based on predictive methods,1318
augmented with any extra information available from detailed spectral simulation. If
any of these approaches could be made effective, then the ultimate form of SNA would
be the use of homologues, or even structure predictions to aid the assignment process.
Sadly, such a feat is probably beyond the primitive approach that has been presented
here, for reasons that are most relevant to the application of MCS methods in structure
comparison.
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5.2.2 Structure Comparison
Protein structure comparison is a problem that has been enthusiastically pursued, as the
length of the (very selective) review in chapter 4 demonstrates. One aim of this research
has been to place the wide variety of approaches in a single theoretical framework, in
order to gain an objective view of their operation and effectiveness. This has not quite
been realised, and it may have been foolhardy to try, if not simply for the fact that it is
nearly always possible to find one example of ‘surprising’ similarity, that justifies a
particular flavour of search and protein structure representation.
The performance of any structural comparison method will be ultimately determined by
the scheme used for scoring interesting mappings, which are always tuned for specific
kinds of resemblance. The simple applications of LMC that have been described here
are no exception, but they do present a quite different kind of constraint on the form of
the similarities that are identified. However, the kinds of resemblances that LMC can
identify, given that it is capable of entirely non-topological similarity detection, were
not favourably assessed by many geometric measures. In its defence, the only real fault
in these early applications is the assumption that a structural similarity can be identified
solely on the positive consistency data identified in the LMC algorithm. This is easily
corrected, by the use of an explicit search that selects just the high similarity features in
the matrix, although the more general problem of non-topological identification is less
straightforward. One should also bear in mind that this matrix may be of considerable
use in its own right, because it compactly represents all resemblances.
However, there are also some questions concerning structural representation. The
application of LMC required spatial similarities to achieve a minimum degree of local
consistency, under the arbitrary tolerances of an equivalence function operating at the
resolution represented by a limited set of distance contacts. Whether a resemblance
actually meets these criteria is dependent on the kind of mapping that is desired.
Certainly, such a detailed representation cannot be directly be used for low resolution
structural resemblance, because the edge equivalence must then be broad enough to
ensure that the MCS of these highly variable short range contacts truly correspond to
the remotest examples of fold similarity. However, the advantage of the general
approach is its flexibility - so any form of structural characterisation could be used to
augment the residue interaction labelling. There is no requirement that this should be
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spatial, so highly heterogenous information could also be used, such as sequence and
mutation data, providing a score function can be rationally defined. This could even be
optimised, perhaps in a rational manner like MATRAS, 10 but the critical property is that
the consistent edges identify the similarity as a reasonably dense MCS.

5.3

Conclusions

In this exploration of the problems of protein structure representation, and recognition, a
bounded approach to common subgraph enumeration has been developed, and
implemented as a general library. What has been presented should be considered as a
work in progress that has raised some interesting possibilities. Whilst it has not solved
the fundamentally intractable problem of finding the largest common subgraph, it
reiterates the well known observation that some cases of NP Complete problems are
amenable to nearly efficient heuristics. The issue is whether these tractable cases can be
identified, as this will naturally define an appropriate set of representations and
measures for the problem. Moreover, the converse is also important - given a particular
problem, is there a way of assessing if it is well defined enough that a solution can be
found by heuristic means. These questions are firmly rooted in the field of theoretical
computer science, but their associated formalisms may have much wider application, as
tools for the objective analysis of these real world problems.
Some problems cannot be efficiently solved. They will always involve vast search
spaces, because it is inherent in the problems themselves. On the other hand, there are
some that appear far worse, simply because they are not properly determined. There is
currently no such thing as an ideal structure comparison, because, as yet - no simple
model exists to define the problem. The role of graph matching has been shown to be
central to this problem, because it is descriptive enough to support the unification of the
broad spectrum of biological and chemical information that is available. As such, the
work that has been presented here may well be relevant outside of this field of protein
science. Most large-scale comparison problems involve the analysis of relational
databases, and the MCS problem is the logical extreme of a problem of finding common
patterns amongst specific observations. A decomposition approach, that allows very
large patterns to be identified in bounded time, and reasonable space, is therefore
expected to find wide application.
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